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Thermopower under Extreme Conditions in Strongly
Correlated Electron Systems
Alexandra PALACIO MORALES
Abstract
Thermopower is a technique whose importance is related to the possibility of directly
measuring electronic properties of the systems, as it is sensitive to the derivative of the density
of states. In this work, the low temperature regime of strongly correlated electron systems
has been studied using this technique. For that, a new pressure-field thermopower device was
developed, and used, to determine (T, P,H) phase diagrams of the itinerant ferromagnets
UCoAl and UGe2, and of the weak antiferromagnet CeRh2Si2.
For example, in the case of UCoAl, this same technique was used to analyze the metam-
agnetic transition from paramagnetic (PM) to ferromagnetic (FM) phases and to study its
evolution towards the quantum critical end point. The existence of exotic magnetic excitations
in the ground state and around the critical end point were also evidenced.
On the compound CeRh2Si2, the suppression of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order by mag-
netic field and pressure was explored. A strong change of the Fermi surface at Hc, the field at
which the suppression of the AF into the paramagnetic polarized (PPM) phase, was observed.
We also show that under pressure, the magnetic fluctuations around the critical pressure Pc
masked the Fermi surface reconstruction of the AF phase into the PM phase. The analysis of
the (T, P,H) phase diagram revealed that the non-ordered phases of this compound (PM and
PPM) are different, therefore pressure and field behave as different suppressor mechanisms.
In the UGe2 compound, the analysis of its Fermi surface by thermopower quantum oscil-
lations was performed as a last example of the utility and of the importance of this technique.
To the best of the author knowledge, this is the first time that this technique was used in
heavy fermion systems. A comparison to traditional probes such as de Haas-van Alphen and
Shubnikov–de Haas effects was done. We observed a good agreement between them and we
explain the advantages and the disadvantages of thermopower quantum oscillations technique
over the traditional probes.
Keywords
Strongly Correlated Electron Systems - Heavy Fermions
Quantum Criticality
Thermoelectric Coefficients
Fermi Surface Mapping
Extreme Conditions: Low Temperatures, High Magnetic Fields and High Pressures
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Introduction
Contex and Motivations
Heavy fermions are a family of strongly correlated electron systems behaving like Fermi liquids
with renormalized parameters, notably the electronic effective mass. This renormalization is
due to the presence of magnetic moments coming from the partially filled f orbitals, close to
the Fermi energy, of lanthanide or actinide atoms. Indeed, the f shells can hybridize with
broader bands such as s, p and d bands leading to competing magnetic orders on the system.
This competing order can be explained, in general, through the Doniach phase diagram and a
special interest is focused on the study of quantum critical points. In addition, heavy fermion
compounds have a Fermi energy that is quite small, contrary to other strongly correlated
electron systems such as High-Temperature superconductors (like cuprates or pnictides sys-
tems) that also present competing orders. The low Fermi energy of heavy fermion systems
gives the opportunity to explore this competition quite easily by applying pressure, doping
and magnetic field as external parameters. This easy access made that these systems became
so popular.
From an experimental point of view, heavy fermions are very challenging as extreme con-
ditions, i.e, low temperatures, high pressures/doping and/or high magnetic fields are required
to study their physical properties. To carry out that study, we choose pressure rather than
chemical doping as control parameter as pressure is a clean one to tune the system; it does not
introduce disorder. In addition, pressure can be applied in a controlled and almost reversible
way.
During the last years, thermopower get a renewed interest to study strongly correlated
electron systems. It has been demonstrated that this probe gives significant information about
phase transitions and electronic properties at low temperatures. The aim of this thesis is to
study the family of heavy fermion compounds by thermopower measurements. One of the
strong aspects of this thesis was to develop an adequate pressure-thermopower setup in the
low temperature and high magnetic field conditions to study the competing orders induced by
pressure in those systems. Indeed, the different physical phenomena that arise near a quantum
critical point like suppression/appearance of magnetic order, non Fermi liquid behavior and/or
superconductivity, generally exhibit a strong pressure dependence. Moreover, this thesis was
also focused on the understanding of magnetic phase transitions induced by magnetic fields
using thermopower as mainly probe. Finally, the low noise thermopower measurements and
the temperature and field extreme conditions of the experiments carried out during this thesis
yielded to the determination of the parameters of the Fermi surface via thermopower quantum
oscillations.
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Introduction
The thermopower studies presented in this thesis are focused on the heavy fermion com-
pounds UGe2, UCoAl and CeRh2Si2. These studies concern the analysis, from the ther-
mopower point of view, of the topology of the Fermi surface of the ferromagnetic phase of
UGe2, the analysis of the magnetic structure called “wing structure” in UCoAl and the com-
parison of the suppression of the antiferromagnetic ground state of CeRh2Si2 by magnetic
field and pressure.
Plan of the thesis
This thesis is divided in five chapters. The first chapter gives an overview of the theoretical
background for understanding the physics of the heavy fermion systems. It also describes the
thermopower models and the information obtained from the thermoelectric coefficients. The
second chapter explains the different probes and extreme conditions of pressure, magnetic
field and temperature under which the measurements were carried on. Each of the following
chapters are focused on the study of one compound. Chapter 3 shows the measurements of
UCoAl. The study of the metamagnetic transition induced by magnetic field and of the wings
under pressure are shown in the first and second parts of this chapter, respectively. Chapter
4 is dedicated to the FM2 phase of UGe2 determined by thermopower quantum oscillations
technique. The last chapter presents the results of CeRh2Si2. This chapter is also divided into
two sub-chapters; the first focuses on the suppression of the antiferromagnetic order of this
compound by magnetic field and the second one on the suppression of the antiferromagnetic
order by pressure. We finish with the general conclusion of the thesis.
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Chapter 1
Physical Background
In this chapter, I expose briefly the physical concepts that will be useful for the understanding
of this thesis. First, I introduce heavy fermion systems and the Fermi liquid theory. Second, I
discuss the different competing ground states and the complex phase diagrams that occur at
low temperature in these systems. A brief description of the breakdown of the Fermi liquid
theory is exposed in the third part. In the last one, I show the Seebeck and Nernst coefficients
used as a probe to study the properties of heavy fermion systems.
1.1 Heavy Fermions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
1.2 Competing Orders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
1.2.1 Doniach Phase Diagram: RKKY vs Kondo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
1.2.2 Quantum Criticality in Heavy Fermions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
1.3 Non-Fermi Liquid Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
1.4 Thermoelectric Coefficients . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
1.4.1 Seebeck Coefficient . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
1.4.2 Nernst Coefficient . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
1.4.3 Mott Formula . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
1.4.4 Thermopower in the Zero-Temperature Limit . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
1.4.5 Information from Thermoelectric Coefficients . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
1.1 Heavy Fermions
1 Heavy fermion systems were discovered in the 70’s with the appearance of inter-metallic
compounds such as CeAl3 characterized by electronic excitations with an effective mass as
much as 1000 times larger than normal metals. These materials have become the focus
of intense research as they can be easily tuned to quantum phase transitions by external
1This introduction is inspired from [Coleman, 2007, Stewart, 1984, Flouquet, 2005] in which more details
can be found.
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parameters such as pressure, magnetic field or chemical doping. Actually, this is due the high
Gru¨neisen2 exponent, which in turn is due to a small Fermi energy.
Heavy fermion compounds are itinerant intermetallic compounds characterized by includ-
ing rare earth or actinide atoms in their chemical composition. Their ground state can be
non-ordered such as CeAl3 or ordered such as CeIn5. In the case of an ordered ground state,
the magnetic moment is due to the incomplete f shell of the previous atoms. The magnetic
moment may be considered as localized in these systems as the radial probability of the f elec-
trons appears close to the nucleus. Sometimes, heavy fermions present itinerant magnetism
due to the coupling between the magnetic f shells and the electronic properties given by the
incomplete and large volume s, p or d orbitals. This coupling is produced when the energy
of the f band is close to the Fermi energy and it is analyzed by the hybridization mechanism
called “Kondo effect”. It occurs at temperatures lower than a characteristic temperature, the
Kondo temperature TK . The Kondo effect describes the process by which a free magnetic
ion becomes screened by the spins of the conduction electrons to form a spinless scattering
center at low temperatures and low magnetic fields. This screening process is continuous.
Above TK , the no direct overlap of the f shells indicates that the f electrons can be treated
as completely localized impurities in the lattice with a Fermi sea given by the electrons of the
s, p, d bands.
In addition, this overlapping induces an increase of the electronic effective mass increases
due to interactions; i.e., the delocalization of the f electrons induces strong correlations in
the conduction electrons and then the formation of itinerant quasi-particles which present
a large effective mass. This was observed in the electronic specific heat measurements that
achieve values of the order of hundreds of mJmol−1K−1. The existence of these high effective
masses was also verified by the de Hass-van Alphen effect (dHvA) that shows the formation
of heavy quasi-particles. Heavy fermion systems can have effective masses of the order of
m∗ ∼ 10 − 1000m0 with m0 the electron mass. In fact, the f electrons are responsible for
the rich variety of electronic phases of heavy fermion systems. For example, heavy fermion
compounds display an interplay between magnetism and superconductivity.
Heavy fermion systems can be described by the Fermi liquid theory below a coherence
temperature appearing in the low temperature regime Tcoh ∼ 10K. As a result of the strong
correlations, this theory renormalizes the parameters of the Fermi gas theory into quasi-
particles with high effective mass. The strong renormalization of the mass induces a reduction
of the Fermi temperature down to TF ∼ 10K which is quite small compared to the Fermi
temperature of normal metals TF ∼ 1000K. This leads to a greater sensitivity of the ground
state to low excitations induced by external parameters (pressure, magnetic field...).
Fermi Liquid Theory
3 The Fermi liquid theory is a many-body theory that treats the metals as condensed Fermi
gases; e.g., a Fermi gas (non-interacting system) with short-range interactions. The ground
state of the interacting Fermi liquid is obtained by forming quasi-particles adiabatically with
a distinct mass. Fermi liquid theory is valid at low temperature, much lower than the Fermi
2Gru¨neisen exponent is defined as the ratio of the volume thermal expansion to the specific heat, Γ = β/Cp.
3The Fermi liquid theory explanation is inspired from refs. [Abrikosov and Khalatnikov, 1959] and
[Schulz, 1995] in which more details can be found.
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energy, TF/10, in the normal state. In addition, there is no phase transition or broken
symmetry reaching this regime.
Landau theory considers the conduction electrons and their interactions as quasi-particles.
These quasi-particles conserve the spin, the charge and the momentum of the Fermi gas
while a renormalization of the mass of the quasi-particles is produced as a result of the tiny
interactions between the almost free electrons. The condensation of these quasi-particles
moves the system from a Fermi gas to a Fermi liquid because it entails non free movements
of the quasi-particles unlike in Fermi gases. This occurs when the interactions (magnetic
moments, Coulomb repulsion, Pauli principle...) start to be significantly large due to the
short distance and the static positions.
As a consequence, the thermodynamic quantities of the Fermi gas will be renormalized for
the Fermi liquid regime. Here, we focus on the specific heat γ:
γ0 =
2pi2
3
g(EF )k
2
BT =
m0kF
3
k2BT (1.1)
with g(EF ) = kFm
∗/2pi2. In the Fermi liquid regime, it can be re-written as:
γ =
m∗kF
3
k2BT = γ0
m∗
m0
= γ0(1 +
F s1
3
) (1.2)
with m0 the mass of the free electron, m
∗ the effective mass and F s1 the Landau parameter of
first order interactions.
The signature of Fermi liquid in heavy fermion systems is related to the approximate
validity of the scaling relations:
χ
γ
≈ cts A
γ2
≈ cts (1.3)
with χ the Pauli susceptibility, γ the electronic specific heat and A the coefficient of the T 2
resistivity-law (ρ = ρ0 +AT
2). The first ratio is called Wilson ratio (RW ) and the second one
Kadowaki and Woods (KW) ratio.
1.2 Competing Orders
The origin of the competition between different ordered ground states is based on the hy-
bridization of the partially filled f orbitals with the conduction electrons which is a main
characteristic of heavy fermion systems. The hybridization of the f electrons can be dom-
inated by Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction or dominated by Kondo in-
teraction. The result is that these f states, which in principle present a localized behaviour,
can become itinerant. Thus, the hybridization governs the itinerant/localized character of
the magnetization of the compound which can be explained by the Doniach Phase diagram
through the JW coupling constant as both interactions, RKKY and Kondo, depend on this
parameter. The JW coupling constant, magnetic exchange parameter, can be modified by
external parameters such as pressure, doping or magnetic field. Moreover, special attention
will be put into quantum phase transitions and quantum criticality.
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1.2.1 Doniach Phase Diagram: RKKY vs Kondo
The RKKY interaction is a long range interaction between the localized magnetic moments
of a lattice mediated by the conduction electrons. The interaction is extended over a long
range and it is damped with a sinusoidal oscillation of wave vector kF as shown the model
of the RKKY interaction represented in Fig.1.1 -left. Here, the localized atoms are rep-
resented in grey and the conduction electrons in yellow. Depending on the distance be-
tween the magnetic moments, the interaction can be antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic
[Ruderman and Kittel, 1954]. This interaction appears for temperatures below:
TRKKY = J
2g(EF )
cos(kF r)
(kF r)3
(1.4)
with g(EF ) the density of states, J
W the coupling constant between the spin wave functions
and kF the Fermi wave vector of the conduction electrons.
Figure 1.1: Simple pictures of the RRKY (left) and Kondo (right) interactions.
The Kondo effect describes the process by which the localized magnetic ions of a lattice
becomes screened by the spins of the conduction electrons to ultimately form a spinless scat-
tering center at low temperature and low magnetic field (Kondo singlet) [Kondo, 1964]. This
interaction can be expressed by the Hamiltonian:
HK = −2J−→S · −→s (1.5)
which describes the scattering of conduction electrons, with spin −→s , to the local magnetic
moment of the impurity,
−→
S . JW represents the strength of the interaction between −→s and−→
S . In the Kondo effect, the screening process, which entails antiferromagnetic coupling, is
continuous. It takes place once the temperature drops below a characteristic energy scale, the
Kondo temperature TK . TK is given by:
TK ∝ Dexp
(
− 1
J2g(EF )
)
(1.6)
The “quench” of the magnetic moments acts as strong elastic scattering potentials for con-
duction electrons, which gives rise to an increase of the resistivity produced by isolated mag-
netic ions (single Kondo impurity). When the same process takes place inside a heavy electron
material, it leads to a spin quenching at every site in the lattice, but now, the strong coherence
scattering leads to a sudden drop in the resistivity at low temperatures (Kondo lattice). As
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Figure 1.2: Resistivity measurements for CexLa1−xCu6. In-
creasing the Ce concentration the system moves from sin-
gle Kondo impurity (red curve) to Kondo lattice (blue curve)
[Sumiyama et al., 1986].
shown in [Sumiyama et al., 1986],
these single Kondo impurity
and Kondo lattice behaviours
depend on the magnetic dop-
ing concentration in the system.
In Fig.1.2, resistivity measure-
ments for different concentra-
tions of Ce (magnetic atom) in
CexLa1−xCu6 are shown. At low
doping concentration, dopants
behave as isolated impurities and
the resistivity behaviour is the
one shown in red color (single
Kondo impurity). If the concen-
tration increases high enough,
the dopants show a lattice orga-
nization, then the system is con-
sidered as a Kondo lattice and
the resistivity behaviour is the
one shown by the blue curve.
The Doniach phase diagram shows the competition between RKKY and Kondo interac-
tions as a function of the JW coupling constant. The interactions from which both competing
orders depend on can be represented by pressure, doping or magnetic field as these external
Figure 1.3: The Doniach phase diagram illustrates the competition between RKKY and Kondo
interactions as a function of the JW coupling contant. The image was taken from [Doniach, 1977].
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parameters modify the value of JW [Doniach, 1977]. Their temperature scales TRKKY and
TK are shown in red and blue lines, respectively, in Fig.1.3. At low values of J
W , the RKKY
interaction dominates and then the ground state of the system will be magnetic whereas when
the Kondo interaction dominates (high values of JW ), the ground state will be a non-magnetic
one. Heavy fermion systems are characterized by having a value of JW for which the TRKKY
and the TK are quite similar. Consequently, in heavy fermion systems small changes in the
JW coupling constant can tune the system from magnetic to non magnetic orders crossing a
QCP. In the frontier region, quantum critical fluctuations lead to exotic behaviours such as
non-Fermi liquid behaviour or unconventional superconductivity.
1.2.2 Quantum Criticality in Heavy Fermions
4 Many classical phase transitions are obtained by increasing temperature. They are driven by
thermal fluctuations and occur at finite critical temperature. When the critical temperature
is brought to the limit T → 0, we find what we call quantum phase transitions. In this limit,
the ground state undergoes a continuous transition from one phase to another driven by a
non-thermal mechanism. Often we speak about the enhanced role of quantum fluctuations in
the experimental phenomena observed close to a quantum critical point. For example, when
a magnetic phase transition is brought down to zero temperature by some means (pressure,
doping or magnetic field), the quantum fluctuations related to the transition, identified as low
energy excitations, present an infinite correlation length, ξ, and an infinite correlation time,
τ0, that cover the entire material. ξ and τ0 scale as τ0 ∝ ξz with z the dynamic exponent.
Figure 1.4: Schematic phase diagram of a quantum critical metal. The phase labeled “?” represents
a novel phase centered over the quantum critical point. (a) and (b) arrows indicate temperature and
non-thermal tunning parameter approaches to the QCP. The image was taken from [Schofield, 2010].
In Fig.1.4, temperature-tuning parameter phase diagram (T, δ) is shown. We observe that
as δ increases, the system moves from an ordered to a non-ordered state crossing the QCP.
Approaching the QCP by varying δ will lead to a divergence of the spatial correlation length.
4This subsection is inspired from [Gegenwart and Steglich, 2008, Si and Steglich, 2010] in which more de-
tails can be found.
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If the approach to the QCP is done by the reduction of the temperature, then an increase
of the size of the temporal dimension β with β = 1/kBT towards infinity, due to T → 0, is
produced.
Around the QCP the standard theory of metals can break down. The fluctuations related
to the quantum criticality serve as a mechanism for novel condensed matter behaviours such
as non-Fermi liquid or phases such as unconventional superconductivity. The signature of
the QCPs has been deeply studied; the violation of the standard theory of metals has been
observed in the divergence of the specific heat and the Gru¨neisen exponent and in a sudden
reconstruction of the Fermi surface and/or in the vanishing of multiple energy scales. The
strong accumulation of entropy in the vicinity of the QCP is supposed to be responsible for
the appearance of new electronic phases.
There are two classes of quantum criticality for heavy fermion systems; the first one which
consists in the extension of the standard theory of second order transitions to the quantum
case and the second one that involves new critical quantum mechanical excitations. They are
called spin-density-wave type and critical Kondo breakdown, respectively. The critical Kondo
breakdown is characterized by the destruction of the Kondo effect entering in the AF phase
from the PM phase. As a consequence, the slow fluctuations of the AF order parameter and
the degrees of freedom associated with the breakup of the Kondo singlet will be incorporated at
the QCP. The spin-density-wave QCP type presents only fluctuations related to the magnetic
order. These two scenarii of quantum criticality can be also differentiated as a function of
the energy scale E∗loc. This E
∗
loc generates the breakup of the entangled Kondo single states
as the system moves from the heavy-Fermi liquid side toward the quantum critical regime.
In the case E∗loc ends up the QCP (δc), we have the critical Kondo destruction case and
when the ordered line intersects with the E∗loc the magnetic QCP falls in the category of the
spin-density-wave theory. Experiments are still ongoing to test these theories.
1.3 Non-Fermi Liquid Theory
5The term non-Fermi liquid is used to describe a system which displays breakdown of Fermi-
liquid behaviour instead of the expected Fermi-liquid behaviour. In heavy fermion systems,
this behaviour appears close to the QCPs or under exotic magnetic ground states in which
there are strong spin or valence fluctuations which, in turn, induce strong deviations from the
Fermi liquid behaviour.
Concerning the analysis around the QCP, the renormalization group theory is a very pow-
erful technique for studying strongly interacting systems. It emerged from the renormalization
of the quantum field variables. It is a mathematics apparatus that allows investigation of the
changes of the physical system by the re-scale of the energy while it maintains invariant the
symmetries of the system. For that, the renormalization group theory maps an action, charac-
terized by a certain set of coupling constants, to a new action where the values of the coupling
constants have changed in two steps. First, an integration over the high-momentum degrees
of freedom is carried out, where the effect of this integration is absorbed in the coupling
constants of the action. Second, a rescaling of all momenta and fields is performed to bring
5This section is inspired from [Moriya and Kawabata, 1973, Millis, 1993] in which more details can be
found.
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Figure 1.5: (T, δ) phase diagram obtained by renormalization group theory [Millis, 1993].
the relevant momenta of the action back to their original domain. To apply this mathematics
into real systems, the systems are studies from a macroscopic point of view with microscopic
degrees of freedom eliminated or integrated in a quantum effective field theory. This technique
analyses the properties involving long wavelengths or small fluctuations energies. In strongly
correlated systems, the invariant symmetry can be the QCP. The re-scaling energy allow to
observe different scale of critical fluctuations approaching the QCP. In Fig.1.5, we show the
(T, δ) phase diagram close to a QCP obtained by the renormalization group theory. The
dashed area corresponds to the magnetic ordered state that appears below TC . The region III
is the classical Gaussian regime in which the thermal fluctuations govern; the region II is the
perturbative classical regime and the region I corresponds to the quantum regime in which a
Fermi liquid regime is expected. The temperature laws as a function of the control parameter
depend on the difference between the control parameter and its value at the QCP (δ − δC),
the dynamic exponent z (with z = 2 for AF state and z = 3 for FM state) and the spatial
dimension of the system.
C/T ρ ∼ T n
FM 3d −ln(T ) T 5/3
2d T−1/3 T 4/3
AF 3d T 1/2 T 3/2
2d −ln(T ) T
Table 1.1: Temperature variations of specific heat C/T and resistivity ρ in the non-Fermi liquid
regime for a ferromagnetic (FM) and paramagnetic (AF) systems. The d parameter corresponds to
the number of geometric dimensions of the fluctuations.
Experimentally, the non-Fermi liquid behaviour was identified with a logarithmic diver-
gence of the γ value at low temperatures, the non saturation of the susceptibility χ or with
an evolution of the resistivity with temperature as ρ = ρ0 + AT
n with n < 2. A mathe-
matical approach to the non-Fermi liquid behaviour was performed by the renormalization
group theory. This theory calculated the temperature evolution of the specific heat C/T and
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resistivity ρ for two and three dimensional spin fluctuations in ferro- (FM) or antiferromagnet
(AF) systems. These temperature dependence laws are given in Table 1.1.
1.4 Thermoelectric Coefficients
1.4.1 Seebeck Coefficient
6 The Seebeck effect is the longitudinal electrical response to a longitudinal thermal gradient.
The magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient is directly dependent on the transport properties of
the system. It measures the entropy of the system, then it should be equal to 0 at T = 0. It
can be expressed from the linear response of the electrical je and thermal jq currents when
the electrical current in the system is je = 0. We know that the thermal current density, jq,
is just the product of the temperature with the entropy current density, js:
jq = Tjs. (1.7)
Since the volume is fixed, the changes in the entropy are related to changes in the internal
energy and in the number of electrons by the thermodynamic identity:
TdS = dU − µdN ≡ Tjs = jε − µjn (1.8)
thus, the electrical and thermal current densities in the linear response can be written as:
je = L11ε+ L12(−OT ) (1.9a)
jq = TL21ε+ TL22(−OT ) (1.9b)
with Lij defined in terms of ξα = e2
∫
dk
4pi3
(
∂f
∂ε
)
τ(ε(k)). ξα can be expressed, at the same time,
in terms of electrical conductivity σ(ε). As a result, the Lij in terms of σ(ε) are:
L11 = ξ0 = σ(εF ) = σ (1.10a)
L21 = −1
e
ξ1 = TL12 = −pi
2
3e
(kBT )
2σ
′
(1.10b)
L22 =
1
e2T
ξ2 =
pi2
3
(k2BT )
e2
σ (1.10c)
where σ
′
= ∂
∂ε
σ(ε)|εF . We notice that these equations are valid for multiband compounds
because σ(ε) =
∑
ij σij(ε). We note that eqs. 1.10a and 1.10c correspond to the Ohm’s law
(je =σε) and the Wiedemann-Franz law (L = κ
σT
= L
22
σT
= 2.44 · 10−8WΩK−2), respectively.
In terms of the conductivity tensors σ (electrical conductivity), α (Peltier coefficient) and
κ(thermal conductivity) the equations become:
je = σε+ α(−OT ) (1.11a)
jq = Tσε+ κ(−OT ) (1.11b)
6This subsection is inspired from the books (i) Thermoelectricity: An introduction to the Principles
[MacDonald, 2006] and (ii) Solid State Physics [N.W. Ashcroft, 1976] in which more details can be found.
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then, thermopower can be expressed as:
S =
Oxε
OxT
= −∆Vx
∆Tx
(1.12)
in agreement with the configuration shown in Fig.1.6. In this figure, the thermal gradient OT
and its longitudinal Ex and transverse Ey electrical responses are represented. We consider
that the x-axis is placed along the length of the sample, the y-axis along the width and the
magnetic field is applied along the z-axis.
Figure 1.6: Simple model of the applied thermal gradient ∇T and magnetic field B to the sample
and its electrical responses Ex, Ey.
The Seebeck coefficient depends on the temperature, on the concentration of impurities and
on the crystal structure. The contributions to the Seebeck coefficient are the charge-carrier
diffusion and the phonon-drag terms. The diffusive thermopower contribution is generated by
the diffusive movement of electrons in the absence of the phononic current. The phonon-drag
contribution arises when it is no longer possible to ignore the transport of energy through the
lattice in comparison to the transport through conduction electrons. Hence, the phonon-drag
appears when there is a large electron-phonon coupling. This term dominates the temperature
dependence of many metals in a wide temperature range because it is proportional to the
lattice specific heat. It varies as T 3; therefore, in the zero temperature limit, the phonon-drag
contribution can be neglected. Recently, a new contribution to the Seebeck effect carried by
the spin magnetization waves has been observed. It is called spin Seebeck contribution. These
spin currents are generated by modifications in the magnetization of the system induced by
the thermal gradient [Uchida et al., 2008].
In multiband systems, the total thermopower is expected to be the weighted sum of the
contributions of the different bands. First, we considered the case in which one band metal
presents several types of scattering. In this case, thermopower will be weighted by the different
resistivity contributions ρi following:
S =
ΣρiSi
Σρi
(1.13)
In the case of several types of carriers, each contribution will be weighted by their respective
electrical conductivity σi, which is directly proportional to the density of states, following:
S =
ΣσiSi
Σσi
(1.14)
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In real multiband systems, a combination of these two phenomena should describe ther-
mopower. Moreover, we indicate that the sign of thermopower will depend exclusively on
Si because σi is always positive. In addition, in a multiband compound the contribution of
hole-like and electron-like carriers would cancel out diminishing the total absolute value of
thermopower. Nevertheless, S is 6= 0 in compensated metals because hole and electron like
bands have each their own ρ and σ values.
To finish, I briefly talk about the figure of merit ZT which relates the Seebeck coefficient
S with the electrical conductivity σ, the thermal conductivity κ and the temperature T as
ZT = S
2Tσ
κ
. This factor is related to the performance of energy conversion. Nowadays,
research to obtain compounds with high figure of merit ZT is strongly motivated. The
purpose is to develop new and more productive sources of electric power or cooling systems.
For example, in the case of the sources of power, we know that a high value of ZT implies that
for the same thermal gradient, higher voltages will be generated, thus higher performances.
1.4.2 Nernst Coefficient
7 If the system is submitted to a perpendicular magnetic field to the thermal gradient, a
transverse electrical response to this thermal gradient appears. This transverse electrical
response is called Nernst effect which can be expressed as:
N = Sxy =
Oyε
OxT
= K
∆Vy
∆Tx
(1.15)
with K the geometric factor (K = l/w where l is the length of the sample and w corresponds
the width of the sample). At low temperatures, N(T ) is linear. This linear behaviour is also
observe in N(H) in the paramagnetic state.
The Nernst effect measures the ratio of the electron mobility to the Fermi energy and it
is enhanced when there is a large electronic mobility and a small Fermi energy. The distinct
sources in the Nernst signal are: (i) the normal quasi-particles in metals, (ii) the short-
lived Cooper pairs (amplitude fluctuations) and the short-lived vortices (phase fluctuations)
in superconductors and (iii) the magnetic impurities source, which generates an anomalous
Nernst effect, in ferromagnetic compounds.
There are two conventions to define the sign in the Nernst effect. The first one identifies a
positive value of the Nernst coefficient with the Nernst signal expected by the vortices moving
from the hot to the cold side of the sample. The second convention identifies the positive
Nernst value when the following configuration was respected: the positive electric field along
the y axis appears when the thermal gradient is along the x-axis and the magnetic field along
the z-axis. The second convention is the one I use in the thesis.
1.4.3 Mott Formula
8 For the free electron gas obeying Fermi statistics, e.g., in the temperature regime T < TF
with TF the Fermi temperature, the Seebeck coefficient of a metallic system is expected to be
7This subsection is inspired from [Behnia, 2009] in which more details can be found.
8This subsection is inspired from the book Thermoelectricity: An introduction to the Principles
[MacDonald, 2006] and the article [Behnia et al., 2004] in which more details can be found.
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linear with temperature:
S =
pi2
3
kB
e
T
TF
(1.16)
In these conditions, S becomes scattering-independent, if the mean free path is independent
of energy.
In a normal metal, only the states close to the Fermi energy contribute to the Seebeck
coefficient through the diffusion term of the Seebeck effect which is dominated by the existence
of a non-independent scattering. That yields the Seebeck coefficient to be written as:
S =
pi2
3
k2B
e
T
∂σ
∂ε
|ε=EF (1.17)
This equation is known as the Mott formula. In the Mott formula, we consider the existence
of two different contributions to the Seebeck coefficient that are weakly coupling. One comes
from the light carriers and the other corresponds to the heavy charges. The motion of each
contribution can be described independently from the others and it is independent to other
dynamics as phonon-drag. The dominant mechanism is the scattering of the light charges from
the wider bands to the narrower bands. Consequently, an additional scattering rate, which is
proportional to the density of states of the narrower bands following 1/τ ∝ gnarrow−bands(EF ),
will be summed to the thermopower contribution. This term dominates the free-electron
contribution.
In this approach, the Nernst coefficient can be expressed as:
N =
pi2
3
k2BT
e
∂ΘH
∂ε
|EF (1.18)
where ΘH = σxy/σxx is the Hall angle.
The Mott formula provides a qualitative explanation for the enhanced diffusion ther-
mopower in multiband compounds with heavy (localized band) and light (delocalized bands)
heat carriers. Mott still provides a natural explanation of the sign of thermopower. In addi-
tion, Mott indicates that thermopower is dominated by many factors which do not correlated
with their specific heat. However, we will see in the next subsection that they are strongly
linked in spite of the physical origin of the Seebeck coefficient does not correlate with the one
of the specific heat.
1.4.4 Thermopower in the Zero-Temperature Limit
9 In this subsection, we introduce the third discovered ratio connecting two distinct signatures
of strong correlations among electrons, the q-factor. The other two ratios are the Kadowaki
and Woods ratio (KW) and the Wilson ratio (RW ). KW ratio relates the electronic specific
heat γ to the A term of the T 2 fit of the resistivity following A ∝ γ2. This ratio reflects
the large energy dependence of the conduction electron’s self-energy and the enhancement
has been attributed to the unusual large electron-electron scattering. The RW ratio links γ
to the Pauli spin susceptibility χ0 as RW =
pi2k2Bχ0
3µ2Bγ
with kB the Boltzmann constant and µB
9The analysis of thermopower in the zero-temperature limit is inspired from [Behnia et al., 2004,
Miyake and Kohno, 2005, Zlatic´ et al., 2007] in which more details can be found.
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the Bohr magneton. This ratio reflects the effect of spin-orbit coupling, that slightly modifies
the value of RW , and the incompressible and local character of heavy Fermi liquids because
RW remains ∼ 1 even thought the density of states varies in a factor 100 in heavy fermion
systems. In Fig.1.7, the RW (on the left) and KW (on the right) ratio plots are shown to
demonstrate the approximate constancy of these ratios in heavy fermion compounds.
Figure 1.7: RW ratio plot (γ vs χ) on the left and KW ratio plot (A vs γ) on the right. The figures
are taken from ref. [Coleman, 2007].
The q-factor ratio links the Seebeck coefficient over temperature at zero temperature in
the limit of free electron gas S/T (entropy per charge carrier) with the electronic specific heat
γ (entropy per mole); i.e., two zero-energy properties of the system. In this limit, the Seebeck
coefficient S is directly proportional to the density of states at the Fermi energy and the high
temperature contributions to the thermopower like the phonon contribution are negligible. In
these conditions, the S can be written in the Boltzmann picture as (Mott formula):
S = −pi
2
3
k2BT
e
(
∂lnσ(ε)
∂ε
)
EF
(1.19)
with σ(ε) the dc electric conductivity of the system:
σ(ε) = e2τ(ε)
∫
d
−→
k
4pi3
δ(ε− ε(−→k ))v(−→k )v(−→k ) (1.20)
The substitution of σ(ε) in the S coefficient yields to:
S = −pi
2
3
k2BT
e
[
e2
(
∂lnτ(ε)
∂ε
)
EF
+
∫
d
−→
k δ(EF − ε(−→k ))M−1(−→k ))∫
d
−→
k δ(EF − ε(−→k ))v(−→k )v(−→k ))
]
(1.21)
where M−1ij = ± 1∂2 ∂
2ε(
−→
k )
∂ki∂kj
is the inverse of the effective mass tensor. The first term of eq.1.21
corresponds to the energy dependence of the Seebeck coefficient through the transport prop-
erties and the second term contains information about the thermodynamic properties of the
system.
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In the free electron limit and zero temperature we can write τ(ε) = τ0ε
ζ , and consequently,(
∂lnτ(ε)
∂ε
)
EF
= ζ/EF and the second thermodynamic term can be replace by
3
2EF
. Transforming
the EF following the equation g(EF ) =
3n
eEF
for the free electron gas, we can re-write the
Seebeck coefficient as:
S = −pi
2
3
k2BT
e
g(EF )
n
(
1 +
2ζ
3
)
(1.22)
This equation is quite similar to γ equation:
γ = Cel/T =
pi2
3
k2Kg(EF ) (1.23)
Both quantities are directly proportional to the g(EF ), and the ratio between S/T and γ
gives a dimensionless parameter which is inversely proportional to the number of heat carriers
per formula unit, n. In addition, this ration presents an almost constant value ±1 in most
heavy fermion systems ( with ζ = 0). The reason is that strong renormalization effects in S/T
and γ cancel out each other in spite of the different physical origin of these thermodynamic
quantities. Then, this ratio characterizes thermoelectric materials in terms of an effective
charge carrier concentration per formula unit. The +1 corresponds to 1 hole heat carrier per
forumla unit (f.u.) and the −1 to 1 electron heat carrier per f.u.. This ratio is the q-factor:
q =
S
T
Nave
γ
(1.24)
with Nave = 9.6 · 105Cmol−1 called Faraday number.
Figure 1.8: S/T vs γ plot for heavy fermions systems (solid symbols) and other types of families
such as oxides, metals or organic conductors (open symbols).
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In Fig.1.8, we show the S/T vs γ ratio plot of Ce-based heavy fermion systems in solid cir-
cles, the Yb-based heavy fermion compounds in solid squares and the U-based heavy fermion
systems in open circles. We also observe that this tendency is also preserved in metallic
oxides (triangles), organic conductors (diamonds) and common metals (open squares). We
notice that all the systems constitute a cloud around the straight line q/Nave with q = ±1.
We remark the high correlations between the enhancement of the specific heat and the ther-
mopower. We note that q = ±1 corresponds to a metallic behaviour with ±1 carrier per f.u..
Deviations from this line are observed for low carrier compounds which are in agreement with
the high values obtained for the q-factor; an example is URh2Si2.
1.4.5 Information from Thermoelectric Coefficients
The thermoelectric coefficients are very sensitive to the electronic density of states. Thus,
we can study modifications of the density of states, follow phase transitions, even close to
quantum critical points, and crossovers and study the topology of the of the Fermi surface
using quantum oscillations.
For example, the FL regime corresponds to a constant value of S/T in the low temperature
regime and in the case of heavy fermion systems, the S/T = cts behaviour is achieved in the
very low temperature regime. We expect to have a divergence of the Seebeck coefficient
approaching the QCP at T = 0 due to the accumulation of entropy. The phase transitions
are characterized by a modification in the values of the S which can be smooth (2nd order
or crossover transitions) or sharp (1st order transition). The topology of the Fermi surface is
measured through the analysis of quantum oscillations.
Moreover, the Seebeck coefficient measures the entropy per charge flow and the sign of
carriers, giving the + sign for holes and the − sign for electrons. However, to talk about holes
or electrons in a multiband system is a rather difficult task as the sign of the thermopower
effect depends not only in the type of carriers, but also in the derivative of the density of
states. In addition, the Seebeck effect measures spin currents. The Nernst coefficient also
measures anomalous currents related to magnetic scattering.
Some examples of our practical heavy fermion studies are the detection of quantum phase
transitions between an ordered state to an non-ordered phase such as the metamagnetic
transition between the FM and the PM phases in UCoAl, the detection of the characteristics
of the Fermi surface via thermopower quantum oscillations as the analysis of the topology of
the Fermi surface of UGe2. We also studied the physics related to quantum critical points
like the competing orders between the AF and the PM in CeRh2Si2 compound. In this case,
the pressure was used to modify the JW coupling constant of the system. The physical
background explained in this section will be a valuable asset to deal with the understanding
of the competing orders in heavy fermion systems and its analysis by thermopower.
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Experimental Techniques
In this chapter, I show the experimental techniques used during my PhD. First, I present
vacuum and pressure thermopower setups developed during my thesis to study heavy fermion
systems under extreme conditions of temperature, magnetic field and pressure. Second, I
show the different techniques used to determine these thermoelectric coefficients. In the third
part, resistivity measurements are shown and finally, the extreme conditions of temperature
and magnetic field in which the measurements were performed are presented.
2.1 Introduction to Thermoelectric Measurements . . . . . . . . . . . 29
2.2 Thermopower Setups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
2.2.1 Vacuum Setup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
2.2.2 Pressure Setups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
2.3 Thermoelectric Measurement Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
2.3.1 Thermopower in Stable Conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
2.3.2 Thermopower Quantum Oscillations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
2.4 Electrical Resistivity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
2.5 Extreme Conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
2.5.1 Low Temperatures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
2.5.2 High Magnetic Fields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
2.1 Introduction to Thermoelectric Measurements
To determine the thermoelectric coefficients, first, we apply heat power to generate the thermal
gradient along the sample. When the system is in stable conditions, we measure this thermal
gradient and its electrical response. For the Seebeck coefficient, the thermal gradient and
the electrical response, VSeebeck, are measured at the same contacts. The Nernst coefficient
corresponds to the transverse electrical response, VNernst, thus a magnetic field perpendicular
to the sample must be applied. For measuring VNernst, two new contacts at middle-length
and at the edge of the width of the sample are needed (see Fig.1.6).
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The interest on thermopower measurements was renewed recently. Consequently, modifi-
cations in this probe were put into practice to expand this technique to other kind of studies.
In the context of this thesis, the study of heavy fermion systems, the improvements of ther-
moelectric setups are: the sensitivity and the conception of novel thermopower setups under
pressure.
Our upgrades concern the effort to increase the signal/noise ratio and to increase the
thermal coupling between heater, sample and heat sink elements as they are the main problems
of thermoelectric measurements. To increase this first ratio, we use copper wires without
soldering from 300K to the lowest temperature stage of the fridge. We put special attention
to avoid the ground loops of current and parasite currents through the measuring setup
system. We also add low pass filters between the output of the analogical Nanovoltmeter and
the input of the multimeter K2000 that converts the analogical signal into digital one. These
aspects allow to decrease the noise measurement level, which is lower than 1nV in the low
temperature regime and 1 − 10nV in the [4 − 50]K temperature regime. Finally, to improve
the second ratio, a strong effort to increase the thermal coupling between the heater and the
sample and between the sample and the sample holder was done. We reduce the thermal
resistances by good thermal contacts (spot-welding and silver paste) with the objective to
improve the generation of the thermal gradient along the sample.
The conception of novel thermopower devices under pressure is the most relevant devel-
opment for this thesis. In the last 10 years, thermopower under pressure technique started to
be developed. Nowadays, only few groups around the world take advantage of this probe due
to the difficulty to perform thermopower measurements in these conditions. The idea is to
be able to analyze the (T, P,H) phase diagram of these compounds with this high sensitive
probe. In the following sections, I will show our novel and reliable pressure thermopower
setup adaptable at different kind of transmitting mediums and/or pressure cells.
In general, the error sources on thermopower measurements are the sensitivity of Nano-
voltmeters (1nV of noise), the stabilization time that could be longer than expected and the
temperature stabilization of the bath. For the vacuum setup, an extra error usually come from
the sensitivity of individual thermometers. Under pressure, the usual error is related to the
thermocouples and it appears if the two wires forming the thermocouples are not connected
in one point; then the thermal gradient and the thermoelectric coefficient are not measuring
from the same point and introduce an error in the ratio between the Seebeck voltage and the
thermal gradient.
2.2 Thermopower Setups
In this section, we explain the thermoelectric setups: the vacuum setup conditions and the
under pressure setups. The design of the pressure devices has been one on the main objectives
of my PhD.
2.2.1 Vacuum Setup
The vacuum setup is also called “One heater - Two thermometers” setup due to the configu-
ration. A schematic representation is shown in Fig.2.1. This setup is based on a heater that
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generates a thermal gradient along the sample by Joule heating and two independent ther-
mometers that measure the absolute temperature values of the cold and the hot sides of the
thermal gradient. The heater is attached to one side of the sample and the sample is in turn
attached to the copper block (the heat sink) in the opposite side. These series of connections
allow to establish the thermal gradient on the sample. The thermometers are thermalized
independently, from the heat coming from the hot and the cold sides of the thermal gradient
of the sample, through the thermoelectric wires. This thermoelectric wires are contacted to
the sample by the spot welding technique and they are made of gold or silver.
The thermal decoupling of the heater and the thermometer to the heat sink is a key point
of this setup to get a precise value of the thermal conductivity and thermopower. For that
reason, the leakage of power from the heater to the bath must be negligible as absolute values
of the applied power are required and the leakage of power from the thermometers to the
heat sink must be small because stable temperatures are needed to measure precisely the
absolute thermal gradient on the sample. To avoid these leakage of power to the cold finger,
we decoupled them thermally to the copper block by manganin wires. This kind of wire
presents two higher magnitude order resistance than copper wire causing a reduce of heat
transport along it.
All the electrical connections are done by silver paste because its contribution at low
temperature can be neglected even if the silver paste contacts are submitted to a thermal
gradient. In addition, the contacts done on silver paste present a low thermal resistance.
Figure 2.1: “One heater - Two thermometers” vacuum setup.
The type of thermometers we use to measure the thermoelectric coefficients depends on
the temperature range of the measurements. Cernox thermometers are used for [4 − 50]K
temperature range and RuOx for the low temperature regime, T < 4K. Under high magnetic
fields, we use preferably RuOx thermometers because they present a strong magnetoresistance
at low magnetic fields, [0 − 2]T , and a weak magnetoresistance at high fields. We note that
our RuOx thermometers at 360mK present ∆R << ∆T/T = 0.01% in the field range of
[0− 34]T. This error is much smaller than the usual relative thermal gradient (∆T/T = 3%).
One of the key point of this setup is it can measure simultaneously thermal conductivity
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and thermoelectric coefficients. Thermopower can be measured in transverse (J ⊥ H) and
longitudinal (J ‖ H) configurations, with J , the heat current and H, the magnetic field.
In addition, if we apply an electrical current instead of a thermal current, we can use this
setup to measure resistivity and Hall resistance. All these measurements use the same wire
connections.
2.2.2 Pressure Setups
A major aim of this PhD was to set up thermopower under pressure. As a consequence of the
existence of the pressure transmitting medium and the small size of the pressure chamber, it
was not possible to use under pressure the same kind of setup as the vacuum one to measure
the thermoelectric coefficients. In the beginning, thermopower setups were designed to fit in
large pressure chamber volumes; e.g., for piston cylinder pressure cells. Nevertheless, due to
the necessity of exploring higher pressure ranges, a second setup was built for the Bridgman
pressure cell. The two main aspects to conceive these thermopower pressure setups were the
small size of the setup, due to the small volume of the pressure chamber, and the thermal
coupling between the sample and the heater and between the sample and the heat sink, due
to a good thermal contact among them is essential to create a thermal gradient on the sample.
A schematic picture of the new thermopower setup under pressure is presented in Fig.2.2.
Figure 2.2: Schematic thermopower setup under pressure.
The presence of the pressure transmitting medium blocks the possibility of the thermal-
ization of the independent thermometers as a result of the existence of the power-leaks from
the “sample-thermometers-setup” to the medium. We replace the two independent thermome-
ters of the vacuum setup for two thermocouples. The thermocouples are AuFe(0.08% Fe)-Au
wires. The AuFe(0.08% Fe) wire is a 50µm diameter wire flatted up to 15µm thick and cut
in 50− 70µm width and the Au wire is 15µm diameter wire. The length of the wires depends
on the distance from the hot/cold side of the sample to the cold finger. The thermocouples
are thermalized between the hot/cold side of the sample and the bath. For the hot and cold
thermocouples, the bath temperature is the same and both thermocouples have a similar
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power decay path inside the pressure cell. Moreover, the coupling between the heater and
the sample was optimized. The purpose was to enable that the major part of the total Joule
heating of the heater-resistance pass through the sample instead of being widespread in the
pressure transmitting medium. Depending on the configuration setup, we can use mechanical
contact, silver paste or GE-varnish to improve the heater-sample contact.
As a consequence of the small volume of the pressure chamber, the sample-heater-thermo-
couples setup must be minimized. In addition, manometers to follow the pressure must be
included inside the pressure chamber. This complicates the configuration due to the lack of
space. There are usually two manometers inside the chamber: one working at room temper-
ature and the other at low temperature. We usually use manganin wire and a piece of lead
respectively. Using these two, we can follow the variations of the pressure during the loading
and the final pressure at low temperature. Small modifications of the pressure are expected
as a consequence of the solidification of the transmitting medium. The transmitting medi-
ums, which are used in our pressure systems, are hydrostatic at room temperature and at low
pressure and the choice depends on the type of pressure cell. For the piston Cylinder pressure
cell, the transmitting medium is DAPHNE oil and for the Bridgman cell, it is Fluorinert.
Finally, it is necessary to take into account the sensitivity of thermocouples and the leakage
of power to generate a substantial thermal gradient. The applied power, in the µW to mW
range, depends on the characteristics of the sample, the power leakage and on the temperature
at which the measurements are taken. The power applied under pressure is in the same order
than in vacuum technique; however, the thermal gradient in vacuum is around 10 times
bigger than the one under pressure. Thanks to the high sensitivity of thermocouples, the
measurements are carried out with ∆T/T ' 0.5 − 0.8% for the piston cylinder pressure cell
and ∆T/T ' 0.3−0.6% for the Bridgman one. These small ranges of ∆T/T are possible to be
measured because the stabilization of the bath temperature is of the order of ∆T/T < 0.05%.
Thermocouples Sensitivity
We use AuFe(0.08% Fe)-Au thermocouples because of their high sensitivity in the temper-
ature range [0− 50]K [Chaussy et al., 1981]. Thermocouples have higher sensitivity than the
independent thermometers. We demonstrate this high sensitivity for the case T = 4K. At this
temperature, thermocouple temperature uncertainty is 1nV. This voltage is equivalent to an
absolute error in temperature of 1nV /SAuFe|4K = 0.08mK and a relative error of 10
−3%. This
extremely high sensitivity allows to measure thermopower at 4K with thermal gradients of the
order of ∆T/T = 0.02%, if we consider that the signal must be at least 10 times higher than
the uncertainty. Consequently, this ∆T/T for thermocouples can be reduced up to 100 times
compared to the ∆T/T of the value of the “One heater- Two thermometers” setup. Hence,
we can significantly reduce the relative thermal gradient to determine the Seebeck coefficient
under pressure.
Power Leak
We analyze the needed power to create the thermal gradient. For the piston cylinder pres-
sure cell, it is observed that when we apply the same quantity of power as in the vacuum setup,
the thermal gradient under pressure is reduced by a factor 5 − 10. Then, the corresponding
thermal gradient is ∆T/T = 0.3− 0.8% which is higher than the sensitive limit for a thermal
gradient (∆T/T = 0.02%). In the case of a Bridgman pressure cell, the gradient is reduced
by a factor 20− 30 and the ∆T/T is still over the sensitive limit. The higher decrease of the
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relative thermal gradient in the Bridgman than in the piston cylinder pressure cell is related
to the different type of thermal connections between the heater and the sample. In the case of
the Bridgman cell, the heater and the sample are connected by mechanical contact whereas for
the piston cell, an electrical contact connects the heater to the sample. Despite of the leakage
of power from the heater to the transmitting medium, the propagation of this leakage through
the transmitting medium is really small. For the Bridgman pressure cell, the propagation was
quantified. For that, the thermal gradient between two thermocouples (one connected to the
hot side of the sample and the other placed in the cold side of the pressure chamber without
touching the sample) was measured obtaining a ∆T/T  (∆T/T |sample ∼ 1%). This high
value of ∆T/T means that the transmitting medium is a bad thermal conductor and the
Joule heating is located in the vicinity of the heater. The cooling of the sample is done by
the thermocouples.
Piston-Cylinder Pressure Cell
In Fig.2.3, a schematic picture of a piston cylinder pressure cell is shown. A piston cylinder
pressure cell consists of an external cell body made of CuBe, enforced with an inner cylinder
of non-magnetic nickel-chromel-aluminum alloy (Ni-Cr-Al). The setup for the measurements
is placed in the pressure chamber (Teflon cap) and the wires for the measurements go outside
the chamber trough a small hole in the obturator (plug) which is closed by black Stycast
epoxy. The plug is held by a fixed locking nut (lower screw). On the top, a tungsten carbide
(CW) piston and a piston backup are pressed by a second upper locking nut (upper screw)
over the pressure chamber to seal it. This upper screw allows to choose the pressure inside
the Teflon cap and the two rings (pressure chamber). The pressure transmitting medium is
DAPHNE oil 7373 which is an hydrostatic medium at room temperature in the low pressure
regime of the piston cylinder pressure cell, P ≤ 2.2GPa [Yokogawa et al., 2007]. The piston
cylinder cells used in those experiments can apply a maximum pressure of 2GPa. Above this
value, the strangulation of the Teflon cap invades the pressure chamber cutting the wires of
the thermopower setup. For smaller setups, such as resistivity setups, the pressure limit for
these cells is almost 3GPa.
To determine the pressure inside the chamber, there are two coils; one coil made of man-
ganin wire (Mng-coil) and a wound round piece of lead by copper wire (Pb-coil). We follow
the resistance of the Mng-coil at room temperature to adjust precisely the pressure. The
resistance (R) of the manganin wire increases with pressure (P) following:
∆P = 434
∆R
R
(2.1)
The precision of the measurement of pressure increases with higher resistance of the Mng-coil
because the variation of the resistance, ∆R, is stronger for the same pressure modification.
The pressure at low temperatures corresponds to the lead superconducting transition of the
Pb-coil. For measuring it, we analyze the inductance of the lead transition of the Pb-coil
instead of the usual measure, susceptibility measurements. This is due to susceptibility mea-
surements need two overlapping coils; then, we will need a rather large space and double
number of wires passing through the hole of the plug. We note that we imposed the large
Mng-coil as heater and the measurement of the inductance of the Pb-coil to reduce the number
of wires and the setup volume inside the pressure chamber.
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Figure 2.3: Piston Cylinder Pressure Cell. The left picture is a schematic model of the different
parts of the pressure cell; in the middle, we have the thermopower pressure setup inside the pressure
chamber and in the right part, a photo of the piston cylinder pressure cells I used to perform the
measurements.
The thermocouples are soldered to the sample by spot welding technique; the heater and
the sample are connected by a silver wire going from the core of the Mng-coil to the top of
the sample at which it is glued by silver paste. The silver paste has also been used in the
pressure chamber for thermocouples and copper wires connections to avoid any thermopower
contribution from the contacts. The rest of the contacts are done by normal soldering because
they are at stable temperature conditions; thus, no extra contribution from them to the
themopower signal is expected.
Bridgman Pressure Cell
The transmitting medium of the Bridgman pressure cells is usually a solid medium. Never-
theless, an adaptation to use a liquid transmitting medium in this type of pressure cell was
developed [Colombier and Braithwaite, 2007, Jaccard and Sengupta, 2010]. The advantage of
pressurizing the system with a liquid medium is the higher hydrostaticity. Based on the latter
liquid technique, we have designed a novel thermopower setup for the Bridgman pressure cells.
In Fig.2.4, we show the schematic picture of the Bridgman pressure cell. It consist in
an external cylindrical body of CuBe and two CW anvils with flat and co-planar surfaces.
The bottom anvil is held by a fixed locking nut (lower screw); the upper anvil is fixed to the
piston. The pressure inside the pressure chamber is chosen by the upper locking nut (upper
screw). The pressure chamber is located inside the two flat rings of pyrophylite with external
diameter of 3.2mm and internal diameter of 1.5mm. Inside the pressure chamber, we place the
sample setup and pressure manometers submerged by the transmitting medium, Fluorinert
FC70/FC77. To seal the pressure chamber, we apply rapidly pressures higher than 0.8GPa
during the first loading of the pressure cell as pyrophylite is a porous material that becomes
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hermetic when a P higher than 0.8GPa is applied to it. The Fluorinert transmitting medium
has an hydrostatic limit higher than 2.5GPa at 300K [Sidorov and Sadykov, 2005] and the
pressure range for this cell is [1− 8]GPa.
Figure 2.4: Bridgman Pressure Cell. On the left side, a schematic picture of the anvils and
pressure system, on the middle, a zoom of the anvils and pressure chamber and in the right side, a
schematic picture of the setup inside the pressure chamber of the Bridgman Pressure Cell.
The dimensions of the cylindrical pressure chamber of the Bridgman cell are 1.5mm di-
ameter and less than 200µm height. For that reason, it is not possible to put Mng-coil as a
heater inside the pressure chamber. Therefore, we modify the heater and the manometers for
this cell. In the Bridgman pressure cell, the heater consists of two platinum wires connected
by a carbon epoxy. This epoxy is used to join electrically the two wires obtaining contacts
with resistance around 50 − 100Ω. This resistance is high enough to heat the sample. As a
manometer, we measure, in a four-contact configuration, the evolution of the resistance of a
bar shape piece of lead that decreases with pressure. Nevertheless, the four-contact connec-
tion was done just outside the rings (see the two small red circles in Fig.2.5) as the number of
slots in the rings that can be made to pass the wires from the inside of the pressure chamber
to the external part are limited. At low temperatures, the superconducting transition of the
lead at zero magnetic field could be followed to determine the pressure in the chamber.
We observe in Fig.2.5 that thermocouples are AuFe(0.08% Fe)-Au long wires coming from
the sample to the pad without interruption. The pad is an electrical support used to connect
the wires coming from the pressure chamber to the external measuring wires that it is ther-
malized at the bath temperature. The connections of thermocouples at the pad are made by
silver paste because if the pad presents small non negligible thermal gradients, the soldering
can generate an important Seebeck coefficient that can mask the behaviour of the sample.
Moreover, to insulate electrically the wires, inside and outside the rings, we spread a layer
of white Stycast over the anvils. The white Stycast outside the ring also keeps the pressure
during the first loading of the pressure cell until the porosity of the pyrophylite is reduced
to avoid any loss of the transmitting medium (by evaporation). We indicate that it is very
important to keep the symmetry of the slots in the rings to have an homogeneous stress on
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them when the pressure is applied.
Figure 2.5: Photo of a real setup in a Bridgman Pressure Cell. Thermocouples, heater, manometer,
pressure chamber and pad are indicated by legends and colored arrows. A zoom of the pressure
chamber and its different components are shown on the right figure.
2.3 Thermoelectric Measurement Techniques
As it was introduced in section 2.1, to determine the thermoelectric coefficients, we measure
the thermal gradient and the electrical response generated by this temperature difference.
Depending on the kind of experiments we want to perform, there are two different ways of
measuring the thermoelectric coefficients. The first one consists in averaging the data; called
“Thermopower in Stable Conditions”, and the second one in acquiring continuously the data;
called “Thermopower Quantum Oscillations”.
2.3.1 Thermopower in Stable Conditions
This technique is the most usual and consists in measuring the thermal gradient and its elec-
trical response for each temperature or magnetic field point in stable conditions. At each
point, the measurement is performed with and without thermal gradient. As we observe in
Fig.2.6, the acquisition data, with and without applied power, is preceded by a stabilization
time. This stabilization time could be from 3 to 10 minutes depending on the characteristic
of the sample (cross section and length size, quality sample and thermal resistance to the
cold finger). The acquisition starts when all the temperatures verify ∆T/T < 0.05% or in the
case of the stabilization time runs out to avoid being blocked in one point of the sequence
of measurements. Each temperature point corresponds to the average of temperatures, elec-
trical response and applied power parameters during 30s. The temperatures are measured
with a locking or MMR3 instrument (AC current mode) and the electrical response with a
Nanovoltmeter instrument (DC current).
In stable thermal conditions, sometimes the thermal gradient is not exactly 0 when no
gradient is applied to the sample. We suggest two possibilities: this thermal gradient can
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Figure 2.6: Temperatures and Seebeck voltage as a function of time for the vacuum stable conditions
acquisition.
be due to a calibration error of the thermometers (apparent thermal gradient) or it can be
real. In the latest case, we indicate that it may be related to parasite currents. To avoid the
problems coming from these situations, thermal gradient and electrical response are measured
with and without applied Joule heating for each temperature point.
From the point of view of the electrical responses, analogous to the thermal gradient
situation, it could occur that there is an no zero electrical response although no power is
applied to the sample (see Fig.2.6 - green curve). This offset in the electrical response can
be due to the contribution of the copper wires going from 300K to the sample holder and
in this case, the thermal gradient is 0 or due to the existence of parasite currents when this
behaviour goes with a non 0 thermal gradient.
Considering this, we show the data treatment to determine the thermoelectric coefficients
in vacuum and under pressure conditions.
Vacuum Technique
The non-zero thermal gradient in the absence of power can be treated: (i) renormalizing
one thermometer in relation to the other or (ii) considering that the real thermal gradient
corresponds to the difference between the thermal gradient with and without power. The
renormalization method is applied when the thermal gradient can be considered apparent
and the subtraction method when the thermal difference is real or non negligible.
• Re-calibration method. We re-calibrate the thermometer(2) in relation to the thermome-
ter(1). For that, we use the calibration of the thermometer(1) and the resistances, with
and without power, of the thermometer(2). First, we fit the resistance(2) at I = 0
regarding the resistance(1) at I = 0 by a polynomial fit. Then, this polynomial fit is
used to recalculate the resistances of the thermometer(2) and finally, the temperatures
are obtained, for all the resistances, from the calibration of the thermometer(1). The
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equation used to determine the absolute value of the thermopower coefficients (TEP)
is:
TEP =
V oltI 6=0 − V oltI=0
(THOT − TCOLD)I 6=0 (2.2)
• The subtraction method. The equation to determine the real value of the thermopower
coefficients (TEP) is:
TEP =
V oltI 6=0 − V oltI=0
(THOT − TCOLD)I 6=0 − (THOT − TCOLD)I=0 (2.3)
We note that the treatment of the non zero thermal gradient coincides by both approx-
imations at I = 0 and at H = 0T. Under field, the re-calibration method cannot be used
in the low temperature regime because of the magnetoresistance of the thermometers (each
thermometer has a different magnetoresistance behaviour). However, if the magnetoresistance
is negligible, both methods can be used.
Pressure Technique
The pressure technique uses the same assumptions about the stabilization time that the vac-
uum technique. The main difference between them is the temperature acquisition. In vacuum,
individuals thermometers are used while under pressure, the temperature is determine by ther-
mocouples. The AuFe(0.08% Fe)-Au thermocouples are placed from the hot/cold side of the
sample to the cold finger or bath (TBath) which is used as the reference for determining the
temperatures of the sample.
The thermocouples are calibrated as a function of temperature and as a function of mag-
netic field. We note that the AuFe(0.08% Fe) wire is really sensitive to the field conditions.
One of the advantage of thermocouples is they have the same magnetoresistance behavior. In
addition, the thermocouples technique can measure the thermal gradient and the electrical
response simultaneously in a continuous way. This is possible if TBath is swept slowly enough
that the transmitting medium follows this temperature change and the applied power is mod-
ified accordingly with the bath temperature variation. This is not possible in the case of the
vacuum setup because the thermalization of thermometers is longer than the thermalization
of the sample. In all the cases, the measure of the real absolute value in this continuous way
is true only if the background remains constant.
In relation with the stabilization time, once TBath is stable, the stabilization time of hot
and cold temperatures of the sample under pressure are in the same order of magnitude than
in the vacuum setup. However, the time to thermalize the setup is longer as the thermal
relaxation time of the transmitting medium is longer than the metal one.
To determine the thermopower of a compound under pressure, we measure the electrical
response of thermocouples (AuFe(0.08% Fe)-Au) and the electrical response of the sample by
Nanovoltmeter instruments (DC voltage). The possibilities to determine the absolute value
of the thermopower signal for this setup are:
• Cold and Hot Absolute Temperature (CHAT) Technique. In this technique, three Nano-
voltmeters are needed to follow the voltage of the hot and the cold thermocouples and
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the voltage of the Seebeck coefficient simultaneously. The hot and cold thermocouple
voltages are transformed into temperature following the equations:
∆THot/Cold =
∆V oltageHot/Cold(µV )
TEPAuFe|Tbath(µV K−1) (2.4)
THot/Cold = Tbath + ∆THot/Cold (2.5)
with ∆V oltage = VI 6=0−VI=0. It is important to highlight that in the conversion of the
voltage into temperature, we only consider the absolute value of the thermopower of the
AuFe(0.08% Fe) as the thermopower of Au wire is negligible. Once the temperatures
are determined, the value of the Seebeck coefficient is obtained by:
∆T = ∆THot −∆TCold (2.6)
and then,
TEP =
VSeebeck|I − VSeebeck|0
∆T
(2.7)
• Relative Thermal Gradient (RTG) Technique. In RTG technique, we use 2 Nanovolt-
meters to follow the difference of voltage of hot and cold sides through the sample
VAuFeHot−Seebeck−AuFeCold and the voltage of the Seebeck coefficient VSeebeck at the same
time. This technique is only valid when TCold w Tbath and the ∆TCold << ∆THot. Then,
the thermal gradient is determined by:
∆T |I,0 = [VAuFeHot−Seebeck−AuFeCold − VSeebeck](µV )
TEPAuFe|Tbath(µV K−1) |I,0 (2.8)
and the thermopower following the equation (2.7) with:
∆T = ∆TI 6=0 −∆TI=0 = ∆TI −∆T0 (2.9)
.
In Fig.2.7, a schematic representation of the measuring configuration of the previous tech-
niques are shown. On the left, the CHAT technique is shown and on the right side of the
figure, we show the RTG technique. We note the position of the Nanovoltmeters for CHAT
and RTG techniques. CHAT technique has three Nanovoltmeters; two of them are connected
to hot and cold thermocouples voltages (orange and blue Nanovoltmeters, respectively) and
the third one to the VSeebeck through the Au wires (green Nanovoltmeter). RTG technique
use only two Nanovoltmeters. One corresponds to the measure of the VSeebeck through the Au
wires (green Nanovoltmeter) and the other one to the differential hot-cold thermopocouples
gradient through the sample (red to blue Nanovoltmeter).
The CHAT technique is useful when a high thermal resistance exits between the cold
edge side of the sample and the cold finger that causes the high thermal gradient between
the cold side of the sample and the cold finger. However, if we can consider that the cold
side of the sample has the same temperature as the cold finger, the RTG technique is more
powerful. The CHAT technique presents some inconveniences related to the RTG technique:
the number of copper wires on the chamber of the fridge increases from 4 wires to 6 (higher
amount of heat reach the chamber increasing the lowest based-temperature of the fridge) and
a third Nanovoltmeter is needed.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic picture of the thermopower techniques to determine the Seebeck coefficient
under pressure. On the left, we show the picture of CHAT technique and on the right, we represent
the one of RTG technique.
2.3.2 Thermopower Quantum Oscillations
This technique is used to measure the Fermi surface of a compound. The electronic motion
around the orbits is measured only if low temperature, high magnetic field and high quality
sample conditions are fulfilled. The orbits are observed as a result of the modification of the
Fermi energy by magnetic field. From this data, the information about the Fermi surface such
as the frequencies, the effective mass and mean free path for each orbit is extracted. Here, we
focus only on the experimental technique that allows the reconstruction of the Fermi surface:
“Thermopower Quantum Oscillations” technique.
Contrary to thermopower stable conditions analysis, these measurements are done in a non-
equilibrium system. The Fig.2.8 shows the three steps to follow in this kind of measurements
to determine absolute values. First of all, the background for the Seebeck voltage and the
Hot/Cold/Bath temperatures at I = 0 (without power) are measured. Second, we fix the
thermal gradient and when it is stable, then the magnetic field is set off. The sweep of the
magnetic field induces an extra magnetic response on the thermopower wires, the magnetic
field induction.
To determine the absolute value of the thermoelectric coefficients, we remove from the
measured thermoelectric signal: the induced voltage due to the sweep of the magnetic field
∆VField and the background Vbackground. Then thermopower (TEP) is determined following
the equation:
TEP (H) =
Vmeasured(H)−∆VField − Vbackground
[THot − TCold](H) (2.10)
In Eq.2.10, the thermal gradient is evaluated at each magnetic field value. The 1kΩ- RuOx
thermometers of the setup are calibrated for magnetic fields from 0 to 16T. We verified that
we can neglect the magnetoresistance to recalculate the temperature under magnetic field.
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Figure 2.8: Analysis of the Seebeck signal (black curve), applied power (blue curve) and magnetic
field sweep (green curve) in “Thermopower Quantum Oscillations” technique.
The temperature modification was estimated lower than 0.10% of the absolute temperature
in the lowest temperature regime. Besides, as temperature increases, the magnetoresistance
decreases and the temperature modification becomes smaller than 0.10%. For example, at 4K,
the upper limit variation of the temperature in the completed field range, [0 − 34]T, due to
magnetoresistance is smaller than 4mK. The change in the resistance value transformed into
temperature is significantly smaller than the applied thermal gradient at this temperature,
∆T = 120mK for a ∆T/T = 3%. Consequently, at high magnetic fields, we can neglect the
magnetoresistance of the 1kΩ- RuOx thermometers of our setup.
2.4 Electrical Resistivity
The electrical resistivity is an intrinsic property of a given material while its resistance R
depends on its dimension. For certain geometries, such as the bar-shape, there is a simple
relation between resistivity and resistance:
R =
V
I
=
l
S
ρ (2.11)
with l/S the so-called geometrical factor. Resistivity measurements were used to determine
the quality of the sample through the residual-resistance-ratio (RRR) and to perform mag-
netoresistance measurements (ρ(H)) of the compounds at ambient pressure. For measuring
those intrinsic characteristics of the compound, AC four-contact probe was used.
The RRR is defined as the ratio of the resistivity of a compound at room temperature and
the extrapolation of the resistivity at 0K:
RRR =
ρ300K
ρ0K
(2.12)
It depends on the amount of impurities and other crystallographic defects; for that reason, it
is considered as a parameter of the quality of the sample.
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2.5 Extreme Conditions
In order to fully explore the (T,P,H) phase diagram of heavy fermion compounds, the measure-
ments have been performed in extreme conditions of temperature (down to the mK range),
high fields (up to 34T) and high pressure ranges. In this section, temperature and magnetic
fields regimes in which the measurements were performed are shown.
2.5.1 Low Temperatures
To achieve the quantum phase transitions and the reorganization of the magnetic structures
in heavy fermion systems, low temperature regimes are needed. To reach these temperatures,
dilution cryostats, 3He refrigerators and 4He fridges were used.
To perform thermopower measurements in the low temperature regime a dilution fridge
with based temperature 100mK and fields up to 16T was used. For the high temperature
regime [1.8 − 300]K, we used a PPMS cryostat with home-made-inserts for vacuum and for
pressure setups. Finally, for the high magnetic field measurements performed at LNCMI, we
employed an 3He refrigerator with lowest temperature 360mK.
To measure the magnetoresistance of heavy fermion compounds, a 50mK dilution fridge
with magnetic fields up to 13.4T and the PPMS cryostat, with standard inserts, for the high
temperature regime were utilized.
The principles of dilution cryostats, 3He refrigerators and 4He fridges, as they are exhaus-
tively described in the literature [Lounasmaa, 1979, Enss and Hunklinger, 2005], will not be
mentioned here.
2.5.2 High Magnetic Fields
Magnetic fields are used to induce magnetic transitions and then to analyze the band structure
modifications. For these studies performed following the “Thermopower in Stable Conditions”
technique, the fields were produced by a superconducting magnet of 9T in the temperature
regime of [1.8 − 50]K and one of 16T in the dilution refrigerator. The magnetic field mode
for the stable conditions technique consisted in modifying the magnetic field by steps.
For mapping the Fermi surface of these compounds through the quantum oscillations,
superconducting magnets up to 16T and resistive magnet with highest field of 34T were used.
In these cases, the magnetic field was swept at the constant rate of 0.05 − 0.1T/min for the
superconductor magnet and with a rate of 200 − 300Oe for the resistive one. We note that
this swept in field increased TBath in a negligible value and as a consequence, no perturbation
on the sample-temperatures was observed.
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This chapter is focused on the thermoelectric study of UCoAl system. First, we show ther-
mopower behaviour at ambient pressure conditions and then, we present the results under
pressure. At ambient pressure, the evolution of the metamagnetic transition with temperature
and the changes on the heat carriers through the metamagnetic transition were studied in
the longitudinal and transverse configurations. A simple analysis of the Fermi surface change
at the metamagnetic transition was obtained as a result of the comparison between ther-
mopower and Hall effect measurements. Exotic magnetic excitations were observed around
the Critical End Point and in the ground state of UCoAl. Under pressure, the evolution of
the magnetic structure, called wing structure, towards the Quantum Critical End Point was
analyzed. Finally, a comparison of the evolution of the wing structure to other probes such
as magnetization or Hall resistance was performed.
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3.1 Context and Motivation
The study of the quantum phase transitions in intermetallic strongly correlated electron sys-
tems such as the transition from an antiferromagnetic (AF) ordered state to a paramagnetic
(PM) state, or from a ferromagnetic (FM) to PM ground state has recently motivated a
large variety of experimental and theoretical studies [Flouquet, 2005, Lo¨hneysen et al., 2007,
Si and Steglich, 2010]. In the case of an AF instability, the restoration of a PM ground state
at the quantum phase transition is often induced by the application of pressure or magnetic
field [Stewart, 2006]. In weak itinerant ferromagnets, the Curie temperature TC , indicating
the PM-FM second order transition, changes from second order to first order metamagnetic
character at the finite temperature of the Tricritical Point (TCP) before collapsing at the crit-
ical pressure pc [Belitz et al., 1999]. To suppress the magnetic order, pressure and magnetic
field must be applied simultaneously as the FM domain is extended above pc following the
FM wing structure. The wings start at the TCP and ends at the Quantum Critical End Point
(QCEP) [Belitz et al., 2005, Taufour et al., 2010, Kotegawa et al., 2011]. A recent example is
the FM superconducting compound UGe2 which at zero magnetic field has a tricritical point
at pc v 1.46GPa [Pfleiderer and Huxley, 2002]. Under magnetic field, the FM wings were
observed and they collapse at the QCEP located at pQCEP v 3.5 GPa and H v 17 T (see
Fig.3.1).
Figure 3.1: (T, P,H) phase diagram of UGe2 [Taufour et al., 2010].
The interest to study UCoAl comes from its relation to the weak ferromagnet compound
UGe2. Both present a similar (T, P,H) phase diagram with comparable magnetic behaviours.
For UCoAl, at P = 0, the compound presents a PM ground state instead of a FM state as
occurs in UGe2, the wing structure already exits at ambient pressure. Nevertheless, UCoAl
is close to a FM state. Pressure studies in UCoAl estimated that for this compound the
PM-FM plane at H = 0T, equivalent to the one of UGe2, ends up at pc = −0.2GPa
[Mushnikov et al., 1999] and that the intersection of this plane and the wings at the TCP
occurs at pc . −0.2GPa. These pressure conditions allow to perform thermoelectric mea-
surements inside the wings at ambient pressure. The temperature evolution of the wings is
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characterized by the evolution of the critical field of the metamagnetic transition from a first
order HM , below the Critical End Point (CEP), to a crossover regime Hm for temperatures
above the CEP(T0, H
∗
M) with T0 ∼ 11K (see Fig.3.2a). Under pressure, the wings show an
increase of the critical field, HM (see Fig.3.2b) and a continuous decrease of T0 ending at the
QCEP (TQCEP = 0K, pQCEP = 1.5GPa and HQCEP = 7T) [Aoki et al., 2011]. A schematic
(T, P,H) phase diagram of UCoAl is shown in Fig.3.3. The extreme conditions of pressure,
temperature and magnetic field of the (T, P,H) phase diagram are easily reachable in UCoAl
compare to UGe2. For this reason, UCoAl is a good candidate to study the weak ferro-
magnetism of the wings, the induced metamagnetic transition and the behaviour around the
QCEP.
(a) (T,H) phase diagram of UCoAl at P = 0.
The 1st order line ends at CEP(11K,∼ 1T).
(b) (H,P ) phase diagram of UCoAl. The
CEP line ends at the QCEP (1.5GPa, 7T).
Figure 3.2: Evolution of the metamagnetic transition of UCoAl (a) as a function of temperature
and (b) as a function pressure [Aoki et al., 2011].
3.2 Introduction to UCoAl
UCoAl belongs to the class of uranium ternary intermetallic compound (UTX series). Its
crystal lattice presents an hexagonal ZrNiAl-type structure with basal plane layers of U-
Co(2) and Al-Co(1) intercalated among them. The inter-uranium distance is 0.349nm placing
this compound in the range of the Hill limit1. The structure of the basal plane of UCoAl
represented in Fig.3.4 shows that the U-atoms form on a quasi-kagome lattice structure with
two well defined Co-atoms positions (Co(1) which is surrounded by 6 U-atoms and Co(2)
surrounded by 3 U-atoms). These structural characteristics are going to play a major role in
the magnetism of this compound.
The magnetization of UCoAl presents a strong anisotropy. When the magnetic field is
applied along the c-axis, a strong change in the magnetization of the systems occurs at HM ∼
1T that marks the metamagnetic transition whereas when the magnetic field is applied on
the basal plane, UCoAl shows a Pauli paramagnetism behaviour (see Fig.3.5). Just above the
1Hill realized a systematic study of uranium compounds as a function of the interatomic distance between
two uranium atoms, dU−U . He found that for dU−U < 3.4A˚, the ground state is PM which is interpreted by
the overlap of the 5f orbitals. For dU−U > 3.6A˚, the ground state is magnetic, which is interpreted by the
result of local magnetic moments. The region 3.4 < dU−U < 3.6 A˚ is the critical region which is called Hill
limit [Hill, 1970].
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Figure 3.3: (T, P,H) phase diagram of UCoAl [Karube et al., 2014]. The pink area shows the
FM-PM second-order transition that becomes first order for P > PTCP . Above PTCP , this FM-
PM first-order transition defines the wings structure (purple planes). The evolution under uniaxial
pressure along the c-axis and under hydrostatic pressure (which are opposite behaviours) are indicated
by arrows.
Figure 3.4: Lattice of UCoAl. In blue, U atoms forming a quasi-kagome lattice structure, in red and
yellow Co(2) and Co(1) atoms, respectively and in green Al atoms [Nohara et al., 2011]. The arrows
indicate the thermal currents and magnetic field orientations of the thermopower measurements of
our studies.
metamagnetic transition, the magnetic moment of UCoAl is 0.3µB per unit formula with µB
the Bohr magneton. Magnetization measurements show that the total magnetic moment of
UCoAl increases with field and no saturation is observed even for fields up to 35T. This small
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value of the local magnetic moment of U-atoms in UCoAl compared to the magnetic moment
of the U free ion, 1.8µB, is the consequence of the strong coupling of 5f bands of U-atoms with
the Fermi sea (s, p and d valence states of Co-atoms). Therefore, this hybridization causes
the delocalization of the 5f local magnetic moments [Sechovsky et al., 1986]. In addition,
the magnetization carried by these itinerant electrons point along the c-axis as a result of
the strong exchange interaction at the interatomic scale. The strong spin-orbit coupling
causes that the orbital component of the itinerant quasi-particles is the main contribution to
magnetism in UCoAl. The orbital moment is twice as large as and antiparallel to the spin
moment of the itinerant electrons and the magnetic contribution of these itinerant charges
is higher than the local magnetic moment of the core of the U atoms. These characteristics
correspond to the description of the itinerant ferromagnetism behaviour [Eriksson et al., 1989,
Kucera et al., 2002].
Figure 3.5: UCoAl magnetization measurements as a function a magnetic field applied along the
c-axis (open circles) and on the basal plane (filled circles) at T = 2K.
In relation to the density of state (DOS), band structure calculations determine that the
70% of the total DOS at the Fermi level is carried by the 5f electrons due to the hybridization
of the U-atoms with the bands close to the Fermi energy. The 3d bands of Co have a small
contribution because they are almost filled as a result of the strong hybridization with the
5f U-states. From NMR measurements and simulations, it has been demonstrated that the
position of the U-atoms in the lattice has an important role in the distribution of the DOS.
For example, the interatomic distance between U-Co(1) and U-Co(2) are similar; nevertheless,
their contribution to the DOS is quite different as a consequence of the correlations with first
neighborhoods. Co(1) takes a major role in the DOS as Co(1) has twice as main neighbors
U-atoms than Co(2) [Betsuyaku and Harima, 2000, Javorsky´ et al., 2001].
Recently, some full potential band structure calculations with local spin density approx-
imation (FLAPW+LSDA) have been performed in the PM phase (see Fig.3.6), using 592
sampling k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone for this moderated heavy fermion com-
pound. UCoAl is a compensated metal where the number of hole carriers, near 0.05 holes per
UCoAl formula, comes from the 78 hole band and the electron carriers are distributed among
the 79 and the 80 electron bands. The bands 79 and 80 are paired. The large differences
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observed in the topology of the Fermi surfaces of 79 and 80 bands are induced by the strong
spin splitting in the PM phase of UCoAl which is cause by the parity violation. The Fermi
surface is shown in Fig.3.6. In the FM phase, we expect the shrinking of the spin up contri-
bution and the enlargement of the spin down contribution, generating a non zero magnetic
moment.
Figure 3.6: Paramagnetic Fermi surface of UCoAl obtained by FLAPW+LSDA band structure
calculations (H. Harima, unpublished). This Fermi surface has one hole and two electron bands. The
non inversion symmetry causes the large differences between the two electron-like bands.
Although the FLAPW+LSDA calculation cannot treat completely the electronic corre-
lations, it will give a good estimation of the relative mass enhancement between hole and
electron quasi-particles. The density of states of hole bands is 260 states/Ry/(primitive
cell) corresponding to 15 mJ/molK2, while the density of states of the electron bands is 121
states/Ry/(primitive cell) corresponding to 7 mJ/molK2, showing nearly twice heavier hole
band than electronic bands in the PM state. A reduction of the specific heat in the FM phase
is expected related with the higher arrangement of the system. To my knowledge, the highest
quality sample of UCoAl in the literature presents a RRR= 27. This quality is still not good
enough to measure the FM Fermi surface of the system by quantum oscillations methods such
as the de Haas–van Alphen effect or Shubnikov–de Haas effect. In any case, it is not possible
to determine the ground state of UCoAl by these techniques because of the low magnetic field
range of the PM phase.
UCoAl is very sensitive to pressure and to doping rate. The FM phase of UCoAl can be
stabilized applying an effective negative pressure bigger than pc by doping or applying uniaxial
pressure along the c-axis. Some studies show that a tiny quantity of a dopant can favor the FM
state as a ground state; e.g., 2% substitution of Fe for Co in UCoAl [Mushnikov et al., 1999,
Mushnikov et al., 2002]. The uniaxial pressure induces a reduction of the critical field, HM , of
the metamagnetic transition followed by the formation of ferromagnetism at higher uniaxial
pressures caused by the increase of the hybridization between the ab-planes. This increase of
hybridization produces localized behaviour of the 5f moments and enhances the FM ordered
state [Karube et al., 2014]. Against this behaviour, hydrostatic pressure induces an increase
of HM . The variations in the 5f -3d hybridization within the basal plane of the ZrNiAl-type
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hexagonal structure by pressure seem to be the underlying aspect of the evolution of the
magnetism in UCoAl [Ishii et al., 2003, Karube et al., 2014].
Around the QCEP, not many studies have been carried out due to the extreme conditions
to achieve it. Resistivity and Hall resistance measurements were performed and they present
an increase of their values which was related with an increase of the effective mass at the
QCEP. Above it, the metamagnetic transition is transformed in a pseudometamagnetic tran-
sition. This transition broadens with pressure [Aoki et al., 2011, Combier et al., 2013]. The
understanding of the physics related to the QCEP is one of the main ongoing research project
in strongly correlated electron physics.
3.3 Quality Samples and Measuring Configurations
Single crystals of UCoAl were grown by the Czochralski method in a tetra-arc furnace. The
residual resistivity ratio of the studied crystals was around 10. Two bar-shaped samples, with
dimensions 3.5× 1.5× 0.5mm, from the same batch were cut by spark cutter and oriented by
X-ray Laue diffractometer displaying very sharp spots.
At ambient pressure, thermopower measurements were performed on these samples with
magnetic field applied along the c-axis and thermal gradients along the a-axis (transverse
configuration) and c-axis (longitudinal configuration). The Nernst coefficient was also mea-
sured for the transverse configuration. Magnetoresistance measurements were performed on
these samples using the same electric contacts as thermopower and as a result, thermoelectric
coefficients and magnetoresistance kept the same geometric factor.
Under pressure, we started to measure a sample with similar dimensions to the at ambient
pressure samples. This sample3 was too big to reach pressures close to the QCEP. Then
a sample4 with dimensions 1.8 × 0.7 × 0.3mm was needed. The quality of this sample was
similar to the quality of the measured samples at ambient pressure; however, the width of
the metamagnetic transition for this sample4 was larger and the critical field (HM) at little
bit lower. Under pressure, only the Seebeck coefficient for the longitudinal configuration was
measured. The dimensions of the Inner Vacuum Chamber of the refrigerator were smaller
than the length of the pressure cell preventing that magnetic field and thermal gradient were
applied in perpendicular directions.
The measurements were performed at low temperatures, cooling down the setup to 100mK,
and under magnetic fields up to 16T. The thermoelectric coefficients were measured at am-
bient pressure conditions by “One heater-Two thermometers” setup and under pressure by
the designed “Thermocouples” setup for the piston cylinder pressure cell. Magnetoresistance
measurements were performed using the AC locking technique on a four-contact configura-
tion for transverse and longitudinal configurations. All data shown are obtained by upwards
magnetic field sweeps.
3.4 UCoAl at Ambient Pressure
In order to study in detail the electronic properties of UCoAl, precise thermoelectric power
experiments were performed, extending previous [Matsuda et al., 2000] measurements from
T = 4K down to 150mK. We analyzed carefully thermoelectric power in the different field
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and temperature regimes of the (T,H) phase diagram in order to draw the signature of HM(T )
below the CEP and of the PM-FM crossover domain above the CEP. Thermoelectric power
measurements show that the ratio S/T (thermoelectric power divided by temperature) has
a relative stronger drop compared to the jump of the electronic specific heat γ at HM . Our
results allow us to estimate the field variation of S/T at very low temperatures and then,
to give a key comparison of the interplay between thermal transport and thermodynamic
properties.
3.4.1 Metamagnetic Transition
The metamagnetic transition of UCoAl has been studied by thermopower temperature de-
pendence, S(T ), isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H), and magnetoresistance mea-
surements, ρ(H).
Figure 3.7: Temperature dependence of thermopower, S(T ), at different magnetic fields, a) for
longitudinal and b) for transverse thermal flow configurations. The insets of the figures show their
corresponding S/T (T ) behaviour at H = 0 and H = 1T.
Figures3.7 a) and b) show S(T ) at constant field for the longitudinal and the transverse
configurations, respectively. The entrance in a low temperature domain, where a Fermi liquid
state is expected, is achieved below the coherence temperature, TCoh, defined as the maximum
of S(T ) in the transverse and a change of slope in the longitudinal configurations. S(T ) drops
drastically at the metamagnetic transition, therefore THm is defined as the temperature for
which the behaviour of the Seebeck coefficient drops abruptly from high values of S(T ), up-
ward curvature, to low values of S(T ), downward curvature, in a short temperature window at
fixed magnetic fields. This behaviour at THm can also be observed from S/T (T ) measurements
(see Fig.3.8). The width of the crossover is defined by the temperature difference between
T−Hm , T
+
Hm
, which corresponds to the minimum or inflection point of S(T ) for H < HM and
for H > HM , respectively. We note that THm increases with magnetic field and that in the
high temperature regime, T > 40K, all the S(T ) curves at different magnetic fields collapse
together in one curve.
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Fig.3.8 shows S/T (T ) for different magnetic fields. For S/T (T )|H10.75, S/T (T ) measure-
ments present a change of behaviour from downward curvature to upward curvature as tem-
perature increases. This behaviour goes with a jump of S/T (T ) and the temperature at
which this jump appears corresponds to the THm . We observe that S/T (T ) diverges at low
temperature for H < 0.75T while for H ≥ 0.75T, the S/T (T ) remains constant. In the inset
of Figs.3.7 a) and b), S/T is also represented in the low temperature regime for PM and
FM states for transverse and longitudinal configurations. S/T is expected to be constant in
a Fermi liquid, then as S/T (T ) diverges at low temperature for H < 0.75T we suggest the
possible existence of an exotic PM ground state at low temperatures.
Figure 3.8: S/T |H=ctn(H) at different magnetic fields for transverse thermal flow configuration.
Fig.3.9 displays the isothermal thermopower over temperature measurements S/T (H) as
function of increasing field for a) transverse and b) longitudinal configurations. The critical
field of the transverse configuration sample is HMtrans = 0.75T; being slightly higher than
the one for the longitudinal configuration, HMlong = 0.70T. The metamagnetic transition
is characterized by a sharp change on the absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient which
defines the critical field HM . For transverse configuration, the sign of thermopower remains
unchanged in the PM and FM states at low temperatures and changes its sign above T0. In
the case of the longitudinal configuration, thermopower changes from hole-like to electron-
like as the system crosses the metamagnetic transition from PM to FM states. In the FM
phase for temperatures T > T0, transverse and longitudinal configurations present the same
thermopower behaviour. For T < T0 regime, the heat transport is anisotropic, then it is
directional dependent.
The inset of Fig.3.9 b) shows the criterion we chose to determine the first order transition
and the width of the crossover from the first derivative of the S/T (H) measurements. The
minimum of the first derivative of the S/T (H) measurements corresponds to the metamagnetic
transition, HM , for temperatures below T0. Above T > T0, the first order transition becomes
a crossover defined by Hm, H
−
m and H
+
m where Hm is the middle of the crossover and H
−
m - H
+
m
indicate the magnetic field width of the crossover. The middle of the crossover corresponds
to the minimum of the first derivative of S/T (H) measurements and the inflection points of
the first derivative correspond to the width of the crossover.
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At the metamagnetic transition, a strong hysteresis between up and down magnetic field
sweeps has been observed for transverse and longitudinal configurations. This is a consequence
of the first order nature of this transition. The inset of Fig.3.9 a) shows the hysteresis evolution
with temperature for the transverse configuration. The width of the loop of the hysteresis
increases from T0 towards low temperatures (e.g. 40mT at 0.85K and 70mT at 0.25K for
J ‖ a).
Figure 3.9: Isothermal thermopower measurements as a function of increasing magnetic field at
different temperatures in a) transverse and b) longitudinal configurations. The inset of panel 3.9 a)
shows the evolution of the hysteresis loop at the metamagnetic transition from first order to crossover.
The inset of panel 3.9 b) indicates the location of the metamagnetic transition lines. Open symbols
correspond to the crossover regime and filled symbols to the temperature range of the first order
metamagnetic transition.
The anomalies observed in temperature and field dependencies of the thermopower are
displayed in the (T,H) phase diagram shown in Fig.3.10 a) and b), respectively. Despite the
complex temperature dependence of S(T ) at fixed field, we show that crossover lines can also
be drawn from the T dependencies. This (T,H) phase diagram presents slight differences
from the one determined from the field dependence of S(H). In addition, the values obtained
from S(H) measurements present smaller relative errors in field than the values obtained
from S(T ) measurements. This is due to the fact that HM , Hm, H
±
m are well-defined in field
whereas the TM , Tm, T
±
m singularities are spread over a large temperature range; thus, a large
error in temperature is entailed as a result. However, the first order line coincides perfectly
for the S(H) and S(T ) measurements. We also notice that the phase diagrams obtained for
transverse and longitudinal configurations are really similar, see Figs.3.10 a) and b). The
small variations in the critical field HM are due to HM is slightly sample dependent. The
longitudinal sample has a slightly smaller HM than the transverse one as we observed from
Fig.3.10 in which the filled squares and circles correspond to the first order transition, the filled
stars represent the entrance in the coherent regime where a Fermi liquid regime is expected,
the open symbols correspond to the crossover (the left and right triangles delimit the width of
the crossover, which is defined by H−m and H
+
m) and the open circles and squares indicate the
middle of the crossover. The crossover regime collapses on approaching the CEP (H?M , T0) as
represented in Fig.3.10 b). In Fig.3.10 a), we also show, in grey symbols, the phase diagram
of UCoAl obtained from magnetization measurements [Matsuda et al., 2013]. The similarity
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Figure 3.10: (T,H) phase diagram drawn for J ‖ a (black points) and J ‖ c (blue points) configu-
rations. The panel a) and b) show the (T,H) phase diagram from temperature and field dependence
thermopower measurements, respectively. Filled symbols represent the first order transition and open
symbols represent the crossover. The panel a) also shows the phase diagram determined by magneti-
zation measurements (grey symbols) [Matsuda et al., 2013]. The down panel shows the (T,H) phase
diagram resulting of the combination of temperature and magnetic field phase diagrams.
of the phase diagrams obtained by thermopower and magnetization measurements prove the
good agreement between these measurements to determine the metamagnetic transition. The
only remarkable difference is the width of the crossover which is shorter in magnetization than
in thermopower measurements. This difference can come from the criterion we selected to
define the crossover.
In the down graph of Fig.3.10, we show the complete (T,H) phase diagram obtained
from the set of temperature dependent S(T ) and field dependent S(H) thermopower mea-
surements. All the data are combined in order to obtain the complete (T,H) phase dia-
gram for both configurations. From temperature dependent measurements at fixed field (see
Fig.3.7), we extract the coherence temperature regime. From field dependence measurements
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(Fig.3.9), the lines HM corresponding to the first order metamagnetic transition and Hm to
the middle of the crossover. In addition, from S(H) measurements, we determine the lines
delimiting the width of the crossover, H−m − H+m. The entrance in the coherent regime ap-
pears at low temperatures and a simple Fermi-liquid state, which signature is a constant
value of S/T (T ) [Zlatic´ et al., 2007], occurs only for H > HM as it will be shown in subsec.
3.4.3. Above 1 K, the phase diagram is in good agreement with those previously drawn from
magnetization, NMR, and Hall effect measurements [Nohara et al., 2011, Karube et al., 2012,
Combier et al., 2013]. Below T ∼ 1 K, the change of the sign in ∂(TM)/∂H is due to the in-
crease of the hysteresis of the first order transition.
Figure 3.11: Magnetoresistance measurements of UCoAl for transverse (left) and longitudinal
(right) configurations in the high temperature regime [5− 20]K.
Magnetoresistance measurements were also performed in the transverse and in the lon-
gitudinal configurations using the same electrical contact as those used for determining the
thermoelectric coefficients (see Fig.3.11). For T < T0, the first order metamagnetic transition
corresponds to a sharp jump in the resistivity of the compound. As temperature approaches
the temperature of the CEP, a local increase of the resistivity around HM is observed. Above
T0, as temperature increases, the maximum becomes broader and broader until it is not pos-
sible to see any inflection point on the curve. These inflection points in magnetoresistance
curves match with the width of the crossover of the phase diagram of UCoAl. In Fig.3.12,
the (T,H) phase diagram obtained from magnetoresistance measurements is represented.
The transverse configuration is represented by black symbols and the longitudinal configu-
ration by blue symbols. For both configurations, the filled symbols correspond to the first
order transition whereas the open symbols represent the crossover regime. We conclude that
magnetoresistance (T,H) phase diagram is comparable to the phase diagram determined by
isothermal thermopower measurements.
In the low temperature regime, magnetoresistance measurements performed in the longi-
tudinal configuration show a step-like increase at the metamagnetic transition. This increase
in magnetoresistance has been attributed to the reduction of the number of carriers result-
ing from the 5f band splitting. However, magnetoresistance measurements of the transverse
configuration show a step-like decrease at the metamagnetic transition. This anisotropy in
magnetoresistance can come from the anisotropy of the spin-orbit coupling that matches with
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Figure 3.12: (T,H) phase diagram obtained from magnetoresistance measurements. The (T,H)
phase diagram obtained from transverse configuration is shown in blue symbols and the (T,H) for
longitudinal configuration in black symbols. For both configurations, the filled symbols represent the
first order transition and the open symbols represent the crossover.
the possibility of a band splitting at the metamagnetic transition.
3.4.2 Charge Carriers at the Metamagnetic Transition
The great interest of thermopower measurements is to probe the evolution of the topology of
the Fermi surface and the enhancement of the effective mass of the different types of carriers,
electrons and holes. However, it is a rather difficult analysis in this multiband system. At first
glance, it is usual to compare at very low temperature S/T and the electronic specific heat
γ = C/T experiments. In UCoAl, strong changes of the Fermi surface are expected at the
metamagnetic transition (HM) due to the strong discontinuity of the thermopower and the sign
change in the longitudinal configuration. To estimate this discontinuity of S(H) through the
HM , we represent in Fig.3.13 the field dependence of S/T at the lowest temperature measured
(170mK) for transverse (J ‖ a in black) and longitudinal (J ‖ c in blue) configurations. For
J ‖ c, S/T is almost field independent on both sides of HM while for J ‖ a in the PM phase
S/T decreases with H below HM and becomes constant above HM . This different behavior of
S/T is clearly associated with the quite unusual strong increase of S/T preserved at H = 0T
for J ‖ a. For J ‖ a, the drop of S/T as a function of field at T = 170mK is at least 2.8µVK−2
at HM while for J ‖ c, it is 2 µVK−2. Thus, the relative thermopower drops are 68 % and
100 % for J ‖ a and J ‖ c configurations, respectively.
To compare the discontinuity of the S/T (H) to the discontinuity of the γ at the metamag-
netic transition (HM), we evaluate the drop of the electronic specific heat γ from the results
published in ref. [Aoki et al., 2011]. The variation of γ at HM at 0.45K is only 15mJmol
−1K−2
decreasing from γ(H < HM) ∼ 75 mJmol−1K−2 to γ(H > HM) ∼ 60 mJmol−1K−2. Thus,
the relative γ drop is only 20 %, which is significantly smaller than the relative transverse
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and longitudinal drops in S/T . The higher relative drop in S/T in relation to the relative
drop of γ may be the consequence of the fact that S/T is a directional probe, very sensitive to
the high entropy bands that are drastically affected at the metamagnetic transition whereas
γ probe is sensitive to the complete thermodynamic of the system.
Figure 3.13: Isothermal thermopower measurements as a function of increasing magnetic fields at
170mK for transverse (black points) and longitudinal (blue points) configurations.
To evaluate the number of heat carriers in the PM and FM states, we determine the in-
verse of the q-factor. For that, γ value is taken below and above HM . For H < HM the
heat carriers (n) are na = 0.12 and nc = 0.36 for J ‖ a and J ‖ c, respectively. Above HM
na jumps to 0.57 and nc seems to change its sign becoming −3.32. The strong change in
the number of carriers per formula unit suggests an important Fermi surface change through
the metamagnetic transition. Nevertheless, via a simple one band model, Hall resistance
will lead to the conclusion that the number of carriers remains constant at the metamag-
netic transition due to the fact that the hole coefficient is almost constant at this transition
[Matsuda et al., 2000, Combier et al., 2013]. Moreover, Hall resistance suggests that hole
bands are responsible for the electronic transport in the PM and FM states. The opposi-
tion of Hall resistance and thermopower results points out that the application of a one-band
model description is unsuitable in this complex system.
In a two band model with spherical Fermi surfaces the contribution of each band will be
weighted by their respective electrical conductivity (σ), i.e. S = (σhSh + σe−Se−)/(σh + σe−)
[Miyake and Kohno, 2005]. In a first approximation, we assume the invariance of the Fermi
surface through HM , basing this assumption on Hall resistance results. The hole carrier with
an average effective mass m?h ≈ 2m?e will dominate thermoelectric power response at low field
in good agreement with the observed positive sign of the thermoelectric power. Entering in the
FM domain through HM will lead to a drastic decrease of m
?
h, while the carrier concentration
stays almost constant on crossing HM . The opposite sign of the hole and electron response in
S/T leads to magnify the reduction of the thermoelectric power on entering in the FM domain
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and thus to a drop of S/T quite stronger than the drop of C/T . However, a quantitative
description is a difficult task as electron and hole Fermi surfaces are far from spherical. In
addition, electronic and hole band modifications are interconnected. Furthermore, in the FM
polarized phase with a rather large magnetic moment (0.3µB per U atom), the spin up and
spin down Fermi surfaces will differ, at least for the contribution coming from the electron
band.
Finally, a direct confirmation of the strong change of the Fermi surface thought the metam-
agnetic transition has not been yet determined due to the fact that the quality of the samples
of UCoAl are not good enough to perform direct measurements of the Fermi surface.
3.4.3 Exotic Magnetic Excitations
Paramagnetic Ground State
A Fermi liquid regime, below the coherence temperature, was expected in the PM phase. For
that reason, constant value of the S/T coefficient at low temperatures defining the Fermi liquid
regime was expected. However, S/T diverges at low temperature for H < HM pointing out the
possible existence of an exotic PM ground state. We also performed resistivity measurements
to verify this unexpected behaviour in the PM phase.
The inset of figures 3.7 a) and b) show the temperature dependence of S/T for J ‖ c and
J ‖ a configurations in the low temperature regime, respectively. At H = 0, a continuous
increase of S/T is observed down to the lowest temperature for both configurations. For the
transverse configuration, the increase of S/T is more pronounced and seems to diverge at low
temperatures. From the strong increase of S/T on cooling at constant field H < HM , it is
clear that at least down to 150mK, constant S/T equivalent to a Fermi-liquid regime is not
observed [Zlatic´ et al., 2007], neither for the longitudinal nor for the transverse configurations.
By contrast for H > HM , as soon as the FM state is reached, a Fermi-liquid behavior is
observed in the temperature dependence of S/T (constant value of S/T (T )). We conclude
that the simple Fermi liquid response is observed only for H > HM below Tcoh. In relation to
the increase of S/T in the PM phase, we confirm that it is in agreement with the increase of
the isothermal thermoelectric power in the low field regime in the PM state (see Fig.3.9).
The non-Fermi liquid behavior in the low field regime is also confirmed in resistivity mea-
surements down to 50mK (see Fig.3.14). The resistivity in the PM phase at H = 0T (black
curves) and the resistivity in the FM phase at H = 0.8T (blue curves) are plotted as a
function of the square of the temperature for transverse and longitudinal configurations. In
resistivity measurements, the Fermi liquid signature corresponds to a T 2 dependence which
is only observed in the FM domain for UCoAl. Previous resistivity experiments above 2K
reported in ref. [Kolomiets et al., 1999] showed a T 3/2 temperature dependence in the PM
state while a Fermi liquid T 2 dependence occurs in the high field ordered state. They claim
that this T 3/2 dependence of resistivity is related to the existence of spin fluctuations on the
ground state [Karube et al., 2012]. Our resistivity measurements below 2K reveal that this
T 3/2 dependence is observed down to 200mK. This T 3/2 dependence at low temperature of re-
sistivity is characteristic of antiferromagnetic states as it is demonstrated by the self-consistent
renormalization theory proposed by Moriya [Moriya, 1985]. We suggest that this behaviour
might be related to the quasi-kagome lattice of UCoAl. Even for T < 200mK, resistivity
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Figure 3.14: Resistivity measurements of UCoAl for transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) con-
figurations. The behaviour in the PM phase is shown by the black curves and in the FM phase by
the blue curves.
measurements show a temperarture dependence which is different from T 2. Consequently, no
Fermi liquid signature is observed in UCoAl even at very low temperatures.
Specific heat measurements as a function of field, C(H), were performed at different
temperatures. Normalized specific heat curves, C(H)/C(0), for each temperature regime
are shown in Fig.3.15 (left). The color plot of Fig.3.15 (right) shows the (T,H) normalized
specific heat phase diagram. The small black arrows shown in the right layer correspond
to the temperatures for which C(H)/C(0) measurements were performed. The coherence
temperature is also shown in this graph by white filled circles. In the (T,H) normalized
specific heat phase diagram, it is possible to distinguish two important areas; one around the
CEP (that will be discussed in the following subsection) and another below the coherence
temperature in the FM domain. This domain, shown in blue scale color, corresponds to
the Fermi liquid regime that it is established in the FM low-temperature part of the (T,H)
phase diagram. It is characterized by the lowest relative values of specific heat which is
consistent with the cancellation of the spin fluctuations above HM . To finish, we observe that
it seems there is a coincidence between the Fermi liquid regime reported by magnetoresistance
measurements to the entrance in the coherent regime in the FM phase.
The very low temperature transport properties of UCoAl in the PM phase point to the
formation of an exotic PM phase. This may be related to the peculiar quasi-kagome lattice
structure in this compound which can give rise to frustration as it has been stressed for ex-
ample in YbAgGe [Sengupta et al., 2010]. Frustration often favors Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
exchange interaction. However, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya exchange interaction has been ex-
cluded as explanation for the exotic PM state of UCoAl as it is not possible to induce a
helimagnetism chiral order of a primary FM vector order in the space group P-62m of UCoAl
[Kataoka and Nakanishi, 1981]. Other explanations of the exotic magnetic ground state might
be the consideration of a weak antiferromagnetism (canting) present on the U-spin lattice,
which is allowed in the P-62m structure and/or the possibility of the existence of relevant spin-
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Figure 3.15: Normalized specific heat as a function of magnetic field, C(H)/C(0), at different
temperature regimes (left figure). (T,H) color plot phase diagram of the normalized specific heat of
UCoAl (right figure). The arrows in the right layer of the color plot indicate the temperatures at
which C(H) curves were performed. The color bar corresponds to the relative drop of C(H)/C(0).
polarization of the two Co-sites [Dzyaloshinskii, 1965]. More studies have to be performed to
determine the nature of this exotic ground state.
Critical End Point
The existence of an exotic behaviour is not only restricted to the PM ground state. We
have also observed an extra contribution to the anomalous Nernst effect around the CEP
(H?M , T0). To identify the physics related to this extra anomalous effect, specif heat and
magnetoresistance measurements were also performed.
In Fig.3.16, the Nernst coefficient ν = N/H is plotted as a function of magnetic field
for temperatures around T0. The Nernst coefficient is almost constant at low magnetic fields
which is consistent with the normal response of the Nernst effect in a PM state under magnetic
field. At the metamagnetic transition for T < T0, the Nernst effect shows a sharp transition
with an increase of ν which is attributed to the presence of an anomalous Nernst effect
(ANE) [Onose et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2007, Onoda et al., 2008]. For T v T0, the Nernst
coefficient presents a sharp minimum at T = T0. This minimum widens as temperature
increases in the T > T0 regime. The width of the minimum is consistent with the amplitude
of the crossover shown in the phase diagrams determined by thermopower measurements (see
Fig.3.10). The observation of an anomalous Hall effect (AHE) is well known in ferromagnets
[Nagaosa et al., 2010]. It consists in a spontaneous Hall current flowing parallel to E × M,
where E is the electric field and M the magnetization. Karplus and Luttinger (KL) proposed
that the AHE current originates from an anomalous velocity term which is non-vanishing in
a ferromagnet [Luttinger and Karplus, 1954]. The topological nature of the KL theory has
been of considerable interest recently [Onoda and Nagaosa, 2002]. Similarly, the Nernst signal
is also sensitive to the anomalous velocity term generating a dissipationless thermoelectric
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current, i.e. an anomalous Nernst effect. The abrupt change of the Nernst signal in UCoAl at
HM is similar to the anomaly observed in the Hall signal attributed to the AHE. Moreover,
the negative sign of the AHE is in good agreement with previous measurements of ANE e.g. in
the ferromagnet CuCr2Se4−xBrx [Lee et al., 2004].
Figure 3.16: Isothermal Nernst coefficient, ν, as a function of increasing field H.
Close to the CEP, the Nernst effect shows a minimum. This minimum corresponds to
an extra contribution in addition to the ANE which has also been observed in specific heat
and magnetoresistance measurements. In specific heat measurements (see Fig.3.15), around
the CEP, an increase of C(H)/C(0) is observed. The maximum of C(H)/C(0) is reached at
T0 = 10K. Magnetoresistance measurements shown in Fig.3.11 present the same behaviour as
C(H); e.g., an increase of the relative value of magnetoresistance at the CEP.
There are two approaches to explain this increase in transport and thermodynamic values
around the CEP. One consists in considering the appearance of an extra anomalous current
developed at the CEP associated to the field second order FM transition. The other one
consists in interpreting the phenomena as an increase of the correlations between the carriers
around the CEP thus, the increase of the scattering rate observed in magnetoresistance and
the increase of the effective mass of the charges observed in γ measurements. This increase
of correlations was identified by NMR measurements and correspond to the appearance of
spin fluctuations of the longitudinal mode of U-atoms at the CEP [Nohara et al., 2011]. The
enhancement of the Nernst effect can also be interpreted like an increase of correlations as
the induced FM order may have the same origin.
3.5 UCoAl under Pressure
UCoAl is very sensitive to pressure variations (see Sec.3.2). Pressure changes the hybridization
of the 5f − 3d bands inducing modifications on the magnetism of the compound. In order to
study how the electronic properties follow the modifications in magnetism, we have extended
previous thermopower measurements at ambient pressure into the [0−2]GPa pressure regime.
A piston cylinder pressure cell setup was used to determine the evolution of the Seebeck
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coefficient under pressure and magnetic field in the [2 − 50]K temperature range for the
longitudinal configuration ( J ‖ H ‖ c). Thermopower measurements reveal an increase of
the critical field, HM , with pressure and the continuous suppression of the wings toward the
QCEP, see Fig.3.3. Up to the highest applied pressure (17.8kbar), no signature revealing the
presence of the QCEP has been observed in S(H) measurements; however, a rapid decrease
of T0 was observed.
3.5.1 Thermopower Measurements under Pressure
As indicated in subsec. 3.3, two different samples with similar quality factor were used in
the pressure study of UCoAl. The critical field of sample1 was HM1 = 0.75T and the one
of the sample2 was HM2 = 0.65T. The ratio between the volume of sample1 to the volume
of the pressure chamber did not allow to go over 12kbar. Therefore, the results of sample1
were limited to study the low pressure regime of the wings. In the case of sampe2, the ratio
(Vsample/VPchamber) was smaller allowing to perform thermopower measurements in the high
pressure regime, around the QCEP. However, some measurements in the low pressure regime
were also performed on sample2 to check the results (absolute value of thermopower and
evolution of HM and T0) were not sample dependent. The analyzed pressures for sample1 and
sample2 are shown in Tab. 3.1.
List of Pressures (kbar)
sample1 sample2
0.7 1.3
2.1 7.2
6.0 11.2
8.7 14.5
10.1 16.1
12.0 17.2
17.8
Table 3.1: List of the analyzed pressures on sample1 and on sample2.
3.5.2 Wing Structure under Pressure
In this section, the evolution of the wings as a function of magnetic field, temperature and
pressure will be investigated. We will discuss first the modifications appeared at the critical
field HM ; second, the temperature dependence of the CEP and finally, the evolution of the
wings under pressure.
Evolution of HM under Pressure
To determine the critical field, HM , under pressure, isothermal thermopower measurements
S(H) at different temperatures have been performed. The parameters HM , Hm, H
−
m and H
+
m
defining the (T,H)|Pfixed phase diagram are described in the same way as they were defined at
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ambient pressure measurements. From S(H) measurements, we will extract the (T,H)|Pfixed
phase diagrams and consequently, the information related to the evolution of HM and of CEP
into the QCEP.
Figure 3.17: Evolution of the critical field, HM , under pressure for sample1 (orange symbols) and
sample2 (blue symbols). In grey symbols, the evolution of HM from magnetoresistance measurements
[Aoki et al., 2011].
In Fig.3.17, the critical field HM of sample1, in orange open circles, and of sample2, in
dark blue filled squares, are represented. HM increases almost linearly with pressure in the
two samples. For all the pressure range HM1 is higher than HM2 and we notice that HM1
presents a higher slope. This is related to the lower value of HM2 at ambient pressure. In
this graph, the evolution of the critical field under pressure determined by magnetoresistance
measurements ( [Aoki et al., 2011]) is also shown by the grey symbols. As we predicted, the
slope of HM is sample depending as it depends on HM value at ambient pressure.
Evolution of T0 under Pressure
The second important characteristic of the wings is the determination of the the 2nd order line
of CEP towards the QCEP, then a (T,H) phase diagram for each pressure was plotted. In
these diagrams, T0 corresponds to the temperature at which the first order line HM and H
−
m,
H+m crossover lines collapse (see Fig.3.18). This figure shows three superposed (T,H) phase
diagrams corresponding to the following pressures: 6.0kbar (in black), 12.0kbar (in blue) and
17.8kbar (in orange). The squares correspond to the minimum of the 1st order derivative
(HM if T < T0 and Hm if T > T0), the left triangles and the right triangles to the inflection
points, H−m and H
+
m, of the 1
st derivative of the isothermal thermopower measurements S(H),
respectively.
An analogous technique to determine T0 consists in taking the values of the two inflection
points of the 1st derivative of S(H), H−m and H
+
m, and then to plot their gap as a function of
temperature. Two regimes were observed: the first order transition regime which corresponds
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Figure 3.18: (T,H) phase diagram of UCoAl at 6.0kbar (black symbols), at 12.0kbar (blue symbols)
and at 17.8kbar (orange symbols).
to a constant value width and crossover regime in which the distance between the two inflection
points increases with temperature (the crossover width). The point of convergence of these
two regimes indicates T0.
As expected, the suppression of the wings was observed. T0 decreases and tends to 0 at the
QCEP (pQCEP ∼ 1.5GPa and HMQCEP ∼ 7T from previous resistivity [Aoki et al., 2011] and
Hall resistance [Combier et al., 2013] measurements). To determine pQCEP from thermopower
measurements, we plot T0 as a function of P and the location of pQCEP is expected at p ∼
1.9GPa (see Fig.3.19- left-upper figure). The pQCEP value obtained from thermopower is a
little bit higher than the expected pQCEP of literature. If the evolution of T0 is represented
as a function of the critical magnetic field, we verify that HQCEP is located at ∼ 7.2T (see
Fig.3.19- middle-upper figure) which value is really close to the one of the literature. For field
and pressure dependencies, T0 decreases smoothly and drops, suddenly, when the systems is
closed to the QCEP. Finally, each pressure can be identified with its critical magnetic field
(see Fig.3.19- right-upper figure).
3D Image of the Wings
To obtain the 3D image of the wings of UCoAl, the evolution of HM and T0 with pressure
and the evolution of T0 with the critical field were analyzed. In Fig.3.19, those analysis are
represented only for the pressures used for the reconstruction of the wings. We notice that
the points obtained at low pressures correspond to the sample1 and those above 12kbar to
the sample2. In the upper panel of Fig.3.19, the (T0, P ), (T0, HM), (HM , P ) phase diagrams
are shown from right to left. In the lower panel, the representation of the 3D image of the
wings in the (T, P,H+) quadrant is shown. The CEP line is represented in pink color and the
first order metamagnetic transition plane in purple color. We observe clearly the suppression
of the wings towards the QCEP that is located at HM ∼ 7.2T and pQCEP ∼ 1.9GPa from
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thermopower measurements performed on samples 1 and 2.
Figure 3.19: In the upper panel, from the right to the left, (T0, P ), (T0, HM ), (HM , P ) phase dia-
grams are shown. The lower pannel shows the (T, P,H+) phase diagram of UCoAl. The (T, P,H+)
evolution of the wing is shown in black and the (T0, P ), (T0, HM ), (HM , P ) proyections are shown
in green, blue and dark red symbols, respectively.
3.5.3 Carrier Behaviour inside the Wings
To analyze the carrier changes at the metamagnetic transition inside the wings, isothermal
thermopower measurements as a function of increasing magnetic fields S(H) were performed
at different pressures. As the QCEP appears at T −→ 0, we chose the S(H) curves at T = 2K
to analyze the carrier modifications. We compare the behaviours of the S(H)|2K curves in
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all the pressure regime. We notice that no signature in S(H) measurements was observed
approaching the QCEP.
Figure 3.20: Evolution of the normalized Seebeck coefficient S(H,P )/S(0, P ) as a function of
magnetic field at T = 2K at different pressures.
To clear up the comparison of the evolution of S(H) measurements in all the pressure
range. We divide S(H) by the absolute value of S(H = 0) for each pressure. In Fig.3.20,
normalized S(H)/S(0) curves at T = 2K are represented. This renormalization causes that
all the S(H) curves are joined at S(H,P )/S(0, P ) = 1 as shown in the graph. As it was note
before, the low pressure regime measurements, which are represented by open symbols, come
from sample1 and the high pressure regime measurements corresponding to the filled symbols
of the figure were performed on sample2.
The information extracted from the simple analysis of the evolution of thermopower mea-
surements under pressure shown in Fig.3.20 can be sum up as following. First, all the
S(H,P )/S(0, P ) curves in the PM phase present the same slope as well as all the curves
in the FM phase. Nevertheless, the slope in the PM phase is higher than the one in the FM
phase. Second, the Seebeck coefficient in the FM phase changes from negative to positive as
pressure increases; the pressure reinforces the transport properties carried by the hole bands.
Third, a reduction of the jump of thermopower is observed as pressure increases. This last
point is linked to the previous one because if the behaviour of the thermopower remains hole
like, the jump should become smaller. To evaluate the evolution of this drop in thermopower,
we represent ∆S(H)/∆S(0) at HM as a function of the critical magnetic field (x-axis upper
layer) and as a function of pressure (x-axis down layer) (see Fig.3.21). The scale of both x-
layers, magnetic field and pressure, was chosen in such a way that HQCEP and pQCEP coincide
in a line, the grey dashed line of the graph. The idea is to compare ∆S/S(0) field and pressure
tendencies and to try to identify the signature of the QCEP in thermopower measurements.
In Fig.3.21, the normalized jump at the metamagnetic transition, ∆S(H,P )/∆S(0, P )|HM ,
for sample2 at T = 5K is shown. In blue symbols, the normalized thermopower jump is
represented as a function of the critical field, HM , and, in orange symbols, it is plotted as a
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Figure 3.21: Normalized thermopower jump ∆S(H)/∆S(0)| at HM as a function of field (blue
symbols) and as a function of pressure (orange symbols) for sample2 at T = 5K.
function of pressure, P. The pressure error bars correspond to the width of the superconducting
transition of the lead-manometer and the magnetic field error bars correspond to the width of
the metamagnetic transition measured between the two inflection points of the 1st derivative.
For the normalized thermopower jump, the error bars were calculated as an error of 5% of
its value. A decrease of thermopower to half of the initial value is observed from vacuum up
to 17.8kbar. This decrease to the half of the initial value is also observed in T0, but in this
case, T0 decreases to the half value for the pressure regime going from vacuum to 16kbar.
In the pressure window from 16kbar to pQCEP , T0 drops abruptly to 0 whereas no signature
in the isothermal thermopower measurements was observed. This might be related to the
temperature regime in which the measurements were performed. The lowest temperature,
T = 2K, was maybe not low enough to observe the singularities on thermopower approaching
the QCEP. The other possibility is that the singularities of the QCEP are strongly localized
in pressure and 17.8kbar is still too far away from it.
To determine the nature of the QCEP in UCoAl, we analyze the evolution of T0 as a
function of the control parameter, the pressure. In Fig.3.22, T0 as a function of |P −pc| is rep-
resented considering pc = PQCEP = 18.85kbar. The evolution of T0 around pc is analyzed by
renormalization group theory[Millis, 1993]. As UCoAl presents a ferromagnetic order (z = 3)
and magnetic fluctuations in the three directions of the space (d = 3), then the renormaliza-
tion group theory determines that T0 must evolve as T0 = a|P−pc|3/4. This law is represented
in Fig. 3.22 by the green line. In addition, some fits of the real data are shown in the same
graph. The orange and blue lines represent the fit of T0 as a function of pressure for pressure
windows of 2 and 3kbar, respectively. We observe that T0 decreases faster than the theoretical
prediction. Nevertheless, the fit of T0 is done in a rather high temperature range although
the pressures are quite close to the QCEP. We also notice that the exponent approaches the
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Figure 3.22: (T0, |P − pc|) phase diagram obtained by thermopower measurements. The straight
lines show the different fits of T0 as a function of |P −pc| near the QCEP. The dashed line is a guide
for the eyes.
theoretical value as the pressure range of the fit decreases (i.e., as T0 approaches T → 0).
This indicates the possibility of a good agreement with theoretical predictions. Nevertheless,
we can not conclude about the physical meaning of the evolution of T0 with |P −pc| in UCoAl
as pressure and temperature are still quite far from the QCEP.
3.5.4 Other Probes versus Thermopower
In order to better understand the thermodynamic and transport modifications towards the
QCEP, a comparison between magnetoresistance, Hall resistance and magnetization measure-
ments has been done. First, the evolution of T0 as a function of magnetic field and pressure
for magnetoresistance, Hall resistance and thermopower measurements will be analyzed. Sec-
ond, the evolution of the normalized jump of thermopower ∆S/S(0)|HM and the evolution of
the amplitude of the observed peak in Hall resistance at the metamagnetic transition will be
studied. Finally, we analyzed the jump in magnetization measurements against thermopower
drop at HM .
(T0, P ) and (T0, HM) Phase Diagrams
T0 as a function of magnetic field and as a function of pressure, both are studied with the aim of
determining the similarities and differences of the field and pressure location of the QCEP. In
Fig.3.23, the evolution of T0 as a function of magnetic field (upper figure) and as a function of
pressure (lower figure) are represented for thermopower, Hall resistance [Combier et al., 2013]
and magnetoresistance [Aoki et al., 2011] measurements. The blue symbols of T0 vs HM graph
were determined by thermopower, the purple’s one were determined by the Hall resistance
and the ones in dark cyan were obtained from magnetoresistance measurements. We observed
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Figure 3.23: (T0, HM ) and (T0, P ) phase diagrams are shown in the up and down panels, respec-
tively. The evolution of T0 determined by thermopower (blue and orange symbols) by magnetoresis-
tance measurements (dark cyan symbols) and by Hall resistance (purple symbols) are represented,
simultaneously, in these phase diagrams.
that all of them end up at the same value of HQCEP although the decrease of T0 towards the
QCEP does not follow the same behaviour. For thermopower and Hall resistance, T0 remains
almost constant for low values of HM and it suddenly drops to 0 at the QCEP. The rate
T0/HM around the QCEP is higher in Hall resistance than in thermopower measurements. In
the case of magnetoresistance, T0 decreases constantly from the vacuum regime towards the
QCEP. In (T0, P ) graph, the evolution of T0 as a function of pressure is shown. In contrast
to the magnetic field evolution, pressure evolution for thermopower (orange symbols), Hall
resistance (purple symbols) and magnetoresistance (dark cyan symbols) measurements differ
in the value of pQCEP . The value of pQCEP increases from 15kbar to ∼ 19kbar in the following
order: magnetoresistance, Hall resistance and thermopower probes. The description of the
evolution of T0 by thermopower measurements consists in its almost linear decrease up to
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16kbar where T0 decreases to half of its value in vacuum. Above this pressure, T0 vanishes
suddenly to achieve the QCEP. The Hall resistance description corresponds to a T0 linear
decrease until 16kbar, with the same slope as thermopower, and its sudden disappearance
at 17kbar. Hall resistance could not follow the vanishing of T0. Magnetoresistance shows an
almost linear decrease of T0 to the QCEP with a higher slope than thermopower and Hall re-
sistance measurements. Near the QCEP, as Hall resistance measurements, magnetoresistance
measurements could not follow the rapid drop of T0 → 0. In both graphs of Fig.3.23, the
error bars correspond to the width of the metamagnetic transition and to the width of the
lead transition for magnetic field and pressure data, respectively.
The value of HM at the QCEP is the same for these three probes as we observe from
(T0, HM) phase diagram (see Fig.3.23 - upper figure). Nevertheless, the pQCEP value obtained
from thermopower measurements is slightly higher than the pQCEP determined by Hall effect
and magnetoresistance measurements (see Fig.3.23 - down figure). In conclusion, despite there
is not sample dependence on the critical field at the QCEP, it exists a sample dependence
on the critical pressure. This critical pressure dependence might be related to the value of
HM |P=0 and as a consequence, to the evolution of HM under pressure.
Modifications at HM
To analyze the signature of the QCEP in thermopower measurements, we decided to represent
the normalized jump of thermopower as a function of the critical field (see Fig.3.24) and com-
pare it to other probes(see Fig.3.25). If we consider that the normalized jump of thermopower
vanished linearly with field at the QCEP as shown in Fig.3.24, we obtain that the QCEP is
located at HQCEP = 12.4T. This value is far from the extrapolated value obtained from the
(T0, H) phase diagram which was HQCEP = 7.2T (see Fig.3.23 (upper figure)). For that rea-
son, we conclude that the linear decrease of the normalized jump of thermopower is not a
good criterion to define the location of the QCEP. Moreover, we notice that the normalized
thermopower at low critical magnetic field starts at 1.1 instead of 1. This is due to there is a
small increase of the S(H) around H . HM and S(H) crosses the zero thermopower line at
the metamagnetic transition.
In Fig.3.25, the normalized thermopower jump at HM is represented as a function of the
critical field (left layer). The magnetization jump [Mushnikov et al., 1999] and the variation
of the Hall resistance [Combier et al., 2013] at the metamagnetic transition against the critical
field are represented in the right layer of the same figure. The jump of the magnetization varies
slightly with pressure. It decreases from 0.31µB/f.u. to 0.26µB/f.u. in the [0−1.2]Gpa pressure
range. In the case of Hall resistance, authors argue that the main contribution comes from the
jump of magnetization as we observe from the following simple approach. The variation of the
Hall resistance can be written as ∆ρxy ∝ ∆(R0B) + ∆(RSM) w RS∆M where ρxy is the Hall
resistance, B the applied magnetic field, M the magnetization, R0 and RS the normal and
anomalous coefficients, respectively. They explain that the Hall resistance jump at the critical
field corresponds to the anomalous contribution of the Hall effect at least up to H = 6T or
P = 1.2GPa and above these conditions, the jump becomes negative and the signature of this
first order metamagnetic transition (the jump in magnetization measurements) is not directly
detected in Hall effect measurements. Hall effect observes a crossover above H = 7.2T or
P = 1.6GPa. Hall resistance measurements conclude that the location of the QCEP is in
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Figure 3.24: Evolution of the normalized jump of thermopower as a fucntion of the critical magnetic
field. The dashed line shows the linear extrapolation of the vanishing of the thermopower jump with
field.
Figure 3.25: Evolution of the normalized jump of thermopower (left layer) versus the jump of
magnetization and Hall resistance (right layer) at HM as a funtion of the critical magnetic field.
the pressure range of [1.2 − 1.6]GPa. They could also measured the variation of the Hall
resistance above the QCEP. However, we note that the number of data points obtained in the
high pressure PM phase was not enough to determine the tendency of the transport carriers
in this phase. Contrary to expected behaviour, we do not observe any singularity neither
at H = 6T, as in Hall resistance measurements, nor close to the HQCEP in thermopower
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measurements. We suggest that the applied pressure to the system was smaller compared to
the needed pressures to achieve the QCEP and that the temperature range of measurements
[2− 50]K was too high to observe the fluctuations of the QCEP. Thermopower measurements
at higher pressure and lower temperature around the QCEP ought to be performed to observe
the thermopower signature at the QCEP.
3.6 Conclusions for UCoAl
Zero Pressure
Thermoelectric power is a powerful probe to determine the (T,H) phase diagram of UCoAl.
The metamagnetic transition is directly linked to the itinerant character of the quasi-particles.
The comparison with Hall effect measurements indicates that UCoAl is a multiband compound
with heavy and light bands. This is in good agreement with band structure calculations. The
main drop in the effective mass at the metamagnetic transition seems to occur in the heavy
hole channel. A singular point of UCoAl concerns the non Fermi-liquid properties in the low
field PM phase even down to 200mK and the appearance of the Fermi-liquid regime only in
the FM phase below the coherence temperature. We suggested that this behaviour is due
to its quasi-kagome crystal structure with lack of inversion symmetry. Correlations at the
CEP have also been observed in specific heat and Nernst effect. This correlations are also
supported by NMR and magnetoresistance measurements.
Thermopower data performed in the compensated, moderate heavy fermion compound
UCoAl, with a rather simple Fermi surface, may allow quantitative theoretical developments.
It can serve as a reference for the recent thermopower measurements made in strongly corre-
lated electron systems.
In the future, an issue will be to test the validity of the Fermi surface invariance through
HM via the direct observation of quantum oscillations or photoemission spectroscopy. That
requires improvement of the crystal quality.
Under Pressure
Measurements towards the QCEP were performed in UCoAl. For the measured samples, the
analyzed pressure regime, [0 − 18]kbar, was not high enough to reach the QCEP, therefore
no singularities in the thermopower signal were observed. Unfortunately, the pressure restric-
tions coming from the piston cylinder pressure cell blocks the possibility to perform these
measurements as above 18kbar, the teflon cap invades the pressure chamber cutting the wires
of the setup. Moreover, the sample1 was too big to reach high pressures and the sample2
presented smaller value of HM , hence large pressure chamber volume and higher pressures
were needed to achieved the QCEP in sample1 and sample2, respectively.
We confirm the magnetic field invariance of HQCEP which is located at HM ∼ 7.2T.
The pressure dependence of the pQCEP was observed and we suggest that it is related with
the individual HM of the sample in vacuum. We observed that lower was HM in vacuum
conditions, higher was the pressure we need to achieve the QCEP. For our samples, the pQCEP
was ∼ 1.9GPa which is a little higher than the one published in literature. Thermopower
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measurements could easily follow the rapid decrease of T0 around the QCEP. We affirm that
hole bands prevail over electron bands as pressure increases.
Thermopower measurements at high pressure and lower temperature are needed to con-
clude about the behaviour of the heat carriers around the QCEP because the singularities of
the QCEP seems to appear in well-defined temperature and pressure regimes. A new setup
will be designed to achieve higher pressures with the purpose of analyzing the thermopower
singularities at the QCEP.
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Thermopower Analysis of UGe2
In this chapter, we report the transport properties of the ferromagnet superconductor UGe2
studied by thermopower and Shubnikov-de Haas effect. Thermopower temperature depen-
dence measurements identified the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic first order transition and
the crossover between the two ferromagnetic domains. In the low temperature regime, the
q-factor was analyzed. Isothermal thermopower measurements as a function of increasing
magnetic fields were performed. These measurements are the first example in which ther-
mopower quantum oscillations were observed in heavy fermion compounds. An analysis of
the FM2 Fermi surface (orbits, cyclotron masses and mean free path) of UGe2 was performed
using these measurements. Finally, we report the comparison of the Fermi surface parame-
ters observed from thermopower quantum oscillations, Shubnikov-de Haas and de Haas-van
Alphen techniques.
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4.1 Context and Motivations
The study of quantum oscillations has been one of the most significant probes to map the
Fermi surface of strongly correlated systems. The quantization of the energy levels of a system
under magnetic field was observed by first time in susceptibility measurements. This technique
was called de Haas van-Alphen effect (dHvA). The analysis of the oscillations in susceptibil-
ity, which is an equilibrium property of the Fermi sea, is summarized in the Lifshitz-Kosevich
(LK) theory. This theory allows the reconstruction of the Fermi surface by first principles
considering that the oscillatory part of the magnetization is the product of three terms: (i) the
temperature evolution of the magnetization, (ii) the magnetic field evolution of the magneti-
zation and (iii) the curvature factor [Shoenberg, 1984]. Latter, the quantum oscillations were
also observed in the magnetoresistance transport measurements. This phenomenon is called
Shubnikov-de-Haas effect (SdH) [Shubnikov and de Haas, 1930]. SdH also depends on the
contribution of the electron scattering in magnetic fields; therefore, this contribution must be
treated in the models. Nevertheless, SdH effect uses LK-theory to determine the parameters
of the Fermi surface obtaining a good agreement with dHvA. This is possible if we assume
that the scattering oscillates and we suppose that the probability of the scattering term is
proportional to the density of states.
Thermopower quantum oscillations were observed in the 60’s in classical metals and later
in semi-metallic systems such as bismuth [Behnia et al., 2007]. A complete theory to analyze
the properties of the Fermi surface from these measurements is still not established despite of
the fact that transport properties cannot be treated from a thermodynamic approach like for
dHvA effect. Nevertheless, there are some attempts to establish an ansazt for thermopower
quantum oscillations technique. The ansatzs treat the oscillatory part of thermopower from
first principles and made some assumptions in the thermopower signal such as the free-electron
limit of the heat transport, the linear response of the thermopower or the oscillatory contri-
bution depends on the density of states close to the extreme cross section of the Fermi surface
[Trodahl and Blatt, 1969, Pantsulaya and Varlamov, 1989, Fletcher, 1981]. All these models
verify that the amplitude of the thermopower quantum oscillations is usually larger than the
monotonic background because the oscillatory part of the transport coefficient is the principal
contribution to the thermopower. They demonstrate that the sign of thermopower depends
on the type of heat carriers which allows to determine if the Fermi surface is hole or electron
like and they also demonstrate that thermopower follows the Onsager relationship in the case
where the oscillations are caused by Landau levels or interference effects. Quantum oscillations
have recently been observed in the Nernst coefficient of semiconductor or high-temperature
superconductor [Banerjee et al., 2008, Laliberte et al., 2011]. Despite of there are ansatzs de-
veloped for thermopower quantum oscillations, the most extended practice nowadays is to use
LK-theory to determine the characteristics of the Fermi surface.
Thermopower has been used as a probe to analyze the properties of UGe2. We first deter-
mined the transport properties in the low temperature regime. For that reason, we performed
thermopower measurements as a function of temperature that identified the PM to FM1 and
the FM1 to FM2 transitions, the heat carrier type and the carrier concentration via the q-
factor. We also performed isothermal thermopower measurements in which the thermopower
quantum oscillations were observed. As this was the first time that thermopower quantum
oscillation were observed in heavy fermion systems, we performed the following studies. We
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evaluated whether the study of thermopower quantum oscillations in metals can be extended
and whether it is also valuable in the case of strongly correlated systems with heavy bands.
Therefore, we analyzed the spectrum of the thermopower quantum oscillations as a func-
tion of temperature and as a function of the effective applied magnetic field. We determine
the cyclotron mass and the mean-free-path of conduction carriers using the different ansatzs.
Simultaneously, SdH measurements were also performed with the purpose to establish a rela-
tion between SdH results to thermopower quantum oscillation analysis. Finally, a comparison
to dHvA effect shows the relevance of thermopower quantum oscillations compared to tradi-
tional probes and it supports the interest to develop this technique to look for the microscopic
properties of the Fermi surface in heavy fermion systems.
4.2 Introduction to UGe2
UGe2 crystallizes in an orthorhombic lattice with a ZrGa2 type structure and Cmmm space
group [Oikawa et al., 1996]. The interatomic distance between two first U neighbors, dU−U , is
3.85A˚ situating this compound above the Hill limit; therefore, a localized magnetic moment
was expected. Nevertheless, the magnetism of this compound was sometimes identified as
itinerant magnetism due to the possible hybridization of the f electrons with other bands.
Nowadays, the localized/itinerant nature of the magnetism in UGe2 is still under discussion.
The lattice of UGe2 is shown in Fig.4.1 -left, in which the U and the Ge atoms are
represented in blue and in red, respectively. The arrows indicate the direction of the U
magnetic moments which are aligned along the a-axis, the easy-axis [O¯nuki et al., 1992,
Boulet et al., 1997]. UGe2 has three well defined magnetization axis; an easy axis, the a-axis
and two hard axis, the c- and the b-axis. Thus, UGe2 presents a strong magnetic anisotropy.
Neutron scattering confirms the Ising type magnetization of this compound by the observation
of magnetic fluctuations isolated along the c-axis [Raymond and Huxley, 2004].
In Fig.4.1 -right, we show the magnetization measurements performed at T = 4.2K
Figure 4.1: The lattice structure of UGe2 is showm on the left. The red atoms correspond to U
atoms and the blue ones to Ge atoms. The arrows show the orientation of the magnetic moments of
the system [Oikawa et al., 1996]. Magnetization measurements performed at T = 4.2K along the 3
different axis of the lattice of UGe2 are shown on the right [Sakon et al., 2007].
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along the 3 axis of this compound. The magnetic moment of UGe2 at ambient pressure
is µB = 1.4µ0/U . Then, the magnetization measurements reveal that the measured value of
the magnetic moment is smaller than the free U-atom magnetic moment. In addition, the
magnetization does not show any saturation even at high fields which supports the idea of
itinerant magnetism in this compound [Sakon et al., 2007].
At ambient pressure, UGe2 is characterized by a 2
nd order transition from paramagnetism
(PM) to ferromagnetism (FM1) at the Curie temperature, TC = 52K and a crossover between
two ferromagnetic phases (FM1→FM2) at Tx = 27K. In these conditions, the definition of the
Tx transition is not so clear. Thermal expansion measurements performed for the three axis of
the lattice observed that Tx presents a variation of few kelvins depending on the different axis.
They conclude that this transition corresponds to a thermodynamic phase transition somehow
broadened by sample defects or internal stress at ambient pressure [Hardy et al., 2009].
The pressure-temperature (T, P ) phase diagram of UGe2 is shown in Fig.4.2 -left. Pressure
and magnetic field induce the suppression of the FM order decreasing the value of TC . At
P > 10kbar, the crossover Tx between the two ferromagnetic phases, FM1-FM2, becomes a
1st order transition. The change of the Tx line into a first order transition is related to the
enhancement of the ordered magnetic moment for temperatures below T < Tx as Tx ends at the
maximum of the superconducting phase [Tateiwa et al., 2001, Pfleiderer and Huxley, 2002].
At higher pressures, we notice that the suppression of the TC line does not end in a quantum
critical point as expected (see Fig.4.2 -right). Under pressure and magnetic field, the TC
second order line of the FM1-PM transition becomes first order at TCP. For P > PTCP , the
first order line is split into two first order FM planes that are suppressed under pressure into
a quantum critical end point (QCEP). In UGe2, the QCEP is located at high fields and high
pressures (HQCEP ∼ 18T and pQCEP ∼ 3.5GPa) [Taufour et al., 2010].
Figure 4.2: (T, P ) -on the left- and (T, P,H) -on the right- phase diagrams of UGe2 obtained
from refs. [Pfleiderer and Huxley, 2002] and [Taufour et al., 2010], respectively. The pink area of
(T, P ) phase diagram respresents the superconducting domain. In the (T, P,H) phase diagram, the
suppression of the FM phase by pressure shows a magnetic wing structure.
Under pressure, UGe2 shows superconductivity inside the FM phase. The superconducting
domain is characterized by spin triplet pairing. In addition, the maximum temperature of the
superconducting domain coincides with the ferromagnetic transition FM1-FM2. Therefore,
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the same electrons that are involved in the itinerant magnetism, are also responsible for the
superconductivity in UGe2 [Saxena et al., 2000].
UGe2 is a compensated metal with a moderated heavy fermion behavior. The 5f electrons
are localized at high temperatures and below TC , the itinerant magnetism appears as the hy-
bridization with the s, p, d emerges. The hybridization induces an increase of the specific heat
and magnetic moments along the a-axis [Biasini and Troc, 2003]. The itinerant character of
the ferromagnetism of UGe2 comes from the U5f electrons and also from the small contri-
butions of U6d and Ge4p as observed from the density of states (DOS) calculations shown
in Fig.4.3 -left [Samsel-Czeka la et al., 2011]. This figure shows the DOS for each element
(Fig.4.3 -left a)) and for each band (Fig.4.3 -left b) and c)) of UGe2 as a function of the
relative energy to the Fermi energy, E − EF . A deeply analysis of the DOS reveals that the
main contribution to the DOS of UGe2 comes from the 5f5/2 electrons below the Fermi energy
and from the 5f7/2 electrons above it.
Figure 4.3: Total and partial DOSs plots for UGe2 obtained by FPLO in the LDA approach (left
figure) [Samsel-Czeka la et al., 2011]. Angular dependence of the dHvA frequencies of the Fermi
surface of UGe2 (right figure) [Satoh et al., 1992].
The Fermi surface of UGe2 was studied by the de Haas van Alphen effect (dHvA) tech-
nique. First dHvA measurements show that UGe2 presents Fermi surfaces multiply-connected
with open orbits along b- and a-axis and small closed ellipsoidal orbits [O¯nuki et al., 1991].
More precise measurements show that the effective masses of UGe2 vary from 2 to 25m0 due
to the itinerant character of the 5f electrons and its strongly correlated spin fluctuations
[Satoh et al., 1992, Terashima et al., 2002, Haga et al., 2002]. The angular dependence of the
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dHvA frequencies obtained by [Satoh et al., 1992] is shown in Fig.4.3 -right.
Fermi surfaces calculations performed by Linearized Augmented Planewave (LAPW) method
are shown in Fig.4.4 (left) [Settai et al., 2002]. These calculations reveal that the Fermi sur-
face volume of the hole like and electron like Fermi surfaces are the same (compensated
metal). Moreover, in the ferromagnetic state, the bands are split into spin-up and spin-
down Fermi surfaces; they are degenerated. The spin-up Fermi surface has a higher volume
than the spin-down one indicating the existence of a non zero spin magnetic moment on
the system. Improvements of the previous Fermi surfaces calculations were performed by
[Samsel-Czeka la et al., 2011] (see Fig.4.4 (right)). In this case, the calculations of the FM2
Fermi surface of UGe2 were determined by Local Spin Density Approximation with Polarisa-
tion Correction approach(LSDA+OP) and they reveal that the ferromagnetic ordered state
FM2 of UGe2 presents three non-degenerated bands (136, 137 and 138). Previous calculations
show that the band 136 of the FM2 phase presents a large hole Fermi surface having more
pronounced quasi-two-dimensional character along the b-axis and it is accompanied by small
hole pockets, cigars and discs. In addition, the bands 137 and 138 are characterized by a large
electron-like Fermi surface containing an open structure along the a-axis and by small hole
pockets, respectively.
Our study is focused on the low temperature properties of the FM2 Fermi surface of UGe2
and in the analysis of the orbits of the Fermi surface with H ‖ a-axis by thermopower quantum
oscillation technique. The comparison of the later technique to dHvA and SdH effects is also
a main objective of this chapter.
Figure 4.4: Degenerated Fermi surfaces of the FM2 phase of UGe2 obtain by LAPW method
[Settai et al., 2002] (on the left). FM2 Fermi surface of UGe2 calculated by LDSA approach
[Samsel-Czeka la et al., 2011] (on the right).
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4.3 Quantum Oscillation Theories
In this section, an overview of the quantum oscillations models is shown. I start with the
well-known Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) theory which is based on the oscillatory contribution of
the magnetization of a system. In the variation of the magnetization of a system is based
the analysis of the Fermi surface parameters obtained by the dHvA technique. I continue
with a brief description of thermopower quantum oscillation ansazts as they were developed
because the LK-theory cannot be used. LK-theory cannot treat non-equilibrium quantities
such as magnetoresistance oscillations or thermopower oscillations. Nevertheless, it has been
demonstrated that LK-theory works well for SdH technique under the assumption that the
probability of the scattering is proportional to the density of states [Pippard, 1965]. Here,
we perform an analysis of the ansazts developed for thermopower quantum oscillations and
we check if the LK-theory is suitable to treat thermopower quantum oscillations in heavy
fermion systems as it is the case for the SdH effect. Moreover, a comparison between former
thermopower quantum oscillations ansazts and LK-theory will be done.
4.3.1 Lifshitz-Kosevich Theory
The de Haas-van Alphen effect corresponds to the oscillatory field dependence of the magnetic
properties of the compound at low temperatures. The analysis of the oscillatory part of the
magnetization is an important tool to study the electronic structure of metals because the
periodicity of the oscillations is linked to the geometry of the Fermi surface. This link can be
expressed through the Onsager relation, Fi = (}c/2pie)Si with Fi the frequency of the Fermi
surface and Si the area of the Fermi surface.
Lifshitz-Kosevitch (LK) theory describes, from the free energy in an independent quasi-
particle frame, the evolution of the oscillatory part of the magnetization with temperature
and magnetic field.
Under strong magnetic fields, the orbital motion of the quasi-particles is quantized in k-
space in Landau tubes with cross section S(ε, k) = 2pieH/~c(n + 1/2). These Landau tubes
are structured in well defined energy levels equal to E = ~ωc(n + 1/2) with ωc = eH/m∗c
that are called Landau levels. At T = 0K, if we apply a magnetic field, the energy and hence
the magnetization should oscillate as the field is tuned. As a consequence, the states close to
the Fermi level are modified inducing a change in the size of the Fermi surface. As the field is
increased and a Landau tube with section si approaches the edge of the extremal cross section
of the Fermi surface Si, the density of states at the Fermi surface increases. However, once
the tube leaves the Fermi surface, it cannot host occupied states and therefore, these states
rapidly depopulate, leading to a sudden drop in the density of states at the Fermi surface. This
vanishing of occupation occurs periodically as tubes of successively higher quantum number,
n, pass through the Fermi surface. This quantization is reflected in the periodic variation with
1/H of the energy and hence of the magnetization with a frequency defined by the Onsager
relation. From the field and temperature dependencies, we can obtain the extreme area Si,
the cyclotron mass m∗i and the scattering lifetime τi for the cyclotron orbit.
The theoretical expression for the oscillatory component of magnetization Mosc due to the
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conduction electrons was given by Lifshitz and Kosevich as follows:
Mosc =
∑
r
∑
i
−1r
r3/2
Aisin
(
2pirFi
H
+ βi
)
(4.1)
with Ai, RT , RD and RS described as:
Ai ∝ H1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∂2Si∂k2H
∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2
RTRDRS (4.2)
RT =
λnm∗iT/Heff
sinh(λnm∗iT/H)
(4.3)
RD = exp(−λnm∗iTD/H) (4.4)
RS = cos(piginm
∗
i /2m0) (4.5)
λ = 2pi2ckB/e~ (4.6)
The factors RT , RD and RS are related to the thermal damping at finite temperature of
the amplitude Ai, to the Landau level broadening kBTD and to the spin factor, respectively.
The spin factor given by RS differentiates the phases between the Landau levels due to
the Zeeman splitting. The Landau level broadening, governed by the Dingle temperature
TD, corresponds to lifetime broadening and inhomogeneous broadening caused by impurities,
crystalline imperfections and strain. It can be calculated for each orbit by:
TD =
~
2pikB
1
τ
(4.7)
The variations of the magnetization are detectable if the following conditions are fulfilled:
• ~ωc  kBT : the distance between Landau levels, ~ωc, is larger than the thermal broad-
ening width, kBT . For that, high fields and low temperatures are needed.
• ωcτ/2pi > 1 means that at least one cyclotron motion must be performed during the
scattering time. High quality samples are needed to increase the mean free path of the
conduction electrons and then, reduce the scattering rate.
The cyclotron effective mass of the orbits can be determined by the analysis of the tem-
perature dependence of the amplitude of the oscillations from the RT factor. It can be written
as:
A(T ) = Ai
λnm∗iT/Heff
sinh(λnm∗iT/Heff )
(4.8)
where Ai is the amplitude of the studied frequency at different temperatures. We note that
Heff is the effective field of the magnetic field range of the study
1. Taking the natural
1The Heff is determined from the FFT window in which the analysis of the frequencies and the amplitude
variation are done. To determine it, we use the equation: Heff = 2(H
−1
min +H
−1
max)
−1 where Hmin and Hmax
correspond to the magnetic field limits of the FFT window.
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logarithmic of this equation, thus we obtain:
ln
{
Ai
T
[
1− exp
(−2λm∗iT
Heff
)]}
= − λm
∗
i
Heff
T + const (4.9)
The cyclotron mass can be determined from the slope of the linear regression line of the plot
ln{Ai
T
[1− exp
(
−2λm∗i T
Heff
)
]} vs T by an iterative method. This plot is called mass-plot.
Analogous to the damping of the amplitude of the oscillations, we can determine the
lifetime broadening of each orbit from RD factor following the same mathematical procedure.
Then, the equation of the amplitude variation, Ai, of a frequency with effective magnetic field,
Heff , follows:
ln
[
AiH
1/2
effsinh
(
λm∗iT
Heff
)]
= −λm∗iTDi
1
Heff
+ const (4.10)
To determine TDi of each orbit, the mass of the carriers of the orbit must be previously known.
The Dingle-plot, ln
[
AiH
1/2
effsinh
(
λm∗i T
Heff
)]
vs 1/Heff , lets us obtain TDi from the slope of the
regression line.
Finally, the mean free path, li, can be determined for each frequency from:
li =
~2kFi
2pikBm∗iTDi
(4.11)
and the relations ~kFi = m∗i vFi and li = vFiτi.
4.3.2 Thermopower Quantum Oscillations Ansazts
As we have pointed out before, quantum oscillations of transport coefficients cannot be treated
correctly from a thermodynamic approach because they are not equilibrium properties of the
electron gas; therefore, they cannot be deduced from the free energy. Regardless the previous
disadvantage, the study of thermopower quantum oscillations offers a large number of interests
from an experimental point of view. These are: (i) the oscillations of the Seebeck effect are
frequently substantially larger than the nearly field-independent non-oscillatory background,
(ii) the observation of higher harmonics is strongly favoured, (iii) the sawtooth shape of the
oscillations aids in the identification of electron and hole orbit contributions and (iv) the
thermopower quantum oscillation effect is more sensitive to the magnetic breakdown.
There are two families of ansazts based on thermopower to analyze the quantum os-
cillations starting from the linear equations of the electrical and thermal current densities.
Here, we explain Trodahl, Peschanskii and Young-Fletcher ansatzs [Trodahl and Blatt, 1969,
Kirichenko et al., 2008, Fletcher, 1981]. Trodahl and Peschanskii belong to the first family of
quantum oscillation ansazts and Young-Fletcher belong to the second one. The first family
is characterized by expressing the oscillatory part of thermopower (i.e., the quantum oscil-
lations) in terms of the Lij tensor and of the thermodynamic properties whereas the second
family considers that the oscillations are only linked to the derivative of the density of states,
and then they use a modified LK-theory. In addition, all the proposed ansazts are based in
the je = 0 framework (i.e., there is only a thermal gradient applied on the sample).
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Derivative of the Density of States (YOUNG-FLETCHER)
The authors claim that thermopower quantum oscillations are based in the occurrence of
oscillations in the conductivity with respect to the energy. They indicate that thermopower
is sensitive to the derivative of the conductivity with respect to the energy; therefore, ther-
mopower is particularly sensitive to these oscillations. They assumed that the oscillations
in resistivity and in thermopower have identical physical origins and they also assumed that
resistivity and thermopower have the same distribution, but with different averaging.
As we pointed out before, they assume je = 0 and they restrict the thermal gradient to
the x direction jqy = j
q
z = 0 and the magnetic field along the z direction. As a consequence,
they re-write the Seebeck coefficient S = Oεx/OTx, in terms of S ∝ σ−1. They claim that
S˜/S >> ρ˜/ρ and they finally find that the oscillatory part of the Seebeck coefficient can be
expressed as:
S˜ = KRD(x/sinh(x))
′
RSsin
(
2piFi
Heff
+ φ
)
(4.12)
with x = 2pi2nkBTcm
∗
i /~eHeff = nλm∗iT/Heff , K a constant and RD and RS the same terms
as LK-theory. We observe that this equation is similar to eq.4.1 of the LK-theory and the
unique diference resides in the RT term. RT term of this thermopower quantum oscillation
ansazt is just the derivative of RT term of the LK-theory only if we consider the relation
S ∝ ∂σ/∂ as valid. To determine m∗i , we can fit directly the amplitude variation of the
oscillations given by the R
′
T equation or use the mass-plot technique. Then the mass-plot for
Young-Fletcher can be written as:
ln
{
Ai[1− exp(−2x)]
1− xcoth(x)
}
= −x+ const (4.13)
Oscillatory Component of the Seebeck Coefficient (TRODAHL)
This ansazt is based on the linearity of je and jq equations in the free-electron limit (spherical
Fermi surface). Then the Seebeck coefficient can be re-written as:
S11 =
1
T
3∑
j=1
ρ1jLj4 (4.14)
Authors claim that the longitudinal current (J‖H) and L24 are negligible. They indicate
that the monotonic part of the magnetoresistance is substantially larger than the oscillatory
one. Consequently, they express the oscillatory part of the Seebeck coefficient as S˜ = S˜11 =
ρ11L˜14/T with L˜14 ∝ α1A3(x) + α2A4(x). In the ωcτ limit, the relation A3 >> A4 is fulfilled.
The term L˜14 can be expressed as:
L˜14 =
5
√
2
4
kBTen
m∗τc2
(
~ωc
εF
)1/2∑
ν
−1ν√
ν
A3(x)sin(2piFi/H + φ) (4.15)
with A3(x) = −picosh(x)[1− xcosh(x)]. This A3(x) term corresponds to the oscillatory part
of the Seebeck coefficient and we can identify it to the damping factor RT of the LK-theory.
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As a consequence, we use this term, A3, to determine the mass-plot for the Trodahl ansazt:
ln
{
Ai[1− exp(−2x)]
[1− xcoth(x)][1− exp(−4x)]
}
= −x+ const (4.16)
Usually, m∗i can be determined by:
ln
{
Ai[1− exp(−2x)]
[1− xcoth(x)]
}
= −x+ const (4.17)
because [1− exp(−4x)] << [1− exp(−2x)]. We highlight that the latest Trodahl mass-plot is
the same as the Young-Fletcher one. Hence, those previous techniques starting form different
approaches collapses to obtain the same amplitude evolution with temperature.
Gradient of the Chemical Potential (PESCHANSKII)
Peschanskii ansazt is based in the linear behaviour of the thermoelectric coefficients with
ε = εj − 1e ∂µ∂xj with µ the chemical potential. They assume that the number of charge carriers
per unit volume is constant which allows to determine the gradient of the chemical potential
in the case of je = 0 as:
∇µ ∝ Pk(x)
∣∣∣∣∣∂2Si∂k2H
∣∣∣∣∣
−1/2
sin(2piFi/H + φ) (4.18)
with
Pk(x) =
3
x
sinh(x)− xcosh(x)
sinh2(x)
(4.19)
Pk(x) term shows the evolution of the amplitude of the quantum oscillations; consequently,
this term is the equivalent to the damping factor RT of the LK-theory. From this term, we
can determine the Peschanskii mass-plot as:
ln
{
Aix[1− exp(−2x)]
1− xcoth(x)
}
= −x+ const (4.20)
We notice that we cannot use the mass-plot to obtain m∗ by this ansazt. The amplitude
evolution must be fitted directly as the terms we neglect in the process of writing the mass-
plot produces a misleading-enhancement of m∗. However, the direct fit gives the right values
of this Fermi surface parameter, as we will see.
We conclude that the first family develops new equations for the parameters of the Fermi
surface whereas the second family bases the thermopower quantum oscillations on the LK-
theory. The latest family modifies the RT term for its derivative as the Seebeck coefficient is
linked to the derivative of the density of states instead of being directly related to the density
of states as dHvA. A comparison between the ansazts is shown in Fig.4.5. In this figure we
observe the evolution of the amplitude of the oscillations as a function of the x parameter.
This parameter is directly related to the temperature following x = (−λnm∗/Heff )T . We
verify that LK and Peschanskii have similar amplitude evolution of the quantum oscillations
with temperature. Trodahl ansazt starts at 1 as former ansazts but the amplitude suppression
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between LK-theory (black curve) and the studied ansazts for thermopower
quantum oscillations: Young-Fletcher (red curve), Trodahl (green curve) and Peschanskii (blue
curve).
of the oscillations is stronger and in a lower temperature range. In the case of Young-Fletcher
ansazt, we observe that it starts at 0, has a maximum and then, decreases. In this model the
suppression of the amplitude of the oscillations occurs at higher temperatures than for LK
and Peschanskii models.
4.4 Quality Sample and Measuring Configuration
The single crystal of UGe2 was grown by the Czochralski method in a tetra-arc furnace,
oriented by X-ray Laue diffractometer and cut by a spark-cutter in a bar-shaped sample with
dimensions 2460 × 400 × 305µm. The residual resistivity ratio (RRR) of the studied crystal
was ∼ 300. Thermopower and SdH measurements were performed applying the magnetic
field along the a-axis and the thermal gradient and electrical current along the b-axis for
thermopower and SdH effect, respectively. The b-axis corresponds to the long length of the
bar-shape.
Thermoelectric measurements were performed at low temperatures down to 190mK and
under magnetic fields up to 16T using a“One heater - Two thermometers”setup. The magnetic
field was swept while a constant power was applied to the sample. The power was fixed at
H = 0 for a value generating a relative thermal gradient of ∆T/T = 1 − 3%. For Seebeck
measurements as a function of temperature, the ∆T/T was fixed at ∆T/T = 3% and it was
recalculated at each temperature point.
SdH measurements were performed at low temperature down to 30mK and magnetic field
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up to 13.4T. The SdH setup was the standard four-probe AC lock-in technique with a current
of I = 10µV . The AC signal was amplified by a low temperature transformer by a factor
1000 keeping the noise level very low.
All data shown were obtained by sweeping the magnetic field upwards. The correction to
the applied magnetic field is given by B = H + 4pi(1−D)M , with H the external magnetic
field, D the demagnetization factor and M the magnetization of the sample. The shape of
the measured sample gives a demagnetization factor close to ∼ 0.9 − 1, then 1 − D ∼ 0 for
the measured field range (the saturated regime). Any modification has been observed in the
frequencies of the spectrum of the Fermi surface of UGe2 when the applied magnetic field H
is corrected by the demagnetization factor; hence, the total applied magnetic field B to the
sample can be considered equal to the external applied magnetic field, thus B ∼ H.
4.5 Temperature Dependence of Thermoelectric Coef-
ficients in UGe2
In this section, we analyze the evolution of the thermopower coefficients as a function of tem-
perature. First, we analyze the Seebeck coefficient and we compare it to others probes. In the
second part of the section, we present the results in the Nernst coefficient, temperature N(T )
and field N(H) dependencies. I decided to present the field evolution of the Nernst coefficient
in this section because no quantum oscillations were observed in the Nernst coefficient2.
4.5.1 Temperature Dependence of Thermopower
Thermopower as a function of temperature S(T ) for different magnetic fields with thermal
gradient along the b-axis and magnetic field along the a-axis, the easy axis of UGe2, are shown
in Fig.4.6. In black, S(T ) at H = 0T and in blue S(T ) under a magnetic field of H = 9T
are shown. At zero magnetic field, we observe the FM2-FM1 crossover at Tx = 27K and the
Curie temperature TC corresponding to FM1-PM transition at TC = 52K. The magnetic field
favors the ferromagnetic domain. The FM2-FM1 crossover moves to higher temperatures,
Tx = 36K. The FM1-PM transition also seems to appear at higher temperatures as we do
not observe it in the [0 − 60]K temperature range. Nevertheless, we note that the detection
of this transition under field seems to be quite difficult. It was shown that this transition is
easily lost under field by other probes.
The evolution of S(T ) in the low temperature regime was deeply studied (see Fig.4.7).
First, the Seebeck coefficient as a function of temperature S(T ) remains positive for all the
temperature range. This means that the total band contribution to the thermopower signal
is hole-like. However, the evolution of the Seebeck coefficient with temperature depends on
the derivative of the electrical conductivity with respect to the free energy of the system
(∂σ/∂ - Boltzmann limit). As a consequence, the evolution of the S(T ) is a difficult task to
understand in multiband compounds such as UGe2. Second, S(T ) value is really small at low
temperatures (like pure metallic behaviour). Moreover, we also notice the strong dependence
2 The absence of quantum oscillations in the Nernst coefficient can be interpreted as a consequence of the
non-dependence of the scattering time with the magnetic field as has been demonstrated by the semi-classical
theory of the Nernst effect [Behnia, 2009].
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Figure 4.6: Thermopower measurements as a function of temperature S(T ) at different magnetic
fields: S(T ) at H = 0T (black color) and S(T ) at H = 9T (blue curve).
Figure 4.7: Thermopower measurements as a function of temperature at different magnetic fields.
The thermal gradient is applied along the b-axis and the applied magnetic field along the a−axis.
The inset shows thermopower divided by temperature at zero magnetic field in the low temperature
regime.
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of thermopower with the applied magnetic field. Small variations in this parameter induce
strong changes in the thermopower signal as a consequence of the large amplitude of the
quantum oscillations. This phenomenon is preferentially observed at low temperatures and
under fields higher than 5T. These effects cause significant errors in the determination of
average absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient below 0.5K under high magnetic fields.
Finally, we observed that for a low fixed temperature, S(Tfixed) increases from low magnetic
Figure 4.8: Temperature dependece of thermopower S, resistivity ρ and specific heat C/T mea-
surements at zero magnetic field. S and ρ(T ) measurements were performed with thermal gradient
and current applied along the b-axis, respectively. The three magnetic regimes expected in UGe2,
FM2, FM1 and PM state, are observed in orange, white and blue colored areas, respectively. The
degradation from orange to white colour indicates that the transition FM1-FM2 is a crossover.
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fields to 9T. At this field, S(Tfixed) achieves its maximum and then, it decreases for higher
fields in accordance with isothermal thermopower S(H) measurements shown in Fig.4.10.
This increase with H is due to the strong magnetoresistance ρ(H) (see Fig. 4.16). At low
fields, 1  ωcτ and then, ρ(H) dominates in the thermopower signal. At higher fields, the
previous condition is inversed; i.e. ωcτ  1. In this regime, quantum oscillations control the
thermopower signal and then the oscillatory component dominates in the signal. In addition,
as the influence of ρ vanishes, S decreases.
Considering the one-band model of the free electron gas, we analyzed UGe2 in the zero-
temperature limit using the relation of the q-factor, q = SNAe/(γT ) where S/T is the Seebeck
coefficient over temperature, NA Avogadro’s number, −e < 0 the electronic charge and γ
the electronic specific heat. The S/T values are taken from the inset of Fig.4.7 that shows
the temperature evolution of S/T at H = 0T in the low temperature regime. The green
line estimates the value of S/T in the T → 0 limit at S/T = 0.25µV K−2. The electronic
specific heat γ was obtained from ref. [Lashley et al., 2006] and its value corresponds to
γ = 33.2mJmol−1K−2. Then, the obtained q-factor is 0.73heat charge/f.u. which is positive
and quite close to the universal value of 1. This means that UGe2 can be considered a hole-like
normal metal. A proof of that is the huge scattering that magnetoresistance measurements
shown (see Fig.4.16). To finish, we notice that the one-band model is developed for spherical
Fermi surfaces that are far from the complex topology of the Fermi surfaces of heavy fermion
systems. Nevertheless, this model can be used as a first approximation in this family of
compounds as S signal will be dominated by the heaviest bands.
Thermopower S, resistivity ρ(T ) and specific heat C/T measurements as a function of
temperature at zero magnetic field are shown in Fig.4.8. The upper graph corresponds to
S(T ) measurements with the thermal gradient along the b-axis, the graph in the middle
presents ρ(T ) measurements performed for an electrical current applied along the b-axis and
the bottom graph shows C/T . We observed the FM1-FM2 crossover at Tx = 27K and the
FM1-PM second order transition at TC ' 53K; both transitions occur at the same temperature
for the three probes. In S(T ), there are a sharp anomaly at TC , a small bump at T ∼ 40K,
a well defined anomaly at Tx (corresponding to a minimum) and a small bump at T ∼ 15K.
In ρ(T ) measurements, we notice there is an increase of ρ at TC and at Tx no clear anomaly
has been detected. In C/T , we identify a 2nd order phase transition at TC (discontinuity of
C/T ) and a broad anomaly at Tx. We conclude that this 2
nd order transition is observed
clearly in the C/T and in S(T ). Nevertheless, the crossover and its width could be observed
clearly only in thermopower measurements. The width of the crossover is estimated to be
from 15K to 38K and it corresponds to the width between the slope changes near Tx observed
in thermopower. We remark that thermal expansion demonstrates that Tx depends strongly
on the crystallographic directions due to the strong magnetic anisotropy [Hardy et al., 2009].
Then, the determination of Tx could depend on the sensitivity of the probe.
4.5.2 Nernst Coefficient
The Nernst effect was measured as a function of temperature, N(T ), and as a function of
magnetic field, N(H) (see Fig.4.9 left and right graphs, respectively). We observe in N(T )
measurements that the Nernst coefficient is characterized by low positive absolute values, less
than 0.40µV K−1, in the low temperature regime [0−13]K. At temperatures above ∼ 13K the
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Nernst coefficient changes sign. In N(T ) measurements, the crossover appears at Tx = 27K
and the magnetic transition from FM1-PM states at TC ∼ 50K. This transition corresponds to
the minimum of the Nernst signal. We remark that the temperature TC inN(T ) measurements
is slightly lower than in the other probes. In addition, N(T ) measurements demonstrate that
under magnetic field, Tx and TC are shifted to higher temperatures. This enhancement of the
FM order with field was also observed at Tx by thermopower measurements.
The Nernst coefficient as a function of field, N(H), shows a sharp decrease of its value in the
low field range [0−0.5]T which is easily observable at high temperatures due to the higher value
of the Nernst coefficient in this temperature range. This strong modification in the Nernst
coefficient for low values of fields is in agreement with the magnetization measurements along
the a-axis shown in Fig.4.1 -right- for which we observe a sharp increase of the magnetization
at low fields. Then, we can attribute this signal to an anomalous Nernst effect similar to
the anomalous Hall effect present in the ferromagnetic materials near TC . We suggest that
the slighty lower value of TC reported by N(T ) measurements can be due to this anomalous
effect.
Figure 4.9: Nernst coefficient as a function of temperature N(T ) at different magnetic fields (on
the left) and field dependence of the Nernst coefficient N(H) at different temperatures (on the right).
The thermal gradient is applied along the b-axis and the applied magnetic field along the a-axis.
To finish, we notice that the values of the Nernst coefficient are 10 times lower than the
values of the Seebeck coefficient for all the temperature range. This is in agreement with the
fact that the Nernst effect generated by normal quasi-particles in an ordinary metal should be
negligible because the Nernst effect measures the ratio of the electron mobility to the Fermi
energy [Behnia, 2009]. Therefore, the main part of the contribution we measured does not
correspond to the normal quasi-particles contribution, but to the contribution related to the
internal magnetization of UGe2 (anomalous Nernst effect).
4.6 Analysis of the FM2 Fermi Surface of UGe2
The Fermi surface properties of UGe2 are directly linked to the itinerant carriers of the
incomplete 5f and s, p and d bands. A detailed study of the Fermi surface of UGe2 consisting
on the analysis of the frequencies fi, the effective mass m
∗
i and the mean free path li of
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each orbit by isothermal thermopower quantum oscillations has been done. The thermopower
configuration was ∇T//b and H//a. To demonstrate the effectiveness of thermopower as a
probe to determine the topology of the Fermi surface of a heavy fermion system, we also
performed SdH measurements on the same sample in the same configuration, je//b and H//a
follow by a comparison between S(H) and magnetoresistance techniques to analyze the Fermi
surface. Finally, thermopower and SdH measurements were analyzed against dHvA effect
[Haga et al., 2002, Satoh et al., 1992, Terashima et al., 2002].
4.6.1 Thermopower Quantum Oscillations
The observation of thermopower quantum oscillations in heavy fermion systems was not ex-
pected as a consequence of the heavy masses, the huge electronic scattering (q-factor∼ 1)
which complicate the detection of the oscillatory component of the thermopower signal. As
we have pointed out before, there are some limitations to measure thermopower quantum os-
cillations. The temperature, the field and the quality of the sample must fulfill ωcτ  1 and
~ωc  kBT conditions. Specifically, we can follow the thermopower quantum oscillations of
the FM2 phase of UGe2 thanks to the good quality of the sample (RRR≈ 300), the metallic be-
haviour at low temperatures (small absolute value of thermopower) and the existence of some
Fermi surfaces with light effective mass. In Fig.4.10, we show isothermal thermopower mea-
surements of UGe2 as a function of increasing magnetic field in the low temperature regime.
The conditions in which the measurements were performed were as follows: the fridge was
regulated at a fixed temperature, the magnetic field was swept from 0 to 16T at a constant
Figure 4.10: UGe2 isothermal thermopower measurements with applied thermal gradient along
the b-axis and magnetic field along the a-axis performed at different temperatures. Thermopower
quantum oscillations are observed in the low temperature regime [0− 2]K.
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rate of 0.1T/min and a constant heat power was applied to the sample in all the field range to
establish the thermal gradient. The thermal conductivity of UGe2 varies with the magnetic
field, decreasing as the magnetic field increases. As a consequence, an increase of the thermal
gradient with field occurs and then, an increase of the average temperature of the sample was
observed as the field was swept upwards. To determine the absolute value of thermopower,
we took into account the thermal gradient at each value of the magnetic field. We observed
that this decrease of thermal conductivity has more influence in the low temperature regime.
The temperatures shown in the graph correspond to the average temperature of the sample
in the complete field range of S(H) measurements. We remark that the ∆T/T increments
with field at the lowest temperature up to 3 times its initial value. In addition, the amplitude
of the oscillations increases as temperature decreases and the oscillations are still observable
for temperatures higher than 2K. As we pointed out before, the Seebeck coefficient increases
from 0 to 9T at which value S(H) achieves its maximum. For H > 9T, S(H) decreases and
crosses the zero. This maximum can be related to the huge magnetoresistance (see Fig.4.16)
and the change from ωcτ < 1 to ωcτ  1 regime entering in the quantum oscillations regime.
To determine the frequencies of the Fermi surface at which our probe is sensitive to, we
performed a Fast Fourier Transformer (FFT) analysis of the S(H) signal as it is done in
dHvA or SdH effects. Other parameters related to the Fermi surface such as the cyclotron
mass, m∗, the Dingle temperature, TD, and the mean-free path, l, could be obtained from
the temperature dependence of the amplitude and the field dependence of the amplitude of a
frequency at fixed temperature. To analyze the temperature and field evolution and therefore,
to obtain the previous characteristics of the Fermi surface, we employed different ansatzs as
discussed before. We are going to study the differences of the previous analyzed ansazts and
the relevance of each model to the experimental data.
In Fig.4.11, we show the spectrum of the S(H) measurements obtained from an FFT
analysis of S(H) measurements. The FFT was performed for the [10.5 − 16]T FFT window
and the temperatures shown in the figure correspond to the average temperature of the sample
in the field range of the FFT window. The temperatures vary from 200mK, green color, to
∼ 2K, red color. The inset of the figure shows the spectrum for the lowest temperature for
the [5− 10.2]T FFT window. We decided to use two different FFT windows to maximize the
amplitude of the low and high frequencies of the Fermi surface of the FM2 phase of UGe2. In
addition to this first reason, we chose two independent FFT windows to avoid the field range
area in which it seems to appear the suppression of the quantum oscillations. This destructive
superposition, beaten, can be associated to a slightly different Fermi surface below and above
this anomaly.
The procedure followed to analyzed the spectrum consists in, first, to remove the tiny
background of S(H) measurements using a second order polynomial fit to perform the FFT
even though, it is not necessary for determining precisely the frequencies. Second, we applied
a Hamming window filter in both FFT ranges to enhance the frequencies corresponding to
these two regimes (low frequencies in [5− 10.2]T window and high frequencies in [10.5− 16]T
FFT window). The objective was to be as close as possible to the SdH procedure in order
to compare our results with the results of the SdH effect. The frequencies obtained from the
FFT analysis are shown in Table 4.1.
To investigate the cyclotron mass of each orbit, m∗i , we have analyzed the temperature
dependence of the amplitude for each orbit by the previous ansazts. An example for the orbit
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Figure 4.11: Ensemble of FFTs of S(H) measurements at different temperatures performed for a
FFT window of [10.5− 16]T. The inset shows the FFT for the lowest temperature of S(H) measure-
ments for the low frequency range (FFT window: [5− 10.2]T).
Orbits of the FM2 phase (T)
[5− 10.2]T [10.5− 16]T
20
85 ∼ 100
119
244
276
265
454 456
707
865 860
1235
Table 4.1: List of the orbits of the FM2 phase of UGe2 in (T) obtained from isothermal thermopower
measurements for [5− 10.2]T and [10.5− 16]T FFT windows.
860T is shown in Fig.4.12. In this figure we represent the evolution of the amplitude of the
860T frequency as a function of the variable x that is defined as x = (−λnm∗/Heff )T with
λ = 14.69, n the harmonic, m∗ the cyclotron mass and Heff the effective field of the FFT
window. We notice that x is only temperature dependent, thus we represent the amplitude
versus the temperature. The analysis was performed in the [10.5 − 16]T FFT window. m∗
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Figure 4.12: We compare the conformity between the experimental data and LK (black), Young-
Fletcher (red), Trodahl (green) and Peschanskii (blue) models. The symbols represent the experimen-
tal data obtained for each model taking into account their own calculated m∗ and the lines represent
the equations of the different models. A good agreement is observed for LK and Peschanskii ansazts.
was determined from the slope of the mass-plot for LK, Young-Fletcher and Trodahl ansazts
and from a direct fit of the amplitudes vs temperature for Peschanskii ansazt. We obtained
m∗(m0)LK = 5.0, m∗(m0)Y−F&Trodahl = 5.9 and m∗(m0)Pesch = 4.5. These m∗ values were
used to determine the individuals values of x of each ansazt. The (amplitude, x) experimental
data points are shown in in Fig.4.12. A good agreement between the experimental data and
theory are observed for LK-theory and Peschanskii ansazt. The other two ansazts, Throdahl
and Young-Fletcher, can not fit correctly m∗ nor by a mass-plot neither by a direct fit of the
amplitude versus temperature as they do not describe in a correct way the amplitude variation
with temperature. To well fit the experimental data to Trodahl ansazt, m∗ must be of the order
of ∼ 1−2m0 and in the case of Young-Fletcher ansazt, m∗ should be of the order of ∼ 6−7m0.
In addition, we highlight that these ansazts, Throdahl and Young-Fletcher, can not fit all the
temperature regime with one value of m∗. The m∗ of the orbit 870T orbit determined by
dHvA is m∗(m0)dHvA = 4.8 [Haga et al., 2002] which is quite close to our m∗ values obtained
from thermopower measurements. Finally, we point out that Peschanskii ansazt obtains
systematically lower m∗ values than LK-theory applied to thermopower measurements.
Based on the previous analysis, we decided to use LK-theory to perform the analysis of the
m∗, TD and l. In principle, LK-theory is not the right theory to use to that purpose because
thermopower is not an energy equilibrium property of the system. However, we verified that
using it, we obtain m∗ close values to the expected ones. Moreover, if we use this theory, the
comparison between the 3 probes (dHvA, SdH and thermopower quantum oscillations) will
be based on the same assumptions and hypothesis. In Fig.4.13, we show the mass-plot for
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Figure 4.13: LK-theory mass-plot obtained for the 860T orbit in the [10.5 − 16]T FFT window.
The corresponding cyclotron mass is m∗ = 5m0.
the 860T orbit in the FFT window [10.5− 16]T obtained by the LK-theory. The linear fit is
represented by the dashed line. From the slope of this fit, we estimate m∗ as indicated in the
figure. The analysis was performed using the average temperature value of the sample in the
FFT window. We also analyzed the cyclotron mass for fixed temperatures at the extreme of
the FFT windows (5T, ∼ 10T and 16T). The cyclotron mass differences obtained for those
different temperatures can be considered as negligible. As a result, it is important to remark
that in the case of UGe2, the temperature dependence of the cyclotron mass is small. The
cyclotron masses for the average temperature of the FFT window are collected in the Table
4.2.
Cyclotron masses of the FM2 phase
orbit m∗(m0)
20 1.0
85 1.1
119 1.8
244 3.4
265 3.6
456 4.0
707 5.5
860 5.0
1235 2.4
Table 4.2: List of thermopower quantum oscillations cyclotron masses m∗ of the detected orbits of
the FM2 Fermi surface of UGe2 determined by LK-theory.
We highlight that LK-theory works well for UGe2 due to low m
∗ values. However, in the
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case of heavy orbits, a full analysis must be done and we will discover that none of the ther-
mopower ansazts existing up to this moment is valid in this situation. At low temperatures,
contrary to what we expect in LK-theory, the amplitude of the oscillations must decrease as
a consequence of the entropy thermodynamic principle. The ansazts proposed to analyze the
Fermi surface parameters by thermopower quantum oscillations do not follow this physical
phenomenon.
Figure 4.14: Superposition of the ensemble of FFTs performed at the lowest temperature of the
S(H) measurement. The FFT window is 0.07 1/T and it is swept in the [4 − 16]T magnetic field
range. The figure on the right is a zoom of the high frequencies. The arrows show the appearance of
165T, 707T and 800T frequencies at high fields.
The evolution of the frequencies with the effective magnetic field is analyzed from the
evolution of the FFTs with a FFT window of 0.07 1/T in the [4−16]T range (see Fig.4.14). We
observe that high Heff favors the appearance of the 165T, 707T and 800T orbits. 800T orbit
is characterized by high cyclotron mass; m∗ > 8.5m0 and the 160T orbit by a m∗ = 2.2m0.
More frequencies for this FFT window were observed because 0.07 1/T FFT window size has
a higher resolution than the [10.5 − 16]T one. We highlight that the beaten of oscillations
at ∼ 10.3T does not modify the spectrum of the Fermi surface of UGe2, then the destructive
superposition is not related to a Fermi surface modification.
The Dingle temperature TD and the mean free path l were also determined for some
bands at the lowest temperature 200mK. An example is shown in the Fig.4.15 in which we
represent the Dingle-plot (ln
[
AH1/2sinh
(
λm∗T
H
)]
vs 1/H) for the orbit 860T. As we show,
TD is obtained from the slope of the regression line (dashed blue line) and l from eq. 4.11.
All the frequencies observed have a l of the order of 1000 − 4000 A˚ (see Table 4.3). The l
obtained for the orbits of UGe2 by thermopower quantum oscillations are of the same order
of the l obtained from dHvA effect at 90mK, l = 1000 − 2000 A˚ [Haga et al., 2002]. As
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Figure 4.15: Dingle temperature plot obtained from isothermal thermopower measurements at
190mK for the 860T branch of the Fermi surface of UGe2. The corresponding Dingle temperature is
224mK with a mean free path of 1970A˚.
a consequence, we demonstrate that dHvA sample and thermopower quantum oscillations
sample have similar quality. Therefore, the analysis performed about the comparison between
dHvA and thermopower quantum oscillations is valid.
TD and l of the FM2 phase
orbit TD (K) l (A˚)
20
85 1.1± 0.2 550± 80
119 0.90± 0.06 830± 50
160 0.30± 0.02 1500± 100
244
265
456 0.095± 0.002 4280± 70
707 0.14± 0.01 2600± 200
860 0.224± 0.004 1970± 40
1235 1.09± 0.09 1010± 80
Table 4.3: List of Dingle temperatures and the mean free pahts of the detected orbits of the FM2
Fermi surface of UGe2 obtained by thermopower quantum oscillations. No TD and l were determined
for 244T and 265T orbits as they collapses in one single orbit with increasing field (see Fig.4.14).
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4.6.2 Shubnikov-de Haas Effect
We compare Shubnikov-de Haas SdH effect to thermopower quantum oscillations. In Fig.4.16
-left, magnetoresistance measurements performed with je//b and H//a on the same sample as
thermopower are shown. We notice the huge magnetoresistance behaviour of this sample. This
goes with the high scattering rate because of the high sample quality. As a consequence, the
background is quite strong and the SdH effect is not directly visible unlike for the thermopower
quantum oscillations. The background of SdH measurements is fitted by a polynomial fit. In
the right part of Fig.4.16, we show the amplitude of the oscillations, ρ−ρ0, in the [50−500]mK
temperature range. We note that the vanishing of the amplitude of the oscillations was
estimated at T ∼ 700mK.
Figure 4.16: Magnetoresistance measurements ρ(H) at different temperatures with electrical current
and magnetic field applied along the b- and a-axis, respectively (left graph). Isotermal ρ(H)− ρ0(H)
dependency at different temperatures (right graph).
The frequencies and the cyclotron masses obtained from SdH effect were calculated for
[6−10]T and [8−13.4]T FFT windows following the equations of the LK-theory. The obtained
values are listed in Table 4.4.
Thermopower and SdH comparison reveals that the measured frequencies by SdH effect
are slightly different from those determined by thermopower quantum oscillations. This shift
in the frequency values may come from a different tilt between the orientation of the a-axis of
the crystal lattice and the external magnetic field. Both, thermopower and SdH measurements
present a tilt and it is smaller than 10◦.
The comparison between thermopower quantum oscillations and SdH also demonstrates
the following features:
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Cyclotron masses of the FM2 phase
orbit m∗(m0) m∗(m0)
(T) [6− 10]T [8− 13.4]T
185 3.5 3.1
236 3.3 3.3
284 4.0 4.0
453 3.7 3.9
671 5.0 5.9
855 4.8 5.4
Table 4.4: List of cyclotron masses obtained for the FM2 phase of the Fermi surface of UGe2 by
SdH technique.
• The oscillatory component of thermopower dominates the signal, thus thermopower
quantum oscillations was directly observed. In the case of SdH, ρ dominates which
causes that the amplitude of SdH oscillations were only observed after removing the
background.
• Thermopower is able to observe more frequencies than SdH and to follow easily higher
harmonics and frequencies as demonstrated in [Trodahl and Blatt, 1969].
• Thermopower follows quantum oscillations at higher temperatures than SdH effect did.
In thermopower, there were still quantum oscillations at 2K while in the SdH they
disappeared around 700mK as we observe from Figs.4.10 and 4.16, respectively.
• Thermopower presents limitations in the low temperature regime. The lowest temper-
ature reached is ∼ 200mK which limits the study of the heaviest bands.
• Concerning the precision of the measurements, we evaluate two ratios: (i) the amplitude
of the oscillations over the noise level and (ii) the amplitude of the oscillations over the
signal at the lowest temperature and the highest field. Thermopower is characterized
by a noise level of the order of nV , an amplitude of the oscillations of 0.35µV K−1,
thus by a first ratio of 350. SdH presents a noise level of the order of 10−5mΩcm
and oscillations with amplitude 0.2µΩcm giving 20 for the first ratio. The signal in
thermopower is 0.04µV K−1 and in SdH, it is 50µΩcm, then the second ratio is 9 and
0.004 for thermopower and SdH effect, respectively. We conclude that the oscillatory
part dominates the Seebeck measurements whereas the magnetoresistance dominates in
SdH and a higher precision for thermopower quantum oscillations.
• LK-theory can be applied for thermopower quantum oscillations and SdH effect. We
obtained similar values of m∗ for most of the orbits in similar temperature and field
conditions.
The comparison demonstrates the effectiveness of thermopower as a probe to determine
the Fermi Surface of a heavy fermion system and the validity of the LK-theory to determine
the parameters of the Fermi surface by thermopower quantum oscillations technique.
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4.7 Discussion and Conclusions
Thermopower Quantum Oscillations against Traditional Probes
A full comparison between thermopower quantum oscillations, SdH and dHvA effects will be
carried in this section. The idea is to prove that thermopower quantum oscillations can be
use as a new probe of the Fermi surface in heavy fermion systems. We also highlight the
advantages and disadvantages of this technique.
For this analysis, we compare the number of the detected orbits and their frequency values
and their corresponding cyclotron mass. The orbits detected by these previous 3 techniques
and their corresponding effective masses are shown in Table 4.5. The dHvA data were taken
from refs. [Haga et al., 2002, Satoh et al., 1992, Terashima et al., 2002].
Thermopower SdH dHvA
freq (T) m∗(m0) freq (T) m∗(m0) freq (T) m∗(m0)
20 1.0 35
ε 85 1.1 86 ∼ 1
f or ζ 119 1.8 117 1.4
2ε 165 2.2/2
2ζ 244 3.4/2 185 3.1 220
e or η 265 3.6 236 3.3 246 3.0
284 4.0
388 3.1
d or θ 456 4.0 453 3.9 448 3.9
573 9.7
b or ι 707 5.5 671 5.0 661 4.0
800 > 8.5
a or κ 860 5.0 855 4.8 852 4.8
c 980 5.3
1235 2.4
1300 9.2
1550
Table 4.5: Frequencies and cyclotron masses of the FM2 Fermi surface of UGe2 obtained by ther-
mopower quantum oscillations, SdH and dHvA effects. DHvA data taken from ([Haga et al., 2002,
Satoh et al., 1992, Terashima et al., 2002]).
First, we analyze the detected orbits. Thermopower observe the main bands and the
second harmonic of  and ζ orbits (see Table 4.5). Thermopower technique determines higher
frequencies than SdH and dHvA with the exception of 244T and 1235T orbits. This is in
agreement with the fact that the a-crystallographic direction of the sample was tilted with a
higher angle respect to the external magnetic field.
The second aspect concerns the effective massesm∗ of the orbits. All of them were obtained
from LK-theory. The m∗ values are exactly the same for the main branches (η, θ and κ).
Nevertheless, for the secondary orbits, thermopower m∗ values are slightly higher than m∗
values obtained by SdH and dHvA effects (see Table 4.5).
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The advantages of thermopower quantum oscillations over SdH and dHvA effects are: (i)
the oscillations persist for temperatures up to one order of magnitude higher than for SdH and
dHvA effects; (ii) no background need to be removed to observe the thermopower quantum
oscillations as the amplitude of the oscillatory component of thermopower dominates the
signal and (iii) thermopower quantum oscillations is more sensitive to higher frequencies and
harmonics.
The disadvantages of thermopower quantum oscillation technique can be summed up as:
(i) the lowest temperature in which the measurements can be performed will be all the time
higher than the bath temperature and (ii) accordingly to the first disadvantage, we may
not detect orbits with high m∗. The heaviest orbits could not be observed by thermopower
quantum oscillation technique.
We point out the high sensitivity of thermopower to analyze the topology of the Fermi
surface of a system by the direct measurement of quantum oscillations. The comparison
between thermopower quantum oscillations, SdH and dHvA techniques demonstrate that
LK-theory can be used by these three probes to analyze the cyclotron mass, the Dingle
temperature and the mean free path of the Fermi surface even though the origin of these
quantum oscillations is different. We can use LK-theory for all these three probes because the
relative amplitude variation of the oscillations with temperature follows the same behaviour.
Finally, we may conclude that the suppression of the amplitude of the orbits with tempera-
ture might be considered as an universal characteristic. We have observed that the amplitude
evolves with the same ratio independently of the physical origin of the oscillations in a first
approximation. For that reason, we could apply LK-theory in the three different probes to
study the characteristics of the topology of the Fermi surface of the system.
Topology of the Fermi Surface
The orbits determined by thermopower quantum oscillations are in good agreement with
the bands detected by dHvA. Calculations of the topology of the Fermi surface of UGe2
agree with the orbits detected by dHvA effect, therefore, we can also say that the orbits
obtained by thermopower are also in good agreement with the band structure calculations
[Settai et al., 2002, Samsel-Czeka la et al., 2011]. In addition, we notice that isothemal ther-
mopower measurements S(H) has a positive value of thermopower, then we suggest that hole
character of the bands predominates in thermopower. Finally, small and high frequencies
were obtained. Then, our thermopower results are in agreement with the given Fermi surface
descriptions of Fig.4.4.
The itinerant character of the magnetism of the system was also detected by thermopower
quantum oscillations technique. We measured large bands and bands with relative large
cyclotron masses. The highest cyclotron mass was observed for the orbit 800T with a value
of m∗800T > 8.5m0. This suggests that UGe2 presents itinerant magnetism with strongly
correlations.
Thermopower Quantum Oscillations Ansazts
Overestimated cyclotron masses m∗ were obtained for thermopower quantum oscillations than
for SdH or dHvA effects although these three probes determined this parameter using the
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same theory, LK-theory. We suggest that one possibility of this enhancement of the mass
can be related with the different FFT window size. If now, we compare between the different
thermopower quantum oscillations ansazts, we note that Peschanskii model determines, in
the same conditions as LK-theory, slightly lower values of m∗.
Concerning thermopower quantum oscillations ansazts, we conclude that more effort has
to be done to obtain a complete description of the Fermi surface from a point of view of
thermopower quantum oscillations, notably in the case of heavy fermion systems. To my
knowledge, no theory is able to completely analyze this behaviour at the present moment.
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Chapter 5
Thermopower Measurements of
CeRh2Si2
In this chapter, we present the field and pressure thermoelectric studies on CeRh2Si2. The first
part of this chapter concerns the high field dependence of the thermoelectric power and the
second part shows the thermoelectric response under high pressure. At ambient pressure, the
temperature and field evolution of the Fermi surface modifications at the magnetic transitions
will be analyzed. The (T, P ) phase diagram was determined and a direct observation of the
microscopic properties of the system was possible. To complete the at ambient pressure study,
a comparison with other probes, such as magnetoresistance and magnetostriction, is presented.
Under pressure, the suppression of the antiferromagnetic order to the paramagnetic state of
CeRh2Si2 has been followed precisely, with special attention around the quantum critical
point at Pc. We conclude the modifications on thermopower measurements match to the
Fermi surface changes observed under pressure by the dHvA effect.
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5.1 Context and Motivation
The study of the Ce family compounds revealed that for Ce systems with the same lattice
structure the trivalent configuration is stable at large volumes of the lattice (or low pressures)
since the valence mixing occurs between Ce3+ and Ce4+ at high pressure. Long range magnetic
order is expected when the occupation number nf of the trivalent configuration approaches.
Heavy fermion behaviour appears in those systems where the valence of the Ce ion is slightly
higher than 3, i.e. the occupation number of the trivalent configuration is slightly lower than
one [Knebel et al., 2006, Boursier et al., 2008].
Ce systems with stoichiometry CeM2Si2, M=Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd or Au, are characterized by
covering the entire range of Doniach’s phase diagram from a dominant RKKY interaction to a
dominant Kondo screening, e.g. from weak to strong hybridized 4f electrons. These systems
present a ThCr2Si2 tetragonal structure and some of them show a magnetic order ground
state that can be driven to a magnetic instability by applying pressure or magnetic field.
In the compensated system CeRh2Si2, the hybridization of the 4f bands with the s, p, d
bands is close to the intersection of the temperature scales of the RKKY and Kondo interac-
tions of the Doniach phase diagram [Abe et al., 1999]. For that reason, CeRh2Si2 can be easily
driven to the quantum phase transition and magnetic instabilities by pressure and magnetic
fields [Willers et al., 2012, Graf et al., 1997, Kawarazaki et al., 2000, Araki et al., 2002]. The
easy access to tune the balance between dominant RRKY and dominant Kondo effects in
CeRh2Si2 means that this compound is a good candidate to study quantum criticality. Field
and pressure destroy the antiferromagnetic (AF) domain to non-ordered phases (see Fig.5.1).
Transitions under field have been identified as a second order transitions for T > 20K and
below this temperature as a first order metamagnetic transitions. Under pressure, the tran-
sition for P < Pc is second order, and around Pc, the nature of the transition may change to
first order. However, it is not clear due to the influence of the superconducting domain that
appears at pressures close to Pc.
The Fermi surface (FS) of CeRh2Si2 show strong modifications at the field and pressure
magnetic transitions as they are first order. In the case of the annihilation of the AF order
state by pressure into a paramagnetic (PM) phase, a discontinuous modification in the FS
is expected. The reasons are that the Brillouin zone changes and the localized to itinerant
electron behaviour appears. Under field at P = 0, the modifications in the FS appear when
the system is polarized. This is in agreement with the strong first order transition that shows
CeRh2Si2 when moves from the AF phase into the polarized paramagnetic (PPM) phase. For
P > Pc, then the transition between the PM and the PPM phase appears under high magnetic
field. This transition, a crossover, is spread from H∗c = 42T and follows the Hm line (with
H∗c < Hm). No strong modifications of the FS at Hm are expected, thus the FS of the PPM
phase must be close to the FS of the PM phase.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic (T, P,H) phase diagram of CeRh2Si2 taken from ref. [Knafo et al., 2010].
The suppression of the AF order by pressure and magnetic field yields to a Fermi liquid and a
Polarized paramagnetic regimes, respectively. The nature of the transition between these two phases
at Hm is still under debate.
Our study is an attempt to analyze the transitions from the AF order to the non-ordered
states induced by pressure and by magnetic field in CeRh2Si2. Measurements under magnetic
field and under pressure were performed to study the signature of the suppression of the AF
order by these tuning parameters in the thermopower signal. The purposes of these studies
are, first, to understand the magnetic and pressure instabilities at the suppression of the AF
phase and second, to analyze the conversion of the PM phase into PPM phase both from a
thermopower point of view.
There are a few number of studies that can be comparable to the one presented in this
thesis. An example is the study of transport properties of CeRu2Ge2 under high magnetic
fields [Wilhelm and Jaccard, 2004, Wilhelm et al., 2005].
5.2 Introduction to CeRh2Si2
CeRh2Si2 orders antiferromagnetically at the Neel temperature, TN , of 37K which is followed
by a second magnetic transition at 25K. This transition corresponds to the transition between
two AF phases. The AF phase seems to be a robust characteristic of this compound which
points toward the presence of strong RKKY interactions in the AF phase. High magnetic
fields modify drastically the electronic parameters whereas 10kbars of pressure are enough to
suppress the ordered state [Araki et al., 2001].
The magnetization at the ground state of this compound is Ising like. The c-axis is the easy
axis of the lattice. The ground state is characterized by the larger contribution of Jz = |5/2 >
than Jz = |3/2 > states. This has been demonstrated by X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
(XAS) measurements [Willers et al., 2012]. Moreover, there are large differences between
the magnetic moment measured by XAS (µ = 0.53µB), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
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measurements (µ = 0.3µB) and neutron diffraction (µ ∼ 1.7−2.4µB) pointing out the dynamic
nature of the f electrons. These differences are due to the different time scale to determine
the magnetic moments from these techniques [Willers et al., 2012, Kawarazaki et al., 2000].
In all the analysis a reduced moment was observed. This is consistent with partial Kondo-like
spin compensation of the Ce+3 moment [Severing et al., 1989].
In Fig.5.2, the schematic (T,H) and (T, P ) phase diagrams of CeRh2Si2 are presented
on the left and right figures, respectively. The solid lines represent first order transitions
while the dashed lines represent second order transitions. The dotted line in the (T, P ) phase
diagram represents the superconducting domain that appears under pressure at P ∼ Pc.
The (T,H) phase diagram is characterized by the AF ground state which is suppressed
by high magnetic fields applied along the c-axis (see Fig.5.2 (left)). The AF phase develops
at TN = 36K at H = 0T through a second order transition from the PM to the AF1 phase.
At lower temperature, a second transition is observed between the AF1 and the AF2 states at
TAF1−AF2 = 25K which is a first order transition between two AF phases. These AF phases
are characterized by the following AF vectors detected by neutrons. AF1 presents the AF
vector q1 = (1/2, 1/2, 0) and the AF2 is characterized by two AF vectors; q1 of the AF1
phase and q2 = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2). The appearance of this second AF vector in the AF2 phase
is related to the appearance of two different values of the atomic magnetic moments in the
lattice [Kawarazaki et al., 2000]. TN and TAF1−AF2 decrease slowly with the magnetic field.
Above HTCP = 24.5T, TN is divided into two first order lines, T2−3 and T3−PM which define
a new AF domain, AF3. T3−PM line can be considered as a prolongation of the second order
TN line that becomes a first order line at TCP. For magnetic fields above HTCP , the H2−3
and the H3−PM = Hc lines show a strong decrease reaching zero (T → 0) at H2−3 = 25.5T
and Hc = 26.2T [Knafo et al., 2010].
Figure 5.2: (T,H) and (T, P ) phase diagrams of CeRh2Si2 on the letf and on the right, respectively.
As shown in the (T,H) phase diagram, at low temperature, the suppression of the AF
phase is produced in a two step transition. Magnetization measurements in static field show
that this two step transition is characterized by the reduction of the magnetic moment to
the half of its initial value for the AF2-AF3 transition and the second-half of the magnetic
moment vanishes at the AF3 to the PPM transition, Hc [Abe et al., 1997]. Thermal expansion
and magnetostriction measurements show an elongation of the lattice of CeRh2Si2 along the
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c-axis at the same magnetic field values (the dilation along the a-axis is much smaller than
the one along the c-axis) [Araki et al., 1998]. This elongation of the lattice along the c-axis
supports the reduction of the magnetic moments in CeRh2Si2 because it is associated to a
decrease of the hybridization between the Ce atoms. Resistivity measurements observed the
suppression of the AF order into a PPM phase which is characterized by a strong drop of
magnetoresistance. This drop and the analysis of the A coefficient demonstrate that this
transition seems to be characterized by a Fermi surface change driven by the collapse of the
antiferromagnetic fluctuations and the enhancement of the low-energy ferromagnetic ones.
These ferromagnetic fluctuations are responsible for the increase of the effective mass of the
quasi-particles at the transition [Knafo et al., 2010].
The (T, P ) phase diagram shown in Fig.5.2 (right), corresponds to the pressure evolution
of the AF ground state of CeRh2Si2. TN and TAF1−AF2 transitions, defined at P = 0 and H = 0
conditions, are also suppressed by pressure. The TAF1−AF2 line ends up at P
′
c ∼ 0.5GPa and
the TN line ends at Pc ∼ 1.03GPa. The quantum phase transition at Pc is hidden by the
superconducting domain that appears in this pressure range. The superconducting domain
reaches its maximum temperature (TSC = 400mK) at Pc. Therefore, the nature of this AF1-
PM second order transition inside the bulk superconductivity, in the vicinity of Pc, is not
clear [Araki et al., 2002, Araki et al., 2003]. The coincidence of the maximum of TSC and
Pc suggests that magnetic fluctuations may play an important role in the superconducting
pairing [Movshovich et al., 1996].
Neutron diffraction measurements indicated that the AF phase of CeRh2Si2 is character-
ized by an itinerant behaviour supported by the evidence that the magnitude of the saturated
ordered moment is proportional to the transition temperature up to pressures close to Pc;
i.e., TN ∼ M with M the magnetic moment. This is rather unexpected in this compound
because its high TN should involve well localized magnetic moments [Kawarazaki et al., 2000].
At pressures close to Pc, a strong deviation from this linear behaviour is observed. Then, the
system undergoes two different electronic states: the low-pressure state (proportionality of
the magnetic moment and TN) and the critical-pressure state. This analysis seems to be in
contradiction to other probes such as dHvA effect. dHvA relates the modifications of the
system from a localized behaviour at low pressures to an itinerant one at higher pressures.
We will discuss it in more detail after the Fermi surface description of CeRh2Si2.
The electronic specific heat increases linearly with pressure from γ|P=0 = 23mJK−2mol−1
to γ|Pc = 80mJK−2mol−1 (see Fig.5.3-left). Above Pc, γ decreases slowly with pressure. The
slope ∂γ/∂P changes at Pc and it is associated to the balance from RKKY dominance to
Kondo dominance above the transition. At low pressures, the redistribution of the magnetic
entropy from localized degrees of freedom to Kondo-like spin fluctuations in combination
with the suppression of the internal magnetic field through the Kondo effect produces an
increase of the γ. As pressure increases and reaches values close to Pc, the interactions shift
in favor of increasing dominance of Kondo-spin compensation of the localized 4f moments
and induce the redistribution of the magnetic entropy, both to higher temperatures and from
localized degrees of freedom to Kondo-like spin fluctuations. Above Pc, γ decreases as in non-
ordering heavy fermion compounds [Graf et al., 1997, Araki et al., 2002]. This behaviour has
also been observed in the A coefficient of the resistivity measurements (ρ = ρ0 + AT
2) see
Fig. 5.3 [Graf et al., 1998, Araki et al., 2002].
Thermal expansion under pressure demonstrated that the suppression of the AF order is
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Figure 5.3: Specific heat [Graf et al., 1997] and A coeffiecient [Araki et al., 2002] of CeRh2Si2 as
a function of pressure.
related to the increase of the αa/αc ratio from 0.2 at ambient pressure to 1 at Pc, with α the
thermal expansion coefficient along the a- and c-axis. Pressure increases the hybridization of
the 4f electrons with the other light electrons (s, p, d) driving the system from a localized
4f behaviour to an itinerant one. At pressures close to Pc, a clear volume discontinuity was
detected. The suppression of the ordered state with pressure does not follow the laws for
antiferromagnetic fluctuation theories [Villaume et al., 2008].
The Fermi surface of CeRh2Si2 has been determined by dHvA effect at ambient pressure
[Abe et al., 1998, Araki et al., 2001] and under high pressure [Settai et al., 2003] conditions.
The angle- and the pressure- dependencies of the dHvA frequencies are shown in Fig.5.4. In the
low field AF state, quantum oscillations of CeRh2Si2 correspond to the frequencies calculated
for LaRh2Si2 based on the 4f localized model. This suggests that CeRh2Si2 present a localized
behavior in the AF phase and has a multiple connected Fermi surfaces. At high fields, the
Fermi surface with H‖c was measured in the AF2 phase. The analysis of the AF3 phase,
due to the narrow magnetic field window, was impossible. Finally, the PPM phase shows an
unique frequency at 16kT with high cyclotron mass (frequency only visible at T < 50mK)
[Sheikin, 2013]. Under pressure, dHvA effect shows modifications of the Fermi surface at P
′
c
and Pc. The changes related to P
′
c corresponds to the change of the AF structure between the
AF1 and AF2 phases. At Pc the topology of the Fermi surface changes discontinuously from
localized to itinerant behaviour [Araki et al., 2001, Settai et al., 2003]. The strong change
of the Fermi surface is coherent with the increases of hybridization. The system presents a
balance from dominant RKKY interactions to dominant Kondo screening as a consequence of
the delocalization of the extra electron of CeRh2Si2 compared to LaRh2Si2 into the conduction
Fermi surface. The delocalization presents strong correlations as the cyclotron mass of the
PM phase are of the order of m∗ ∼ 20 − 30m0. Finally, none of the frequencies of the PM
phase correspond to the unique measured frequency in the PPM phase; therefore, the Fermi
surfaces of the PPM and PM phases should be similar but, not exactly the same.
In [Miyake and Ikeda, 2006], the “localized” to “itinerant” duality observed by dHvA effect
is explained from a point of view of the Fermi liquid behaviour. Authors clarify that the
f -electrons of heavy fermion systems are never localized and remains in a metallic state.
The localized point of view corresponds to the localized regime when the f electrons do not
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Figure 5.4: Angular- (left) and pressure- (right) dependence of the dHvA frequencies of CeRh2Si2
[Araki et al., 2001, Settai et al., 2003].
contribute to the Fermi surface and it corresponds exactly to the loss of one f electron per
Ce ion. In this case, the Fermi surface measured by dHvA corresponds ideally to the Fermi
surface of the PM ground state of the LaRh2Si2 compound, which has a small Fermi surface.
As field or pressure increases, the f electrons start to participate in transport characteristics
of the system. Thus, a large Fermi surface associated with the itinerant character is detected.
The system shows a transition between the uncompensated metallic character of LaRh2Si2 to
the compensated one of CeRh2Si2 system. The duality “localized” to “itinerant” is related to
a drastic change of the Fermi surface. This theory also treats the character of the transition
at Pc and it indicates that a gradual vanishing to the AF order should not entail strong
modifications on the Fermi surface, then the Fermi surface of AF and PM phases are expected
to be essentially the same. Nevertheless, dHvA measurements [Araki et al., 2002] in CeRh2Si2
demonstrated a strong Fermi surface reconstruction at Pc. This phenomenon is discussed
by the previous theory as an unconventional quantum critical point due to a local valence
scenario. They claim that if a pseudo-valance transition appears at Pc, it must be characterized
by an abrupt increase of the Kondo temperature (energy scale) from the value of the Kondo
limit to the intermediate valence state. Then, the observed signature of this behaviour will be
the drastic decrease of the Kadowaki-Woods ratio. This behaviour is observed for CeRh2Si2
(see Fig.5.5), then a pseudo-valance transition appears at Pc for this compound.
The “localized” to “itinerant” duality analyzed by [Hoshino and Kuramoto, 2013] is con-
trolled by the sign and magnitude of the exchange between the magnetic moments. They also
demonstrate that the transition from “localized” to “itinerant” behaviours at the QCP can
also occur inside the AF order. This transition requires a strong symmetry at both sides of
the transition and nearly flat bands below and above it. Indeed, it occurs only if the Kondo
temperature exceeds the Heisenberg interaction.
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Figure 5.5: Kadowaki-Woods ratio obtained from the γ and the A coefficient shown in Fig.5.3. A
strong decrease is observed above the critical pressure Pc (orange circles).
Finally, we notice that γ(Hc, P = 0) and γ(H = 0, Pc) are comparable. This indicates
that the mechanisms which control the magnetic field and the pressure enhancements of the
γ value may be linked as proposed the comparison of A/Amax as a function of P −Pc/Pc and
H −Hc/Hc (see Figs.9 and 11 of ref. [Knafo et al., 2010]).
5.3 Quality Samples and Measuring Configurations
Single crystals of CeRh2Si2 were grown by the Czochralski method in a tetra-arc furnace. The
samples were cut by spark cutter and oriented by X-ray Laue diffractometer displaying very
sharp spots.
For the ambient pressure study, two bar-shaped samples from the same single crystal, with
sizes around 2.8×0.8×0.4mm, were cut. The magnetic field was applied along the c-axis and
the thermal gradients along the a-axis and the c-axis defining transverse and longitudinal con-
figurations respectively (see Fig.5.6). Transverse configuration is characterized by measuring
the transport properties on the Ce-basal planes while longitudinal configuration measures the
transport properties across the Ce-layers. The quality of the samples was evaluated through
the RRR coefficient. For transverse configuration, the RRR of the sample was 300 and for
longitudinal configuration, it was 30.
Under pressure, for the piston cylinder pressure cell, we performed thermopower mea-
surements on a long-bar shape sample with the long axis along the a-crystallographic axis of
CeRh2Si2. The dimensions of this sample were 2.25 × 0.70 × 0.33mm and the RRR factor
was ∼ 10. No magnetic field was applied in this configuration. In the case of the Bridgman
pressure cell, the sample had a RRR ∼ 10 and dimensions 1018 × 160 × 80µm; the ther-
mal gradient was applied along the a-axis and the magnetic field along the c-axis (transverse
configuration). The cross section of the sample for the Bridgman pressure cell was ∼ 18
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Figure 5.6: CeRh2Si2 crystallographic structure is represented on the left figure. Transverse and
longitudinal measuring configurations are shown on the middle and on the right figures, respectively.
times smaller than the cross section of the sample for the piston cylinder cell and ∼ 25 times
smaller than the cross section of the measured samples at ambient pressure. The length of
the Bridgman sample was 2 and 3 times shorter than the length of the piston cylinder and at
ambient pressure samples, respectively.
5.4 Temperature Evolution of the Thermoelectric Co-
efficients at Ambient Pressure
In this section, we discuss the evolution of the Seebeck coefficient of CeRh2Si2 as a function
of temperature at ambient pressure S(T ). First, the signature of the Seebeck coefficient is
studied following by the analysis of the suppression of the AF domain by magnetic field. After
that, a comparison between transverse and longitudinal configurations is carried out which
stresses the importance that the orientation of the thermal gradient and the magnetic field has
in transport characteristics. To finish the thermopower analysis, a study of the heat carriers
at T → 0 at zero magnetic field is done.
The Nernst coefficient is briefly analyzed in this section. First, we discuss the evolution
with temperature, and then the evolution under magnetic field at fixed temperature.
5.4.1 The Seebeck Coefficient and the Suppression of the Antifer-
romagnetic Domain
In Fig.5.7, the temperature evolution of the Seebeck coefficient S(T ) for transverse configu-
ration is shown. In black symbols, S(T ) at zero magnetic field and in green, S(T ) under a
magnetic field of H = 9T. We analyze S(T ) from high to low temperatures and we observed
that as temperature decreases, the system orders antiferromagnetically along the c-axis be-
low TN = 36K which corresponds to the PM-AF1 transition. At lower temperatures, a new
configuration of the magnetic moments from the antiferromagnetic state AF1 to the antiferro-
magnetic phase AF2 is observed at TAF1−AF2 = 24K. The transition PM-AF1 is a second order
while the AF1-AF2 is a first order transition. AF1-AF2 magnetic transition entails strong
thermopower modifications; e.g., a strong drop of the Seebeck coefficient and a change of the
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sign of the heat carriers. Around T ∼ 10K, the Seebeck coefficient shows a minimum. This
minimum might be related to a coherence temperature of the compound supported by the
almost linear behaviour of the Seebeck coefficient when it approaches S(T )|T→0 −→ 0. Under
field, the suppression of the AF order is observed by the shift of TN and TAF1−AF2 to lower
temperatures. We observe that TAF1−AF2 and TN under a magnetic field of 9T are reduced
by 1K and 1.5− 2K, respectively. Moreover, the thermopower values increase with magnetic
field; i.e., the magnetic field favours the transport by hole like thermopower bands in the
temperature and field ranges of the study. TAF1−AF2 and TN obtained from S(T ) measure-
ments agree with those of the literature as shown in the phase diagram of Fig.5.26 (purple
and orange symbols, respectively).
Figure 5.7: Evolution as a function of temperature of the Seebeck coefficient S(T ) at ambient
pressure for transverse configuration. The black curve corresponds to S(T ) at H = 0 and the green
one to the evolution of S(T ) under a magnetic field of 9T.
5.4.2 Heat Carriers in the Low Temperature Regime
The study of the very low temperature regime of the Seebeck coefficient is a key point of
the analysis of a system. It reveals information about the nature of the ground state of
the system and combining it with other measurements, such as specific heat, we can obtain
information about the heat carrier concentration. To achieve these two purposes, we analyze
the extrapolation to T → 0 of the Seebeck coefficient as a function of temperature over
temperature, S(T )/T .
In Fig.5.8, we show S/T (T ) in the low temperature regime for transverse (left figure)
and longitudinal (right figure) configurations, respectively. The extrapolation of the S/T (T )
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coefficient to T = 0K is represented by the fit (dark red line) as we can observe in the graphs
of the figure.
Figure 5.8: S/T (T ) at H = 0T and at low temperature for transverse (left panel) and longitudinal
(right panel) configurations. The dark red lines indicate the extrapolation of the S(T )/T |T→0 for
each configuration.
The Seebeck coefficient divided by temperature as a function of temperature shows a
nearly constant value of this parameter in the low temperature regime, S(T )/T ∼ cte. This
S(T )/T evolution corresponds to the signature of a Fermi liquid behaviour in the AF domain
of CeRh2Si2. The result is in agreement with resistivity measurements [Araki et al., 2002].
The small slope of the extrapolated line of S(T )/T when T → 0 can be due to a higher error
in the measurement of the thermal gradient as we can notice from the increase of the noise of
the data points. The reasons are: (i) below 1K, the Seebeck coefficient is lower than −1µVK−1
which corresponds to low values of thermopower and (ii) the high quality of the sample which
complicates the generation of a significant thermal gradient. These reasons affect the precision
of the measurements because low values of S(T ) need high thermal gradient to be precisely
determined.
The values of the S/T (T = 0)|H=0 for transverse and longitudinal configurations are
−0.31µVK−2 and −0.29µVK−2, respectively. These values of S/T |T=0 ∼ 0.3µVK−2 are quite
similar which means that the heat transport in CeRh2Si2 is roughly isotropic at H = 0T and
at low temperature. Moreover, the sign in the ordered phase of S/T |T=0 is negative. Then
CeRh2Si2 shows an opposite sign to the normal sing of Ce-based heavy fermion systems at
low temperatures.
To calculate the number of heat carriers per formula unit, the inverse of the q-factor is
determined. To evaluate the q-factor1, the electronic specific heat, γ, in the low temperature
regime of CeRh2Si2 was taken from ref. [Graf et al., 1997]. The extrapolated γ at T = 0
value is γ = 23mJmol−1K−2. The q-factor for transverse and longitudinal configurations are
qtrans = −1.3 and qlong = −1.2. Therefore, the number of heat carriers per formula unit, n,
are ntrans = −0.77 and nlong = −0.82. These values of n ∼ −0.8 are close to −1 which means
1More information related to the q-factor parameter is shown in sub-subsec. 1.4.4
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that CeRh2Si2 presents an almost classical electronic metallic behaviour from a point of view
of a one band model [Behnia et al., 2004].
We point out that we will not carry out the analysis of the evolution of the q-factor under
field because the dominance of quantum oscillations on the thermopower signal for H > 4T
prevents the determination of the average value of thermopower signal at fixed magnetic fields.
5.4.3 Thermopower: Transverse versus Longitudinal Configura-
tions
Thermopower is a directional probe which allows the analysis of the heat transport in a specific
configuration. In this subsection, we study the thermopower similarities and differences of
longitudinal and transverse configurations.
In Fig.5.9, the Seebeck coefficient as a function of temperature for the transverse (full
symbols) and the longitudinal (open symbols) configurations are shown on the left figure.
For both configurations, S(T )|H are represented at H = 0T, H = 3T and H = 9T in
black, red and blue symbols, respectively. CeRh2Si2 is an anisotropic multiband compound at
high temperatures. We measured different behaviour of the Seebeck coefficient for transverse
and longitudinal configurations due to the fact that the thermopower signal is directional
dependent; i.e., the contribution of the bands to the thermopower signal depends on the
orientation of the thermal gradient on the lattice cell (the magnetic field was applied along
the c-axis for all the measurements).
Figure 5.9: Thermopower as a function of temperature, at different magnetic fields, for transverse
and longitudinal configurations shown by full and open symbols, respectively (left figure). Resistivity
at zero magnetic field for transverse (red curve) and longitudinal (blue curve) configuration (right
figure).
The major difference of these two studied configurations is the change of the sign of
thermopower. The longitudinal configuration never crosses the zero thermopower line in
the measured temperature range which means that the average of the bands contributing
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to the thermopower in this lattice direction appear electron like. Against this uniform sign
behaviour, the thermopower of the transverse configuration crosses the zero thermopower line
three times in the [2− 50]K temperature range. Special attention must be given to AF1-AF2
transition in which the sign change of thermopower and the narrow temperature range of the
transition verify that this is a first order transition [Graf et al., 1998]. We also observe that the
thermopower behaviour at the AF1-AF2 transition, for both configurations, is opposite; e.g.,
thermopower increases at the transition for the transverse configuration whereas it decreases
for the longitudinal one.
On the other hand, a large number of similarities exist between the transverse and the
longitudinal configurations which most of them are related to the bulk properties of the
system: (i) the temperature of the transitions are the same in both configurations and the
values of the thermopower are of the same order of magnitude; (ii) we confirm not only
the suppression of the ordered state with magnetic field, but also that both configurations
have a similar temperature decrease of TAF1−AF2 and TN under field; (iii) S/T for T → 0
presents a similar value at low temperatures; (iv) both thermopower configurations show a
similar S(T ) minimum behaviour around TN ; (v) we notice that the fundamental entropy
law, S(T )|T→0 −→ 0, is certified for both configurations at zero field and under field and
we point out that no divergence has been observed for the Seebeck coefficient normalized
by temperature, S(T )/T , in the low temperature regime. We expect at high temperatures
T & 100K that both configurations join together in a common S(T ) behaviour.
In Fig.5.9 (right), resistivity measurements of CeRh2Si2 are shown for transverse (red
curve) and longitudinal (blue curve) configurations. The transition TN is indicated by arrows;
nevertheless, TAF1−AF2 is not easy to observe in this kind of measurements. We notice the
similar temperature evolution with a higher increase of the value of the resistivity for the
longitudinal configuration measurements. This is in agreement with the higher thermopower
change for the longitudinal configuration than for the transverse one at TN .
5.4.4 Nernst Coefficient
The Nernst coefficient measures the transverse transport in relation to the thermal gradient
and to the magnetic field orientation. The heat carriers measured by the Nernst coefficient
are those deviated from the longitudinal path generated by the thermal gradient. As a conse-
quence, only the light mass carriers can be measured. In heavy fermion systems, the Nernst
coefficient is a probe to analyze the heat light carriers involved in transpor and it is equivalent
to the Hall effect.
In Fig.5.10, the Nernst coefficient as a function of temperature and as a function of mag-
netic field is shown on the left and on the right graphs respectively. The temperature range of
the measurement was [5−50]K and the field range was [0−9]T. For these conditions, we notice
that the Nernst coefficients present low values, lower than 0.1µVK−1 in all the temperature
range and fields up to H = 9T. For that reason, we could not perform measurements of the
Nernst coefficient for T < 5K.
From the temperature dependence of the Nernst coefficient N(T ) for H = 3T and H = 9T ,
blue and red curves of Fig.5.10 -left-, we observe that the minimum of the Nernst coefficient
coincides with the temperature of the AF1-PM transition, TN = 36K. At low temperatures,
the Nernst coefficient increases linearly with temperature up to T = 13K; we notice that
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Figure 5.10: Nernst coefficient of CeRh2Si2 as a function of temperature (left figure) and as a
function of the magnetic field (right figure).
this temperature is slightly higher than the coherence temperature defined by themopower
measurements. Above T = 13K, the slope of N(T ) decreases and the Nernst coefficient tends
to saturate. At T = 24K, a sudden jump appears in N(T ) which corresponds to the AF1-AF2
transition. In the PM phase N(T ) increases to 0.
From the Nernst coefficient as a function of magnetic field, we observed an almost linear
increase of N(H) for all the temperatures measured. Due to the low applied magnetic fields,
we do not see the suppression of the AF order in N(H) measurements at low temperatures.
In addition, AF1-PM phase transition is not observable by N(H) measurements because the
modification of the Nernst coefficient associated to this second order transition seems to be
smaller than the resolution. We verify that the dependence of the N(H) coincides with the
temperature dependence of the Nernst coefficient.
5.5 Thermopower at High Magnetic Fields
The evolution of the thermopower as a function of magnetic field is studied to probe the
modifications of the Fermi surface of CeRh2Si2 through the different phase transitions. For
that reason, we performed thermopower measurements under very high magnetic fields at
the Laboratoire National de Champs Magne´tiques Intenses at Grenoble (LNCMI-Grenoble).
The purposes were to determine the variation of the heat carrier concentration through the
metamagnetic transitions AF2-AF3 and AF3-PM and to study the topology and the evolution
of the Fermi surface in the AF2, AF3 and PPM phases. A comparison with previous dHvA
measurements completes this study.
5.5.1 Fermi Surface Reconstruction
In the first part of this section, we analyze the isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H),
performed at high magnetic fields for transverse and longitudinal configurations. Second, we
analyze thermopower quantum oscillations for CeRh2Si2 and prove the validity of this tech-
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nique for this compound. Third, we compare the previous technique to dHvA measurements.
In the second part, we determine the Fermi surface of CeRh2Si2 via the analysis of the
spectrum of S(H) measurements. We obtain the orbits of the Fermi surface and afterwards,
their evolution with temperature to determine the cyclotron masses of the detected branches of
the Fermi surface. Finally, the evolution of the spectrum with the applied effective magnetic
field at the lower temperature was analyzed to determine the Dingle temperature and the
mean free path of the conduction electrons in the orbits.
Isothermal Thermopower Measurements
Isothermal thermopower measurements in the temperature range of [0.5−22.5]K and magnetic
field range of [0−29]T were studied. In Fig.5.11 and in Fig.5.12, we show S(H) measurements
for transverse and longitudinal configurations, respectively.
In the field range corresponding to the AF phase, in the low temperature range, quan-
tum oscillations in the Seebeck coefficient were observed. This oscillatory component of the
Seebeck coefficient exists for a very large temperature window [0 − 7]K. The oscillations are
visible directly in the signal, no background was removed, and their amplitude increases as
temperature decreases. At low temperatures, the amplitude of the oscillations is larger than
the absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient. This seems to be in contradiction to the usually
entropy law of thermopower that says that S → 0 when the temperature approaches 0. Nev-
ertheless, the temperature range of our measurements does not allow the verification of this
assumption because the lowest reached temperature was ∼ 480mK.
Figure 5.11: Isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H)|T=ctn, at high magnetic fields for the
transverse configuration.
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Figure 5.12: Isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H)|T=ctn, at high magnetic fields for the
longitudinal configuration. The inset shows a zoom of the S(H)|T=ctn for the low temperature curves
close to the magnetic trasitions.
Above Hc, in the PPM phase, no oscillations have been observed. We note that the noise
level of the measurements increases from 1−5nV at low fields to 40nV above 20T (see Fig.5.13
black curve). We suggest that this increase in the noise level could mask the oscillations of
the PPM phase. Besides, the background is almost field independent; it changes in +20nV
for the complete magnetic field range [0 − 29]T and the variation seems to be linear with
field. For that reason, the Vbackground was measured most of the times at 0 and at 29T and
it was removed to the Seebeck signal following the equation 2.10 of “Thermopower Quantum
Oscillations” technique. We note that this increase of the noise level was also observed for
previous thermopower experiments at the LNCMI laboratory.
The oscillations are the main part of the thermopower signal. Fig.5.13 shows Seebeck
voltage signal for ∆T/T |blue = 1% and ∆T/T |green = 5% relative thermal gradients. We
notice that even for small values of ∆T/T , the amplitude of the oscillations dominates the
thermopower signal (see the blue curve of Fig. 5.13). For relative high thermal gradients
(green curve of Fig. 5.13), the oscillations prevail over the signature of the metamagnetic
transitions.
In Fig.5.14, we compare S(H) for transverse and longitudinal configurations, in black and
in blue curves respectively, at T ' 1K. First, we note that the absolute value of the Seebeck
coefficient for both configurations is in average close to 0.5µVK−1 in the AF phase and that the
quantum oscillations of the thermopower signal are observed for both configurations although
the quality of the sample for longitudinal configuration is 10 times lower than the quality of the
transverse configuration. As a consequence of this different quality sample, we note that the
amplitude of the oscillations for the longitudinal configuration are reduced and surprisingly,
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Figure 5.13: Electrical response to a small and a high thermal gradients in blue and green curve
colors, respectively. The black curve shows the background of S(H) at the lowest temperature, T =
400mK.
the amplitude is reduced in the same factor as the quality sample, by 10 times.
Figure 5.14: Isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H)|T=ctn, at high magnetic fields for trans-
verse (black) and longitudinal (blue) configurations at temperatures around T ∼ 1K.
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Transverse and longitudinal configurations, both present a strong change of its value at
the metamagnetic transitions in the low temperature range. Thermopower temperature de-
pendence S(T ) has shown that CeRh2Si2 is an isotropic compound at H = 0. However at
high temperatures, transverse and longitudinal configurations present different behaviours
due to the directional sensitivity of the thermopower measurement. Under field at Hc, the
isotropic thermopower signal is also destroyed. Thermopower shows opposite behaviour at
Hc for longitudinal (jump of S(T )) and transverse (drop of S(T )) configurations. The sharp
modifications of the thermopower signal at the metamagnetic transitions H2−3 and Hc will
be studied in detail in subsec. 5.5.2.
Another consequence of the anisotropy may be related to the change of the sing of the
average of thermopower signal at high fields only for the transverse configuration. This sign
change was also observed previously in S(T ) measurements for the transverse configuration
where S(T )trans crosses the zero line of thermopower whereas S(H)long remains negative for
all the field range.
Figure 5.15: Magnetoresistance measurements for transvserse (black) and longitudinal (red) con-
figurations performed at T = 50mK in the [0− 13]T magnetic field range.
Another phenomena only observed for the transverse configuration consists in an increase
of the thermopower signal reaching its maximum at 7T from the low temperature regime up
to T = 8K. Magnetoresistance measurements for transverse (black) and longitudinal (red)
configurations performed at T = 50mK shown in Fig. 5.15 are used to better understand
this anomaly. A small increase of magnetoresistance value with maximum a 5T appears in
the transverse configuration while longitudinal configuration does not present any anomaly.
This is in agreement with S(H) measurements. However, these two maximums are decoupled.
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We cannot conclude about this, but we consider this can be due to the fact that the system
is in the quantum oscillations regime (ωcτ >> 1). In this regime, the weight of each orbit
plays a significant role in the total conductance contribution. In addition, thermopower
depends on the weighting of the conductance of each orbit with a non linear relation; therefore,
thermopower can present this increase with delay. We also note the strong different behaviour
of the evolution of magnetoresistance for transverse and longitudinal configurations.
Fermi Surface of CeRh2Si2
To get the information of the Fermi surface properties of CeRh2Si2, we performed a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of the Seebeck signal. The analysis of the FFT, which corresponds
to the spectrum of the Fermi surface, gives the extremal orbits fi of the Fermi surface and
its size through the Onsager relation Si = (2pie/~c)fi. The spectrum also shows the relative
relevance of the different orbits through the relative amplitudes of each branch in the FFT.
The relative weight of the orbits also depends on the effective magnetic field, Heff , of the
FFT window.
As expected from the analysis of Fig.5.14, the spectrum for the longitudinal configuration
shows less branches and lower amplitudes than the spectrum of the transverse configuration at
similar temperatures. This is due to the lower quality of the longitudinal sample. Accordingly
to that, we perform the analysis of the topology of the Fermi surface (cyclotron mass, Dingle
temperature and mean free path) only in the transverse configuration experiments.
In Fig.5.16, the spectrum for the AF2 phase of CeRh2Si2 for the highest quality sample
(transverse configuration) is shown. No oscillations have been observed in the spectrum for
the AF3 and PPM phases. In the AF3 phase, we could not follow the frequencies due to the
small size of the window of the FFT (the FFT window of the AF3 phase is [25.8 − 26.3]T,
which is smaller than 1T). In the case of the PPM phase, we could not observe the branches of
this Fermi surface due to three effects: first, the thermal gradient in this phase collapses thus,
the amplitude of VSeebeck is strongly suppressed; second, the noise increases for H > 20T and
may mask the low amplitude of the VSeebeck; third, thermopower measurements are performed
at T > 450mK. Only one branch with F = 16kT at T < 50mK associated to a high effective
mass has been reported [Sheikin, 2013]. Therefore, so high temperature for thermopower
analysis of the PPM phase can destroy ωcτ  1 condition. Thus, our analysis of the Fermi
surface is focused on the AF2 phase of CeRh2Si2 for the transverse configuration.
The spectrum of the AF2 phase for a FFT window of [12− 25]T obtained from the lowest
temperature isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H)T=468mK is shown in Fig.5.16. The
upper panel corresponds to the complete spectrum of the AF2 phase in which we indicate the
main frequency and its harmonics and the lower panel is a zoom concerning only the first
harmonics of the previous spectrum. Thermopower was sensitive up to the fourth harmonic
of the main branch, ν. Concerning the first harmonics, thermopower detected the frequencies
of the Fermi surface listed in Table 5.1. We verified that thermopower branches are in good
agreement with the branches measured by dHvA technique ([Araki et al., 2001]) although
thermopower measurements cannot detect the low frequencies of the Fermi surface of the AF2
state. The frequencies which correspond to dHvA frequencies shown in literature are called
with the dHvA name. However, thermopower is more sensitive to the high frequencies of the
Fermi surface. The frequencies corresponds to new orbits of the AF2 Fermi surface except
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Figure 5.16: Spectrum of the AF2 phase of CeRh2Si2 for a FFT window of [12 − 25]T obtained
from isothermal thermopower measurements performed at T = 468mK. In the upper panel we show
the main frequency ν and its harmonics and in the down pannel a zoom of the first harmonics of the
AF2 phase. The orbits of CeRh2Si2 are indicated by dHvA names and by arrows (new frequencies).
for the frequencies 387T and 1505T. A proof of that is that these frequencies are not second
harmonics of the other orbits. We will discuss the origin of the frequencies 387T and 1505T
later in this subsection.
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Frequencies of the AF2 phase (T)
orbit by dHvA by S(H)
[13− 16.9]T [12− 25]T
l 44
k 56
j 66 61
77
α
′′
81
γ 137
γ
′
184 194
ε 327 324
387
440
520
727
c 804 870
µ 1160 1249
1422
1505
1587
1693
ν 1770 1768
a 7560
Table 5.1: List of the orbits of the AF2 phase obtained from dHvA measurements (ref.
[Araki et al., 2001]) and from S(H)| measurements at T = 468mK for the transverse configuration.
Higher frequency values for γ
′
, c and µ branches were detected by thermopower than by
dHvA measurements. For j and ε branches, lower thermopower frequencies in comparison to
dHvA frequencies were obtained. These frequency disparity between thermopower and dHvA
are the consequence of a tilt on the thermopower sample between the c-axis, the easy axis of
the compound along which the intrinsic magnetic moments of the system are orientated, and
the external magnetic field. From the dHvA frequency angle dependence shown in Fig.5.17
-left- with dHvA frequencies in black symbols and thermopower orbits in red symbols, we
estimate that the shift in frequencies corresponds to an angle between 4 − 8o from the [001]
direction to the [100]. No evidence of the tilt has been observed for the main orbit ν because
the frequency of this branch remains the same for small angles. To finish, we point out that
as a consequence of the tilt, we cannot observe the a branch with frequency 7560T because
this branch vanishes rapidly when the magnetic field turns from [001] direction to [100]. In
Fig.5.17, we also show the branches observed by SdH effect in [8−13.4]T and [10−13.4]T FFT
windows by blue and dark cyan symbols, respectively. We remark that SdH also observed
more frequencies than dHvA but less than thermopower quantum oscillations and that these
new frequencies are similar to the thermopower orbits.
To determine the evolution of the orbits with the effective field, Heff , we analyze the
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Figure 5.17: Comparison between the orbits of the AF2 phase of CeRh2Si2 detected by dHvA (in
black), SdH (in blue) and thermopower quantum oscillations (in red).
evolution of the spectrum of the AF2 phase as a function of Heff . For that, we performed
several FFTs with a 0.039 1/T FFT window in 1/H; the constant FFT window size has as
objective to keep the same resolution for each spectrum. This window is shifted along the
[8 − 25.5]T magnetic field range with a step of 0.002 1/T. The ensemble of the obtained
spectrum reflects how the increase of Heff from [7.9 − 15.9]T affects the amplitude of the
orbits of the Fermi surface (see Fig.5.18).
Complementary to Fig.5.18, we plotted the frequencies as a function Heff (see Fig.5.19).
We observe that the main frequency of the AF2 phase, the frequency ν, does not depend on
Heff . The frequencies µ and γ
′
show at low values ofHeff a small shift to lower frequencies and
above Heff > 12T, the frequencies remain invariant. To finish, we observed the appearance of
new frequencies at high magnetic fields, Heff & 11T, such as 387T, 440T, 520T, 727T, 1422T,
1505T, 1587T or 1693T. The last one, 1693T, seems to be a split of the main frequency, ν as
we will explain at the end of this subsection.
Surprisingly, for Heff > 13T, the increase of the amplitude of the main orbit ν, 1768T,
is not any more increasing in a orderly way with Heff . Unexpectedly, a decrease of the
amplitude of the ν orbit at high fields is observed. We suggest that this is related to the
strong increment of the scattering at high fields close to Hc that induces an increase of TD.
This is in agreement with the high magnetoresistance presented in resistivity measurements
shown in ref. [Knafo et al., 2010].
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Figure 5.18: Spectrums of the AF2 phase by increasing effective fields, Heff . Heff increases from
pink to green color. The spectrums are determined for a FFT window of 0.039 1/T which was swept
from 8T to 25.4T with a step of 0.002 1/T.
To obtain the effective mass, m∗, of the carriers of each orbit, the variation of the amplitude
for each individual branch with temperature is analyzed. First, we analyze m∗ for the same
FFT window as dHvA effect (FFT window [13 − 16.9]T). We notice that the spectrum of
thermopower quantum oscillations do not observed all the frequencies of the Fermi surface
as it was embodied in the analysis of Fig.5.18. The m∗ determined for [13 − 16.9]T FFT
window are shown in Table 5.2 in which m∗ is expressed in units of m0, the free electron
mass. We observe that m∗ for dHvA and thermopower quantum oscillations are of the same
order of magnitude, except for γ
′
orbit. We suggest that the small differences for most of the
frequencies are due to the different temperature range as thermopower temperature range is
one order of magnitude higher than the one of dHvA effect. In the case of γ
′
orbit we cannot
understand the physical origin of this strong difference unless our frequency of γ
′
corresponds
to the γ dHvA orbit.
FFTs at higher magnetic fields were performed to determine the completely Fermi surface
of CeRh2Si2. In Fig.5.20, the amplitude evolution of the frequencies with temperature is
shown for the [12 − 25]T FFT window. We note that the temperatures shown in this figure
correspond to the average of the temperature of the sample in the FFT range. The amplitude
of the orbits decreases with temperature and is rapidly suppressed between 1K and 3K. The
FFT spectrum for T > 3K are close to the noise level and it is for that reason we will use
the first five temperatures to determine m∗. The effective masses obtained are listed in Table
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Figure 5.19: Evolution of TEP orbits as a function of Heff obtained for a FFT window size of
0.039 1/T wept from [8− 25.5]T.
5.2. We observe that the m∗ of the orbits determined by thermopower measurements are
similar to the m∗ obtained by the dHvA effect with the exception of γ
′
orbit. Here, the small
differences can come from the different size of the FFT window and then, the different Heff of
the FFT. The second possibility of these differences is related to the appearance of new bands
in the high field range, as we have observed in Figs.5.18 and 5.19, that may modify the values
of the m∗ of the different branches. Comparing the m∗ obtained by thermopower quantum
oscillations for [13− 16.9]T and [12− 25]T FFT windows, we notice an increase of the values
for ε, c and ν; µ orbit remains unchanged and the 440T and 1587T orbits show a decrease of
their values at high fields where more than one new orbit appears with frequencies close to
these branches. We conclude that the increase of the m∗ of the main bands is in agreement
with the increase of the A coefficient [Knafo et al., 2010].
The Dingle temperature TD of CeRh2Si2 is also obtained from the field dependence of the
amplitude. The size of the FFT window was fixed at 0.039 1/T which corresponds to the size
of the FFT window used for the analysis of the m∗ (see Fig.5.18). Taking into account the field
dependence of the orbits as shown in Fig.5.19, we adapted for each orbit the magnetic field
range to determine TD. The temperature of the sample was calculated for each FFT because
the temperature depends on the field range. Thus, these modifications were taken into account
to determine TD and the mean free path, l. Both were determined in the same conditions. The
obtained values for transverse configuration are listed in Table 5.3. There are large differences
between TD and l of the dHvA sample and our sample. The quality comparison is focused
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Figure 5.20: FFT spectrum of the AF2 phase for different temperatures. The spectrums are deter-
mined for the [12− 25]T FFT window for the transverse configuration.
on the analysis of the l parameter. For example, we note that the main frequency ν presents
almost double l for the dHvA effect than for the sample we studied. From this comparison,
we could suggest that the quality of the dHvA sample was higher. Nevertheless, thermopower
quantum oscillations technique is able to observe more frequencies than the dHvA effect which
contradicts the fact that ldHvA > lS(H). Therefore, these differences on the determined values
of l are the consequence of the temperatures at which we perform the analysis. In dHvA
effect, this analysis is performed at T (dHvA) = 28.5mK while for thermopower it is done
at Tavg(S) = 486mK. The strong difference in temperature does not allow us to perform a
precisely comparison about the differences of quality between these samples.
We also calculated TD and l of ν orbit for the longitudinal configuration. The values
are TD(ν)long = 1.78 ± 0.08K and l(ν)long = 850 ± 50A˚. This l(ν)long value is smaller than
l(ν)trans.Thus, the c-long configuration sample presents lower quality than the a-long configu-
ration sample. This difference of quality was enough to not be able to follow all the frequencies
of the Fermi surface and to have lower amplitudes as indicated at the beginning of the section.
The high applied magnetic field modified the Fermi surface of the system in such a way
that some orbits of the Fermi surface could be coupled. As a consequence, new frequencies
concerning this coupling can be determined. This mix of orbits can be understood in terms
of the schema shown in Fig.5.21 (left). In this schema, two independent Fermi surfaces are
represented (orbit1 in red and orbit2 in black). At high fields, these two Fermi surfaces are
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m∗(m0) of the AF2 phase
orbit by dHvA by S(H) by S(H)
[13− 16.9]T [13− 16.9]T [12− 25]T
l 0.43
k 0.41
j 0.39
77 0.26
α
′′
1.4
γ 0.45
γ
′
1.4 0.64 0.45
ε 1.9 1.8 2.7
387 2.76
440 5.0 3.5
520 4.0
727 3.0
c 4.9 4.1 4.8
µ 3.7 5.0 4.9
1422 3.9
1505 3.5
1587 4.0 2.5
1693 3.4
ν 2.4 1.9 2.2
a 6.4
Table 5.2: List of cyclotron masses of the orbits of the AF2 phase obtained from dHvA measure-
ments of ref. [Araki et al., 2001] and from isothermal thermopower measurements for the transverse
configuration.
coupled and the intersection of the areas of the Fermi surfaces defines a new frequency “a”. In
this new situation, thermopower quantum oscillations technique can measure the frequencies:
orbit1, orbit1 + a and orbit1 + 2a =orbit2. This phenomenon is called magnetic breakdown
[Shoenberg, 1984]. We note that the amplitude of this new frequency orbit1 + a do not be
larger than the amplitude of the orbit1 and orbit2 and the m∗ must be between m∗1 and m
∗
2. In
our sample, this magnetic breakdown has been observed for the frequencies 387T and 1505T
as shown in Fig.5.21 (right). The orbit 387T is due to the intersection of  and 440T orbits
with a ∼ 60T. The intersection of 1422T and 1587T orbits causes the 1505T frequency that
can be expressed as (1422 + a)T with a = 82T, the Fermi surface of the interception. In
addition, the magnetic breakdown of these orbits is also supported by the fact that the m∗ of
these orbits have an intermediate value of the m∗ of the extreme orbits; i.e., m∗1 and m
∗
2.
As we have pointed out before, the main frequency ν seems to present a spin dependence
of the effective mass at high magnetic fields, Heff > 11T. At high fields, the ratio m
∗
↑/m
∗
↓ will
diverge from 1 when ~2k2F/2m∗ ' µBmgB, with m the total angular momentum, g the Lande
g-factor and B the total applied magnetic field. The orbits with low m∗ will not be affected
against the orbit with high m∗ which will appear at high fields with a lower frequency (shrink
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TD and l of the orbits of AF2 phase
orbit dHvA Thermopower
(T) TD(K) l (A˚) TD(K) l (A˚)
l
k
j
77 - -
α
′′
γ 2.87 700
γ
′
0.42 1770 8.4± 0.4 250± 10
ε 0.42 1760
387 0.96± 0.06 560± 30
440 1.18± 0.03 380± 10
520 0.74± 0.06 580± 50
727 2.5± 0.1 270± 10
c 0.55± 0.03 1000± 50
µ 0.39 1870 0.94± 0.03 580± 20
1422 0.9± 0.1 800± 100
1505 - -
1587 1.76± 0.06 690± 20
1693 0.45± 0.05 1800± 100
ν 0.66 2050 1.05± 0.06 1150± 80
a 0.78 1540
Table 5.3: List of Dingle temperatures and mean free paths of the orbits of the AF2 phase obtained
from the dHvA measurements of ref. [Araki et al., 2001] and from the isothermal thermopower mea-
surements for transverse configuration.
of the Fermi surface). We observe that ν orbit splits into two orbits 1693T and 1768T (see
Figs.5.18 and 5.19). The splitting is supported by (i) the huge relative amplitude difference of
these two orbits, 1768T orbit presents a larger amplitude than 1693T orbit; (ii) the appearance
of 1693T orbit at high fields; (iii) the effective masses of these two orbits, m∗1693T = 3.4m0
and m∗ν = 2.1m0, being m
∗
1693T higher than the m
∗
ν by a factor 1.7 and (iv) the existence of
a dephasing at high fields of the ν frequency. In Fig.5.22, we show S(H) for T = 1.04K and
T = 3.16K in the field range of [18.8−20.5]T. In this field window, we notice there is a shift of
pi on the signal of S(H)|T=3.16K respect to the S(H)|T=1.04K . This shift corresponds to a shift
of the ν orbit of the AF2 phase of CeRh2Si2. Therefore, it may be attributed to a change of
the weight of the spin-up and spin-down Fermi surfaces at high fields. The same phenomenon
was observed in the compound CeRu2Si2 in which the dephasing was understood as a zero
spin-splitting condition [Takashita et al., 1996]. We conclude that ν orbit splits into a spin-up
and spin-down branches at high fields and the spin-down Fermi surface is the one with higher
m∗ and lower frequency.
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Figure 5.21: The schema of magnetic breakdown is represented on the left figure. This schema
shows two independent orbits and their interception. The different orbits that can be detected in this
situation are represented below. A zoom of the parts of the spectrum of the AF2 phase of CeRh2Si2
corresponding to the magnetic breakdown situations are shown on the right figure. In this spectrum
the magnetic breakdown of the orbits 387T and 1505T are represented. The arrows are used as a
guide for the eye to show the size of the “a” orbit for each magnetic breakdown, blue for 387T and
red for 1505T.
Figure 5.22: Isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H)|T , at high magnetic fields for transverse
configurations at T = 1.04K (black curve) and T = 3.16K (red curve).
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Thermopower Quantum Oscillations against traditional probes
We highlight that thermopower is a good probe to analyze the Fermi surface of a system
through the quantum oscillations thanks to its high sensibility to any change of the Fermi
surface. In this subsection, we have compared the branches obtained by thermopower quantum
oscillations and the branches obtained by dHvA measurements for samples, ideally, with
comparable sample quality. We conclude that the results of both techniques are similar.
However, if we compare the signal of thermopower quantum oscillations and dHvA, we notice
that thermopower oscillations are directly observable without removing any background as the
amplitude of the oscillations is larger than the absolute value of the signal of thermopower. We
can notice that thermopower oscillations appear even at temperatures one order of magnitude
higher than dHvA oscillations and more frequencies have been observed by thermopower
quantum oscillations as well as orbits due to magnetic breakdown.
The disadvantages of thermopower quantum oscillations in relation to the dHvA measure-
ments are: (i) the higher value of the lowest temperature of the measurements (500mK instead
of 30mK), (ii) the variation of the average temperature of the sample as a consequence of the
variation of the thermal conductivity of the sample.
5.5.2 Metamagnetic Transitions
We analyze isothermal thermopower measurements S(H) of CeRh2Si2 for transverse and
longitudinal configurations to determine the suppression o the AF state.
In Figs.5.23 and 5.24, S(H) measurements in the high field range, H & 22T, are shown.
For temperatures lower than TTCP , we observe the suppression of the AF state in a two-step
transition. The transitions are AF2-AF3 and AF3-PPM and both are first order. Above
TTCP , the domain AF1 is suppressed into a PPM phase in one step transition. This transition
is a second order type. We analyze the specifications of this transition for transverse and
longitudinal configurations separately.
For the transverse configuration (see Fig.5.23), AF2-AF3 and AF3-PPM transitions are
step-like. They are characterized by a rapid change in the absolute value of the Seebeck
coefficient and by an hysteric behaviour because of the first order nature of the transitions.
Moreover, these transitions show an opposite thermopower behaviour in the low temperature
regime. AF2-AF3 transition presents an increase in the thermopower signal whereas AF3-PPM
transition shows a drop in thermopower. In addition, the variation of thermopower is higher
at the AF3-PPM transition than at the AF2-AF3 one. In the [3−6]K range, the thermopower
jump at AF3-PPM transition increases with temperature while the one of AF2-AF3 transition
decreases. For 6K < T < TTCP temperature range, thermopower changes its evolution into an
increase of thermopower in the AF2-AF3 transition. For T > 15K, we observe only one step
transition in S(H)|T=cts and above 17K= TTCP , the transition, AF1-PPM, becomes broad
and the broadening marks the suppression of the AF order by a second order transition. The
field dependence of the transition is characterized by a shift to lower values at T > 8K. The
thermopower evolution of the AF3 phase shows an increase of thermopower signal S(H) with
field at low temperatures. In the [3− 6]K range, thermopower becomes constant for the first
half of the field window of the AF3 phase and decreases in the second half of the field window
of this phase. At T > 8K, the magnetic field window of the AF3 transition shrinks and ends
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Figure 5.23: Evolution of the metamagnetic transitions, AF2-AF3 and AF3-PM, at high magnetic
fields for the transverse configuration obtained from S(H) measurements.
up at TTCP .
Figure 5.24: S(H) measuremtns at high fields for longitudinal configuration. The metamagnetic
transitions, AF2-AF3 and AF3-PPM, at high field are shown. The orange area shows the evolution
of the AF3 phase.
For the longitudinal configuration (see Fig.5.24), we observe that AF2-AF3 and AF3-PPM
transitions are characterized by a rapid modification of the thermopower signal. These rapid
modifications consist in a drop of thermopower for the AF2-AF3 and an increase for the AF3-
PM metamagnetic transitions. The hysteresis in thermopower signal marks the first order
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character of the transitions. We notice that the jump of thermopower the AF2-AF3 transition
increases with temperature whereas the jump of the AF3-PPM transition decreases. The
orange area of the figure shows the temperature and field evolution of the AF3 phase. For
T > 8K, AF3 phase is shifted to lower fields as temperature increases and for T > 12K, the
field range of the AF3 phase starts to decrease vanishing at TTCP ∼ 18K. Above TTCP , only
one transition was observed. Moreover, this transition does not present hysteresis, then it
corresponds to the AF1-PPM second order transition.
Transverse and longitudinal behaviours at the metamagnetic transitions depend strongly
in the orientation of the thermal gradient with the crystallographic orientations contrary to
the isotropic behaviour at low temperatures without field. At H = Hc, transverse and longi-
tudinal configuration showed just opposite thermopower behaviour at the lowest temperature
measurements. Transverse configuration presents a drop of thermopower signal while longi-
tudinal configuration presents an increase of the signal. Nevertheless, the magnetic field of
the transitions, H2−3 and Hc, are independent of the configurations as well as the vanishing
of the AF3 phase at TTCP . Both configurations show a similar themopower behaviour with
temperature at the PM phase which is characterized by the decrease of the absolute value
with temperature and both configurations present the collapse of the lines in the TTCP as
shown in the (T,H) phase diagrams of Fig.5.26.
Other probes
In this subsection, we compare thermopower to other probes that were performed at high
fields to determine the nature of the suppression of the AF state. These other probes are
magnetoresistance measurements shown in Fig.5.25 a), the relative length expansion shown
in Fig.5.25 b) and magnetostriction shown in Fig.5.25 c) with the relative length expansion
as ∆Lc/Lc and the magnetostriction as λc = 1/Lc × ∂Lc/∂(µ0H) [Knafo et al., 2010]. These
measurements were performed in a sample with quality RRR ∼ 60.
Figure 5.25: Magnetoresistance measurements a), the relative length expansion along the c-
axis b) and magnetostricition measurements c). All the shown measurements are taken from ref.
[Knafo et al., 2010].
The strong variation of the thermopower signal at H2−3 is related to an expansion of the
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c-axis of the lattice, thus a decrease in the correlations between the Ce-basal planes. As a
result, an increase of the localization of the magnetic moment appears in the AF3 phase that
are screened by Kondo effect. This transition was not visible for magnetoresistance pulse field
measurements. We suggest that this is due to the extremely high speed in which the pulse
magnetic field is applied and the low magnetic field range in which the AF3 phase exists.
At the metamagnetic transition Hc, a second increase in the length of the lattice along the
c-axis is observed which matches to the sharp drop of the magnetoresistance value, ρ(H). Just
below Hc, ρ(H) reaches its maximum value pointing out that the system becomes polarized
above Hc. Comparing ρ(H) to S(H), we note that S(H) also shows a strong modification
in the absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient at the transition. This abrupt change of the
thermopower signal at Hc indicates that this transition is discontinuous, hence first order.
Moreover, this strong modification in the value of ρ(H) is associated with a reconstruction of
the Fermi surface as has been detected by torque measurements [Sheikin, 2013]. Thermopower
quantum oscillations also support the hypothesis of the reconstruction of the Fermi surface
at Hc because the orbits of the AF phase at the metamagnetic transition are completely
suppressed in the PPM phase.
5.5.3 Phase Diagram
In this section, the (T,H) phase diagrams of CeRh2Si2 determined by temperature dependence
of the thermopower, S(T ), and the isothermal thermopower measurements S(H)|T are shown
for transverse (Fig.5.26 - left graph) and longitudinal (Fig.5.26 - right graph) configurations.
We determine TAF1−AF2 and TN from S(T )|H measurements as we showed in the subsect. 5.4.1.
The H2−3, Hc and H1−PPM are obtained from S(H)|T measurements shown in subsec. 5.5.2.
In the case of the transverse configuration, we could also follow the HAF1−AF2 metamagnetic
transition in S(H)|T measurements.
Figure 5.26: (T,H) phase diagram obtained from S(H)|T and S(T )|H measurements for transverse
(left graph) and longitudinal (right graph) configurations.
Both phase diagrams, transverse and longitudinal, are almost the same. TAF1−AF2 (violet
symbols) and TN (orange symbols) follow the same temperature variation against field and the
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variation is in agreement with published results [Knafo et al., 2010]. The H2−3 (blue symbols),
Hc (cyan symbols) describe first order lines and the HAF1−PPM (green symbols) describes a
second order line. All of them evolve in a similar way. A small difference of the temperature
of the tricritical point (TCP) exists between these configurations. TTCP is slightly smaller in
the transverse configuration than in the longitudinal one. The difference may be due to the
different quality of the sample. Nevertheless, the collapse at the tricritical point of the former
H-lines is a common characteristic for transverse and longitudinal configurations, and then
quality independent.
Figure 5.27: (T,H) phase diagram for the longitudinal configuration of CeRh2Si2 in the high field
range obtained from isothermal thermopower measurements, S(H)|T .
We could follow the HAF1−AF2 transition for the transverse configuration contrary to the
longitudinal configuration. Two HAF1−AF2 points were obtained in the transverse phase di-
agram (pink symbols) as TCP has a lower temperature for this configuration than for the
longitudinal one. The fact that we could observe the HAF1−AF2 transition for transverse con-
figuration suggests that the signature of this anomaly in field, HAF1−AF2 , might be linked to
the tricritical point. Indeed, from a theoretical point of view, the line defined by TAF1−AF2
(at low fields) and HAF1−AF2 (at high fields) must intercept at least with one of the other
lines (TN , H2−3) because it is not possible to transform continuously the magnetic structure
of the AF1 phase into the magnetic structure of the AF2 phase and viceversa. From an ex-
perimental point of view, the most probable is that the line ends up the TCP generating a
multi-critical point. Nevertheless, the other possibility is the interception with the TN line.
The nature of TAF1−AF2 is first order under fields up to 9T. However, for H > 9T, we could
say nothing. HAF1−AF2 points are determined from S(H) measurements and the tangential
way of measuring this phase transition gives broad signatures even if the transition is a first
order type.
The hysteresis of the first order transitions measured by S(H) are shown in Fig.5.27 in
which we represent only the high magnetic field range phase diagram. The orange and green
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areas for H2−3 and Hc transitions, respectively, indicate the evolution of the hysteresis with
temperature. The hysteresis increases as temperature reaches 0.
5.6 Thermopower under Pressure
In this section, we study the evolution of the Seebeck coefficient of CeRh2Si2 as a function of
pressure when the thermal gradient is applied along the a-axis.
We follow precisely the suppression of the AF domain with the piston cylinder pressure
cell setup. The analysis of the band contributions to the thermopower at low temperatures
was shown. A comparison between the different thermopower anomalies and the modifica-
tions observed by dHvA under pressure was performed. We also performed thermopower
measurements in the paramagnetic phase of CeRh2Si2 for the transverse configuration (J ‖ a
and H ‖ c) using the Bridgman pressure cell.
5.6.1 Piston Cylinder Pressure Cell
Thermopower under Pressure
The suppression of the AF domain of CeRh2Si2 with pressure is analyzed by thermopower as a
function of temperature, S(T ). This analysis is shown in Fig.5.28. The black curve represents
S(T ) measured at ambient pressure by the “One heater-Two thermometers” technique. As
shown in Subsec. 5.4.1, S(T ) curve shows a first order transition from AF2 to AF1 state at
TAF1−AF2 = 24K and a second order transition from AF1 to PM state at TN = 36K. The
Figure 5.28: Thermopower as a function of temperature for transverse configuration at P = 0
(black curve) and P = 0.2kbar (green curve) obtained by “One heater-Two thermometers” and “RTG”
techniques, respectively.
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green curve shows S(T ) at low pressure, P = 0.2kbar, obtained by “RTG Technique”. The
comparison between these S(T ) curves performed at P = 0 and under pressure allow us
to conclude about the good agreement between the absolute thermopower values of those
techniques. Therefore, this validates the pressure setup to obtain absolute values of S(T )
under pressure. Moreover, we also observe that pressure tunes the transitions, TAF1−AF2 and
TN , towards lower temperatures.
CeRh2Si2 Phase Diagram under Pressure
To determine the (T, P ) phase diagram of CeRh2Si2, we performed thermopower measurement
as a function of temperature, S(T ), in the different pressure regimes (AF2, AF1 and PM
phases) with thermal gradient along the a-axis in the temperature range of [2 − 55]K (see
Fig.5.29).
• For P < P ′c , the suppression of the AF2 and AF1 phases is observed. As pressure in-
creases, the drop of S(T ) corresponding to the AF1-AF2 transition becomes smaller and
TAF1−AF2 decreases. At P > 4kbar, the signature of the AF1-AF2 transition cannot
be identified by thermopower measurements in the temperature range of our measure-
ments. In relation to the AF1-PM transition, we observe that this transition corresponds
to a minimum at low pressure. For P > 3kbar, the AF1-PM transition becomes a step
like transition and two temperatures, just below the step and the maximum above the
step, define the width of the transition. We also verify the suppression of the TN with
pressure.
• In the regime P ′c < P < Pc, the evolution of the AF1-PM transition was followed. At
low temperature, S(T ) becomes positive when the system was far from the magnetic
transitions, P
′
c and Pc. For pressures around the P
′
c and Pc; i.e., the suppression of
the AF1 and the AF2 phases respectively, S(T ) signal is dominated by the magnetic
fluctuations related to the instabilities of the AF state and becomes negative.
• For P > Pc, if the applied pressure to the compound is high enough to be far from
the instabilities related to the suppression of the ordered state, S(T ) becomes positive
for all the temperature range. Else, S(T ) is led by the spin/valence fluctuations and
S(T ) is negative in the low temperature regime. At high enough pressure, we recover
the usual S(T ) behaviour for the Kondo Ce-family in the PM phase; a positive Seebeck
coefficient in the low temperature range [Amato and Sierro, 1985].
We performed some S(T ) measurements, at least one for each phase and close to the AF
transitions, in the dilution temperature regime. We verify that, for pressures close to the AF
transitions, thermopower does not show divergence and goes to 0 when T → 0. A deeper
analysis of the influence of the instabilities in thermopower will be done in the following
sub-subsection.
The temperature transitions determined from S(T ) curves as a function of pressure, TN
and TAF1−AF2 , are shown in the (T, P ) phase diagram of Fig.5.30. The blue symbols of the
(T, P ) phase diagram of CeRh2Si2 represent the AF1-PM transition and the blue error bars
show the width of the AF1-PM transition. The green symbols represent the AF1-AF2 tran-
sition and their error bars represent the temperature error of the TAF1−AF2 line. In grey
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Figure 5.29: S(T ) curves of CeRh2Si2 with thermal gradient along the a-axis in the P < P
′
c (top),
P
′
c < P < Pc(middle) and P < Pc (bottom) pressure ranges. The arrows indicate the transitions.
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symbols, we show the phase diagram obtained from magnetoresistance and neutron mea-
surements. The TN line and the superconducting domain were determined by resistivity
measurements [Araki et al., 2002] and TAF1−AF2 was determined by neutron measurements
[Kawarazaki et al., 2000]. TAF1−AF2 and TN determined by thermopower follow the same be-
haviour than the ones determined by magnetoresistance and neutron measurements. From
the thermopower TN line, we estimate that Pc is located at P ∼ 1.08kbar. Thermopower
could not follow TAF1−AF2 above 4kbar. The value of P
′
c from the TAF1−AF2 was estimated
by the comparison of the shape of this curve to the one obtained by neutrons measurements.
To finish, I remark that the quality of the sample we measured, RRR ∼ 10, was too low to
present the superconducting domain.
Figure 5.30: (T, P ) phase diagram of CeRh2Si2. In blue, the AF1-PM transition is shown and the
AF2-AF1 transition is indicated by green symbols. The grey symbols show the (T, P ) phase diagram
determined in [Araki et al., 2002].
CeRh2Si2: Main Bands’ Contribution under Pressure
We analyze the evolution of the contribution of the main bands to the thermopower signal
under pressure at T = 3K. We note that T = 3K is a rather high temperature. Nevertheless,
the Fermi liquid behaviour appears in a large temperature range TmaxFL = [7 − 10]K. Under
pressure, TFL reaches its temperature upper limit at Pc [Araki et al., 2002]. Thus, the analysis
of the main band contribution under pressure is performed in the Fermi liquid regime of the
system although the high temperature of the analysis. For that, we compare S/T as a function
of pressure (see Fig.5.31 -left) and we link the modifications in the thermopower signal to the
observed changes in the pressure dependence of the dHvA frequencies (see Fig.5.31 -right).
In Fig.5.31 -left, S/T (P ) behaviour with thermal gradient along the a-axis at T = 3K is
shown. In the AF2 phase, thermopower is negative and increases slowly with pressure. At the
magnetic transition between AF2-AF1 phases, P
′
c , a change in the sign of the thermopower
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Figure 5.31: Evolution of S/T at T = 3K as a function of pressure (left figure). Pressure depen-
dence of the dHvA frequencies obtained from ref. [Settai et al., 2003] (right figure).
occurs. This indicates that the AF2-AF1 transition is discontinuous. The Brillouin zone
(BZ) changes due to the modifications in the AF phase. This is supported by the dHvA
measurements that observe the suppression of the low frequencies (κ, ζ and O bands) at P
′
c
(see Fig.5.31 -right). The change of the sign might be related to the vanishing of κ, ζ and
O bands, electronic-like bands, and the appearance of new hole-like bands, q, p and r, in the
AF1 domain. However, we cannot conclude if d and pi bands are hole-like or electron-like
because the sign change at P
′
c is certainly influenced by the new branches that appear in
the AF1 phase. We can conclude that the addition of the contributions of each band to the
thermopower signal is positive in the AF1 phase. For pressures in the vicinity of Pc; e.g.,
pressures close to the suppression of the AF order, we observe that thermopower is strongly
influenced by the spin and valence fluctuations of the quantum critical point that induce a
negative strong contribution to the thermopower signal. As a result, thermopower decreases
strongly and reaches its minimum value at Pc. Above Pc and far from the QCP, thermopower
becomes positive in the PM domain and shows the normal behaviour for Kondo Ce-based
compounds. DHvA measurements show that this transition also causes a strong change of
the Fermi surface [Settai et al., 2003]. All the frequencies of the AF phase disappear at Pc
and three new higher frequencies appear in the paramagnetic state. The total thermopower
contribution in the PM phase is positive, then the total electronic contribution is hole-like.
S/T increases in the PM phase with pressure. The nature of this Fermi surface reconstruction
was not observed in thermopower measurements as it is coupled to the quantum fluctuations
of the QCP which dominates the signal.
We have also analyzed S/T as a function of pressure at T = 10K for the same thermal
gradient configuration, J ‖ a (see Fig.5.32). We observed that S/T increases with pressure
from negative values to positive in the AF2 state and at the AF1-AF2 transition, a sudden
change of the sign of the thermopower appears. In the AF1 state, thermopower remains
constant. At the AF1-PM transition, contrary to what we expect, thermopower does not
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reflect the strong Fermi surface reconstruction at Pc and the transition was referenced as
second order. The magnetic fluctuations related to the QCP were also not observed in the
vicinity of Pc. This is in agreement with the relative high temperature of the analysis as the
magnetic fluctuations are expected to be observed in the TN/10 temperature range. In the
paramagnetic state, S/T increases with pressure.
Figure 5.32: Evolution of S/T at T = 10K as a function of pressure.
5.6.2 Bridgman Pressure Cell
In this section, we study the thermopower behaviour under pressure and under magnetic field
of CeRh2Si2. The configuration inside the Bridgman cell is: thermal gradient applied along the
a-axis and magnetic field along the c-axis. This configuration allows to cover the space between
(T,H) and (T, P ) phase diagrams obtaining a complete (T, P,H) phase diagram. Analyzing
S(H) and S(T ) under pressure, we may understand the relation between the suppression
of the AF phase by pressure and by magnetic field and in turn the relation between the
paramagnetic and the polarized paramagnetic phases. The key point is to understand how
pressure and magnetic field external parameters convert the ordered state into non-ordered
states.
Previous magnetoresistance measurements under pressure, performed by Knafo at LNCMI-
Toulouse, demonstrated that the transition from the PM to the PPM is really large and it is
located at fields around 50T for the pressure we studied.
In the first loading of the Bridgman pressure cell, the system reached P = 14kbar and
the AF order of the compound was suppressed for this pressure value. As a consequence, we
performed only thermopower studies in the PM phase through the PPM phase (see the green
line of the (T, P,H) phase diagram shown in Fig.5.33). S(T ) measurements carried out in the
PM phase of CeRh2Si2 are shown in Fig.5.34. We observed that for this pressure the system
is almost out of the influence of the magnetic fluctuations appearing at the Pc which do not
depend on increasing the magnetic field. For the applied magnetic fields, up to 9T, the PM
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Figure 5.33: Schematic (T, P,H) phase diagram of CeRh2Si2. The green arrow shows the ther-
mopower measurements performed using the Bridgman pressure cell.
phase does not show any change. Then, the Fermi surface change from PM to PPM phases
does not occur progressively from the low field regime. We notice that even if this transition
is very large, at 9T we are far from it. Therefore, we did not observe any signature in the
thermopower signal.
Figure 5.34: S(T ) measurements performed in a Bridgman pressure cell (filled symbols) under
pressure and under magnetic field. S(T ) measurements obtained in the piston cylinder pressure cell
(open symbols) are shown to compare both pressure setups.
To finish, we observe the agreement of thermopower measurements under pressure per-
formed in the piston cylinder and in the Bridgman pressure cells. They present similar
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thermopower absolute values and similar evolution of the thermopower behaviour with tem-
perature.
Lower pressures could not be applied to the system to study the suppression of the AF
order by the combination of field and pressure because the Bridgman pressure cell is not
adapted to low pressure regimes.
5.7 Discussion
In this section, we compare the suppression of the AF order by magnetic field and pres-
sure. Isothermal thermopower measurements S(H) as a function of magnetic field revealed
the suppression of the AF domain by a two step transition. The S/T (P ) dependence at
fixed temperature shows a change of the thermopower sign between the two AF phases,
which matches with the suppression of the electron-like bands of the AF2 phase. At Pc, the
spin/valence fluctuations dominates the thermopower signal and mask the signature of the
Fermi surface instability appearing close to Pc. Nevertheless, dHvA measurements under
pressure demonstrate the complete reconstruction of the Fermi surface at Pc.
Figure 5.35: Evolution of S/T as a function of P/Pc (in green) and as a fucntion of H/Hc (in
blue) of CeRh2Si2 at T = 3K.
In Fig.5.35, the evolution of thermopower signal as a function of magnetic field and as a
function of pressure is compared. S/T (H) as a function of H/Hc is shown by the blue curve
and the S/T (P ) as a function of P/Pc by the green curve. Both thermopower behaviours are
represented at T = 3K. We observe from S/T (H/Hc)|T=3K measurement that the magnetic
transition is very sharp at Hc indicating that this is clearly a first order transition. In addition,
the short width of the transition points out that the magnetic fluctuations, which drive the
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transition, are located in a narrow area of the phase diagram and they affect the complete
Fermi surface. Concerning S/T (P/Pc) measurements, we demonstrate that the signature of
the suppression of the AF order in the thermopower signal was dominated by valence/spin
fluctuations associated to this Fermi surface instability. These fluctuations are spread in a
large pressure range and avoid to determine the signature of the first order magnetic transition
at low temperature close to Pc, as expected from the Fermi surface reconstruction indicated by
dHvA measurements. In despite of no signature of this transition was observed in S/T (P/Pc)
study, a strong decrease of T0 value at pressures close to Pc was observed. This strong
decrease of T0 is in agreement with the first order transition in the vicinity of the QCP. The
existence of a QCP and a Fermi surface reconstruction at the same pressure complicates the
analysis of the nature of the transition. We suggest that the transition may be considered
as a weak first order transition as a Fermi surface reconstruction is associated. Then an
unconventional QCP scenario [Miyake and Ikeda, 2006], associated to the discontinuity at
Pc, is proposed to describe the behaviour around this critical pressure. We note that the
spin/valence fluctuations were observed in a large pressure range as they are localized in
space.
The “localized” to “itinerant” duality analyzed in ref. [Hoshino and Kuramoto, 2013] sug-
gest that this duality may also occur at P
′
c in CeRh2Si2 as this compound presents a strong
symmetry at both sides of the transition. The main frequencies remain above the transition
and nearly flat bands are below and above it. In this case, the transition between AF1 and
PM is from an itinerant behaviour to an another itinerant one with a first order nature due
to the strong Fermi surface reconstruction. Moreover, the low pressure and low magnetic field
regime presents a sign change of the S/T (P/Pc) at AF1-AF2 transition that matches with
the sudden increase of S/T (H/Hc) for H/Hc 0 P
′
c/Pc. This signature appears for T < 8K
and supports the [Hoshino and Kuramoto, 2013] description of the Fermi surface transitions
under pressure.
The non-ordered states, PM and PPM for pressure and field dependencies respectively,
present an opposite thermopower behaviour. S/T (H/Hc) measurements present a negative
sign in the PPM whereas S/T (P/Pc) measurements present a positive sign in the PM phase.
In addition, this antagonist phenomenon is reinforced with temperature evolution; i.e., as the
temperature increases, then S/T (H/Hc) becomes more negative while S/T (P/Pc) increases
its thermopower value. Therefore, the Fermi surfaces of the non-ordered states are different.
Field and pressure suppressor mechanisms of the AF state seem to be different from a
thermopower point of view (sharp and negative vs broad and positive). Surprisingly, analysis
of the field dependence of the T 2 term of the resistivity, A(H) coefficient [Knafo et al., 2010],
show that the relative field variation A(A)/Amax as a function of (H − Hc)/Hc mimics the
relative pressure variation A(P )/Amax as a function of (P −Pc)/Pc. Clearly, the thermopower
response in field is dominated by the drastic Fermi surface change which occurs at the well
defined first order transition Hc. By contrast, the good scaling of A/Amax in (H − Hc)/Hc
or (P − Pc)/Pc may reflect the key role of local fluctuations and rather short range of the
intersite magnetic interactions.
Under pressure, the pressure range of fluctuations at the QCP was also analyzed by ther-
mopower. To carry this analysis out, we performed a comparison between normalized ther-
mopower over temperature at 3K, −S/T (3K)|norm, and the
√
Anorm coefficient, A/Amax
1/2,
as a function of P/Pc (see Fig.5.36). Thermopower is represented in dark cyan symbols and
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Figure 5.36: Comparison of the S/Tnorm (dark cyan symbols) and of
√
Anorm coefficient (blue
symbols) obtained from ref. [Boursier, 2005]) as a function of pressure.
the
√
Anorm coefficient is traced in dark blue. In one single band scheme, S/T and
√
A, both
depend linearly with m∗. The pressure range, in which the influence of the fluctuations at
the QCP or the Fermi surface instability is observed in thermopower measurements, has a
similar width that the one of the
√
Anorm coefficient close to Pc of ref. [Boursier, 2005]. We
note that S/T |norm is different than
√
Anorm as S/T is more sensitive to the Fermi surface
changes. The clear signature of the Fermi surface change will only appear by modifica-
tions on the thermopower quantum oscillation frequencies as detected by dHvA experiments
[Araki et al., 2002].
Fig.5.37 shows the comparison as a function of pressure between the residual resistivity
ρ0 and S/T (3K)|norm. We observe that both parameters seems to be in good agreement
as (i) the sharp modification at P
′
c is observed in both quantities and (ii) development of a
localized maximum/minimum value around the critical pressure Pc is correlated. We notice
that this behaviour is as expected due to thermopower is weighted by the value of ρ−10 of
each orbit (S = ΣσiSi
σ
). At P < P
′
c , the increase of the ρ0 value is detected by an increase of
thermopower, then the decrease of ∆ΣσiSi must be smaller than decrease of ∆σ; σi should
only modify light thermopower bands. At P
′
c , we note that ρ decreases and as it is expected
in a simple one band system, S/T increases. In addition, the relative decrease in S/T is
higher than the relative increase of ρ. We suggest the spin/valence fluctuations around the
QCP modify stronger the thermopower signal as it depends not only on σ, but also on its
derivative (Mott formula). Finally, at Pc, ρ and S/T shows a moderate increase of their
values. A simple analysis is quite difficult in CeRh2Si2 as it is a complex multiband system.
Calculations are needed to well understand the modifications that appear at the transitions
on the system.
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Figure 5.37: Comparison between S/T |norm (dark cyan symbols) and ρ0 extrapolated at T = 0
(blue symbols obtained from ref. [Boursier, 2005]) as a function of pressure.
Fermi surface reconstructions are sharp and localized transitions, thus the effects are only
visible in their vicinity. Sometimes, they may be coupled to other type of phenomenon such
as spin or valence fluctuations. Therefore, the strong change related to the Fermi surface
reconstruction in the thermopower signal can be masked as the contribution belonging to the
other effect can dominate. This is due to the fact that thermopower is very sensitive to the
band reorganization, the weight of each band and to the energy derivative of the density of
states. CeRh2Si2 is a clear example of a system in which the spin/valance fluctuations are
associated to a Fermi surface change.
5.8 Conclusions for CeRh2Si2
These measurements confirm the interest to perform thermopower measurements to analyze
the modifications of the Fermi surface. As we showed, thermoelectricity is a sensitive probe
to macroscopic thermodynamic properties (sign of carriers, effective mass renormalization)
and to scattering. Observation of quantum oscillations is a direct opportunity to demonstrate
without ambiguity if there is a Fermi surface change at the transitions.
Ambient pressure: Temperature Evolution
The temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient S(T ) at ambient pressure indicates
the AF1-PM magnetic transition at 36K and AF1-AF2 metamagnetic transition at 24K. These
transitions are second order and first order, respectively and they were identified with changes
in the magnetic configuration along the c-axis by neutron measurements.
Thermopower measurements probe the isotropy of CeRh2Si2 in the low temperature regime.
The extrapolated value of S/T (T → 0) is similar for transverse and longitudinal configurations
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at H = 0.
Ambient pressure: Magnetic Field Evolution
We measured the Seebeck coefficient sweeping the magnetic field upwards at a constant rate
from 0 to 30T. The obtained results are:
• A direct measurement of quantum oscillations in the AF2 phase. The Fermi surface
of the AF3 phase was not possible to be measured because of the short magnetic field
range of this phase (smaller than 1T) and in the PPM phase no frequency was observed.
• The orbits of the AF2 and their evolution increasing the magnetic field were analyzed.
The cyclotron mass, the Dingle temperature and the mean free path for each orbit were
determined. A good agreement with dHvA measurements was observed.
• At high fields, new orbits were detected. The magnetic breakdown and the mass spin
splitting of the ν orbit phenomenon were observed.
• We demonstrated the advantages of thermopower quantum oscillations over other Fermi
surface mapping probes: no background has to be removed to observe the quantum
oscillations, the oscillations appears for temperatures of one order magnitude higher
compare to traditional probes and high harmonics of the main frequency, ν, were easily
detected.
• The suppression of the AF order by magnetic field was studied. At low pressure, it
is first order and the AF phase is suppressed by a two-step transition. The transition
becomes second order above the TCP point.
• Reconstruction of the (T,H) phase diagram. Existence of a multi-critical point.
Under Pressure
We demonstrate that our pressure setups, piston cylinder and Bridgman pressure cells, deter-
mine absolute values of thermopower and thermopower is very sensitive to all the modifications
of the system. We verify the suppression of the AF domain into a paramagnetic domain by
pressure as shown in the (T, P ) phase diagram. Pressure moves the system from dominant
RKKY interaction to dominant Kondo interaction balancing the system from a localized to
an itinerant behaviour of the f electrons.
S/T measurements as a function of pressure for a fixed temperature reveal a sudden
change of the sign of the thermopower signal at the AF1-AF2 transition indicating that it is
a first order transition. At the AF1-PM transition for pressures close to Pc, the spin/valence
fluctuations appearing close to the QCP and the Fermi surface instability due to the Fermi
surface reconstruction are strongly coupled.
Finally, the comparison between the absolute values of S(H) and S(P ) in the PPM and
PM phases suggests the Fermi surfaces of PM and PPM are not equivalent. In addiction, the
suppression of the AF order by field is clearly first order whereas under pressure it seems to
be weakly first order.
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Conclusion
The aim of this thesis involves two different but related projects: the development of new
thermoelectric instrumentation and its application to study the different phases of heavy
fermion compounds.
Concerning the first project, I have designed two novel setups to measure thermoelectricity
under pressure at low temperature, [0.3− 50]K, and under magnetic field. These new setups
fit inside a piston cylinder and a Bridgman pressure cells.
The second part of my PhD work is related to the physics of heavy fermion systems.
Specially, I have studied the (T, P,H) phase diagram and the magnetic competing order.
Various measurements techniques, such as thermopower and magnetoresistance, were used to
explore the physics of these compounds. Moreover, thermopower quantum oscillations were
used to analyze the topology of the Fermi surface as an alternative method to standard de
Haas-van Alphen or Shubnikov-de Haas effects for the first time in heavy fermion systems.
The investigated compounds were UCoAl, UGe2 and CeRh2Si2. These are strongly cor-
related electron systems with a value of the electronic specific heat of the order of γ .
100mJmol−1K−1 which corresponds to a moderate heavy fermion behaviour. They are char-
acterized by having different ground states (UCoAl is a paramagnet, UGe2 is a ferromagnet
and CeRh2Si2 presents an antiferromagnet ground state) and for being close to quantum phase
transitions.
The analysis at an ambient pressure of the first compound, UCoAl, by thermopower
measurements reveals that it is characterized by a strong and sharp discontinuity at the
metamagnetic transition below T0 indicating the first order character of the transition. This
first order line of transitions ends up the critical end point CEP(T0, H
∗
M) where an increase
of the correlations was observed. Above it, a crossover regime appears. Exotic magnetic
excitations were also observed in the paramagnetic ground state of UCoAl at low temperatures
in the Seebeck coefficient over temperature. They were associated to the magnetic frustration
of the quasi-Kagome lattice of the compound. Under pressure, we observe the suppression
of the ferromagnetic order towards the quantum critical end point (wing structure). Inside
this magnetic structure, we notice the decrease of the jump of thermopower signal at the
metamagnetic transition and the enhancement of the hole thermopower contributions with
pressure. When magnetic field and pressure tune the system to the QCEP, a rapid decrease
of T0 was measured. However, no signature on the Seebeck coefficient was observed. We
expected to have a divergence on the thermopower signal due to the entropy accumulation
at the QCEP. This suggests that the singularities under pressure are restricted to very low
temperature and well determined field and pressure conditions.
We deeply analyzed thermopower quantum oscillations to determine the Fermi surface of
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heavy fermion systems as UGe2. We also studied the Fermi surface of UGe2 by Shubnikov-de
Haas (SdH) effect and we compared these studies to on literature the de Haas-van Alphen
(dHvA) measurements. Thermopower quantum oscillation measurements were analyzed by
different thermopower models (Young-Fletcher, Trodahl and Peschanskii) and by the Lifshitz-
Kosevich (LK) theory of the dHvA effect. We demonstrate that the LK theory is valid for the
analysis of thermopower quantum oscillations in heavy fermion systems. We verified that the
main contribution to the thermopower signal is the oscillatory one, that the oscillations persist
in a higher temperature range compared to SdH or dHvA effects and that no background has
to be removed to observe the thermopower quantum oscillations. We confirmed the good
agreement in the results obtained by these three probes that in turn, are in good agreement
with the calculations of the topology of the Fermi surface.
Finally, thermopower measurements also show the suppression of the antiferromagnetic
(AF) order of CeRh2Si2 by magnetic field and by pressure. Magnetic field destroys the AF
order by a first order transition at low temperatures. Pressure moves the system from an
uncompensated to a compensated state as a result of the modification of the hybridization
of the system (dominant RKKY interaction to dominant Kondo interaction from low to high
pressures). The transition at Pc has been identified as a weak first order transition due to it
is masked by the spin/valance fluctuations of the QCP. A clear proof of this first order nature
is the strong change of the Fermi surface measured by dHvA measurements. The evolution of
the thermopower over temperature signal was analyzed as a function of P/Pc and as a function
of H/Hc. Thermopower signal shows different signs in the PPM and in the PM phases. We
conclude that CeRh2Si2 has two different Fermi surfaces for the PPM and the PM phases.
This is also supported by the different Fermi surface frequencies associated to the PPM and
PM phases obtained by torque and dHvA effects, respectively. Moreover, a direct detection
of the AF2 phase by thermopower quantum oscillations was performed. New frequencies of
the Fermi surface were detected. In addition, the spin dependence of the effective mass of the
main frequency ν was observed at high fields.
We conclude that thermopower indicates first order transitions by a strong change of the
thermopower signal. It usually presents a discontinuity on its value and sometimes, it shows
a change in the sing depending on the Fermi surface modifications along the direction of
the thermal gradient. Second order transitions are indicated by a well defined change in the
slope and the crossover by large anomaly in the thermopower signal. Nevertheless, the limit
between second order and crossover transitions is not so clear in thermopower measurements.
Concerning thermopower quantum oscillations, we conclude that the oscillatory contribution
dominates the thermopower signal in the case of high quality samples and we indicate that
LK theory is valid to determine the parameters of the Fermi surface of heavy fermion systems
by thermopower quantum oscillations.
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.1 Re´sume´
Cette the`se porte sur l’e´tude sous conditions extreˆmes (basse tempe´rature, fort champ mag-
ne´tique et haute pression) des compose´s fortement corre´le´s du type fermions lourds. Trois
compose´s ont e´te´ analyse´s UCoAl, UGe2 et CeRh2Si2, en utilisant principalement de mesures
thermoe´lectriques; une technique re´cente et tre`s sensible dans le domaine des fermions lourds.
A` cette fin, de nouvelles dispositives de mesures de pouvoir thermoe´lectricite´ sous pression
ont e´te´ de´veloppe´s au cours de cette the`se.
Concernant le compose´ d’UCoAl, notre e´tude a permis d’analyser pre´cise´ment la transition
metamagne´tique, induite par le champ magne´tique, entre la phase paramagne´tique (PM) et
la phase ferromagne´tique (FM) ainsi que, son e´volution sous pression. Ainsi, nos mesures
du pouvoir thermoe´lectriques ont permis de comple´ter le diagramme de phase (T, P,H) et
notamment, de mettre en e´vidence la structure magne´tique originale qui apparaˆıt sous pression
en forme de “‘wings”.
Une fine analyse de la surface de Fermi de la phase FM2 d’UGe2 a e´te´ re´alise´e grace a`
l’observation des oscillations quantiques du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique. Les re´sultats obtenues
ont e´te´ compare´s aux e´tudes conventionnelles des oscillations quantiques comme de “de Haas-
van Alphen” (dHvA) et de “Suhbnikov-de Hass” (SdH) effets. Un tre`s bon accord entre les
trois techniques a e´te´ constate´e.
Finalement, dans le syste`me CeRh2Si2, la suppression du domaine antiferromagne´tique
(AF) sous champ magne´tique Hc ∼ 26T et sous pression pc ∼ 1GPa a e´te´ e´tudie´e. Un tre`s
fort changement de la surface de Fermi a` Hc correspondant a` la transition de l’ordre AF vers
une phase paramagne´tique polarise´e (PPM), a e´te´ observe´. Sous pression, des fluctuations
magne´tiques et une reconstruction de la surface de Fermi apparaissent autour de pc. Ces
fluctuations cachent la nature de la suppression de l’ordre AF vers un ordre paramagne´tique
(PM). L’e´tude du diagramme de phase (T,H, P ) re´ve`le que les phases PM et PPM sont
diffe´rentes, cependant des points en commun demeurent.
Mots cle´s:
Compose´s fortement corre´le´s-Fermion lourds
Criticalite´ quantique
Coefficients thermoe´lectriques
Mesure de la surface de Fermi
Conditions extreˆmes: basses tempe´ratures, forts champ magne´tiques et hautes pressions
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.2 Introduction franc¸aise
Les fermions lourds sont une famille de compose´s fortement corre´le´s du type liquide de Fermi
caracte´rise´s par une tre`s forte re-normalisation de la masse effective. La re-normalisation est
due a` la pre´sence des orbitales 4 ou 5 f incomple`tes des lanthanides ou actinides. Les orbitales
f de ces atomes sont plus ou moins localise´es pre`s du noyau. En plus, elles ont une e´nergie
proche a` l’e´nergie de Fermi ce qui leurs permet de s’hybrider avec les e´lectrons de conduction
(orbitales s, p et d). Cette hybridation est e´galement a` l’origine de la nature complexe de dia-
grammes de phase de ses compose´s, car ces orbitaux f incomple`tes introduisent des moments
magne´tiques dans le system. Les fermions lourds pre´sentent un grand nombre d’ordre e´lec-
troniques en compe´tition. La tempe´rature de Fermi est aussi renormalise´e a` une valeur basse
ce qui est une caracte´ristique propre des fermions lourds contrairement aux autres familles
des compose´s fortement corre´le´es comme les syste`mes a` haute tempe´rature critique (cuprates,
pnictides). Leur faible tempe´rature de Fermi et donc, la facilite´ de modifier l’e´tat fondamental
de ces compose´s par champ magne´tique, dopage et pression ont permis l’e´tude des ordres en
compe´tition.
Re´cemment, la thermoe´lectricite´ a eu un regain d’inte´reˆt dans l’e´tude des transitions de
phases et des proprie´te´s a` tre`s basse tempe´ratures des syste`mes fortement corre´le´s. Ainsi,
cette the`se se basse principalement sur l’e´tude des fermions lourds sous conditions extreˆmes
par le pouvoir thermoe´lectrique.
D’un point de vue expe´rimental, les fermions lourds impliquent de fortes conditions ex-
treˆmes pour leur e´tude comme les basses tempe´ratures, les hautes pressions, les dopages et/ou
les forts champs magne´tiques. Ces parametres ont permit de modifier l’hybridation des bands
du syste`me qui gouverne le caracte`re itine´rant/localise´ du magne´tisme. Dans ces syste`mes,
cette compe´tition peut eˆtre comprise en ge´ne´ral a` travers du diagramme de phase de Doniach.
Un spe´cial inte´reˆt a les points critiques quantiques par des mesures de thermoe´lectricite´. Pour
proce´der a` ces e´tudes, nous avons notamment utilise´ la pression au lieu du dopage comme
parame`tre de controˆle, car la pression modifie le syste`me sans introduire de de´sordre. De plus,
la pression peut eˆtre applique´e de fac¸on controˆle´ et quasi-re´versiblement.
Une des motivations principales de cette the`se a e´te´ de concevoir et d’optimiser des mon-
tages de pouvoir thermoe´lectrique sous pression, a` basse tempe´rature et fort champ magne´-
tique pour l’e´tude de la compe´tition d’ordres magne´tiques. En effet, les diffe´rents phe´nome`nes
physiques qui arrivent autour des points critiques quantiques comme la suppression/apparition
de l’ordre magne´tique, la phase non-liquide de Fermi et/ou la supraconductivite´, pre´sentent
une tre`s forte de´pendance de la pression. Dans cette the`se nous avons aussi e´tudie´ les transi-
tions magne´tiques induites sous champ magne´tique et nous avons aussi analyse´ la surface de
Fermi a` travers les oscillations quantiques du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique.
.3 Le plan de la the`se
La the`se est divise´e en 5 chapitres. Le premier correspond a` la description the´orique de la
physique des fermions lourds ainsi qu’une description pre´cise des diffe´rents principes de ther-
moe´lectricite´. Le deuxie`me chapitre de´crit les techniques de mesures utilise´es et les conditions
extreˆmes de basse tempe´rature, fort champ et hautes pressions sous lesquelles les mesures ont
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e´te´ faites. Les chapitres suivants exposent les re´sultats obtenus pendant la the`se. Le chapitre
3 pre´sente l’analyse d’UCoAl. La premie`re partie de ce chapitre concerne la transition meta-
magne´tique induite par le champ magne´tique et la deuxie`me partie, l’e´tude des wings sous
pression jusqu’au point critique quantique. Le chapitre 4 montre les re´sultats de l’e´tude de la
surface de Fermi ferromagne´tique FM2 d’UGe2 obtenus a` travers les oscillations quantiques
du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique. Ainsi, la comparaison entre les diffe´rents mode`les du pouvoir
thermoe´lectrique afin de de´terminer les parame`tres de la surface de Fermi. Le dernier chapitre
est de´die´ a` la suppression du domaine antiferromagne´tique (AF) du compose´ CeRh2Si2 par le
champ magne´tique et la pression. Enfin, une conclusion ge´ne´rale finalisera cette the`se.
.4 Re´sume´ des chapitres
Chapitre 1 - Contexte scientifique
Dans ce chapitre, le contexte scientifique ge´ne´ral est pre´sente´ rapidement. On commence par la
physique des fermions lourds et la the´orie du liquide de Fermi, on continue avec la pre´sentation
de l’ordre magne´tique en compe´tition dans ce type de compose´s et on finit par les the´ories des
non liquides de Fermi. Une description mathe´matique des coefficients thermoe´lectriques est
aussi propose´e. Un point aussi important est la description de l’effet Seebeck par la formule
de Mott qui conside`re que la dynamique du syste`me est divise´ en bandes lourdes et bandes
le´ge`res sans imbrication dans la limite T → 0.
Chapitre 2 - Techniques expe´rimentales
Les techniques expe´rimentales ainsi que les conditions extreˆmes de basse tempe´rature, fort
champ magne´tique et haute pression sont montre´es dans ce chapitre. Un des enjeux de la the`se
a e´te´ de de´velopper des montages de pouvoir thermoe´lectrique sous pression; ces montages
(cellule piston cylindre et cellule Bridgman) sont de´taille´s dans le chapitre. Dans la suite,
on montre les techniques de mesure: mesures sous conditions stables et mesures en continue
ainsi que les e´quations utilise´es pour chaque technique. Une comparaison entre les montages
et techniques des mesures sous vide et sous pression est faite au long du chapitre.
Chapitre 3 - UCoAl
L’analyse du diagramme de phase (T,H) d’UCoAl est faite dans la premie`re partie de ce
chapitre. La transition metamagne´tique du paramagne´tisme (PM) au ferromagne´tisme (FM)
induite sous champ magne´tique est e´tudie´e. Une possible explication des modifications de
la surface de Fermi a` travers la transition metamagne´tique en fonction des modifications du
pouvoir thermoe´lectrique et du calcule de bandes est propose´e. Les coefficients thermoe´lec-
triques ont servi a` l’observation des excitations magne´tiques exotiques a` basse tempe´rature
dans la phase paramagne´tique, excitations qui seraient lie´es aux frustrations de la structure
de quasi-kagome´ d’UCoAl et autour du point final critique (CEP) qui sont lie´s a` la modifi-
cation de la transition metamagne´tique du premier ordre vers un crossover. Cette analyse
est soutenue par des mesures comple´mentaires de re´sistivite´ et chaleur spe´cifique. En deux-
ie`me partie, l’analyse des “wings” sous pression montre l’e´volution du CEP (diminution de
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T0 et augmentation du H
∗
M) vers le point critique quantique final (QCEP). On a constate´ la
de´croissance rapide de T0 aux alentours du QCEP. Ne´anmoins, les gammes de tempe´rature
et de pression de nos mesures ne nous permettent pas d’identifier la signature du QCEP dans
le coefficient Seebeck.
Chapitre 4 - UGe2
L’analyse de la surface de Fermi FM2 d’UGe2 graˆce a` l’observation d’oscillations quantiques
du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique est montre´e dans ce chapitre. Une comparaison sur les diffe´rents
mode`les the´oriques indique que la the´orie de Lifshitz-Kosevich peut eˆtre utilise´e pour de´ter-
miner la masse effective, la tempe´rature de Dingle et le libre parcours moyenne a` partir des
oscillations quantiques thermoe´lectriques. Le bon accord des re´sultats avec d’autres sondes
plus communes telles que l’effet de “Shubnikov-de Haas” (SdH) et l’effet de “de Haas-van
Alphen” (dHvA) sugge`re que meˆme si l’origine des oscillations est partialement diffe´rente
dans ces techniques, la variation de l’amplitude des oscillations avec la tempe´rature et le
champ semble eˆtre la meˆme; c.a`.d, l’evolution est inde´pendent de la technique de mesure.
Chapitre 5 - CeRh2Si2
Le compose´ CeRh2Si2 a` basse tempe´rature montre un e´tat antiferromagne´tique isotrope. En
fonction de la tempe´rature, il suit une transition du premier ordre entre deux e´tats anti-
ferromagne´tiques a` 24K et la suppression de l’e´tat antiferromagne´tique est caracte´rise´e par
une transition du deuxie`me ordre a` 36K. Les transitions peuvent eˆtre amene´es a` T = 0 par
le champ magne´tique et la pression. On a analyse´ la suppression de l’ordre magne´tique en
de´terminant les diagrammes de phases (T,H) et (T, P ). Les mesures de S/T (H) et S/T (P )
indiquent des fortes modifications de la surface de Fermi a` Hc et pc, champ magne´tique et
pression correspondant a` la suppression de la phase antiferromagne´tique. La comparaison de
ces mesures indique que les surfaces de Fermi de phases PM et PPM ne sont pas e´quivalentes
entre elles. Cette analyse est en accord avec les mesures de dHvA.
Enfin, une analyse pre´cise de la surface de Fermi a pu eˆtre obtenue graˆce a` l’observation
d’oscillation quantique thermoe´lectrique dans ce compose´e. De forts changements du re´gime
du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique ont e´te´ observe´s aux transitions de phases, notamment pre`s de
Hc.
.5 Conclusion ge´ne´rale en franc¸ais
Le but de cette the`se a e´te´ de de´velopper de nouveaux montages pour les mesures du pou-
voir thermoe´lectrique sous pression et ensuite d’appliquer cette technique pour l’analyse des
diagrammes de phase des fermions lourds.
Pendant la premie`re phase du projet, deux nouveaux dispositives expe´rimentaux permet-
tant de mesurer le pouvoir thermoe´lectriques sous pression ont e´te´ de´veloppe´s. Ces montages
ont e´te´ conc¸us pour s’ajuster au volume restreint des cellules de pression de type piston cylin-
dre et Bridgmann. Ils sont calibre´s pour des mesures dans la gamme de tempe´ratures comprise
entre 0.3 et 50K et sous un champ magne´tiques pouvant aller jusqu’a` 16T.
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Pour la deuxie`me phase du projet, l’analyse de la physique des fermions lourds, j’ai spe´-
cialement e´tudie´ les diagrammes de phases (T, P,H) a` basse temperature. L’e´tat fondamental,
la compe´tition de l’ordre magne´tique et l’analyse des parame`tres microscopiques ont e´te´ ex-
plore´s par des mesures de pouvoir thermoe´lectrique ainsi que de re´sistivite´. Les compose´s
explore´s sont UCoAl, UGe2 et CeRh2Si2. Ce sont des fermions lourds modere´s avec des e´tats
fondamentaux tre`s diffe´rents: l’e´tat fondamental d’UCoAl est une phase paramagne´tique
(PM), pour UGe2 c’est une phase ferromagne´tique (FM) et dans CeRh2Si2 l’e´tat fondamental
est antiferromagne´tique (AF).
Les re´sultats majeurs sur le compose´ UCoAl a` pression ambiante portent sur l’analyse
de la transition metamagne´tique induite sous champ magne´tique de l’e´tat fondamental a`
l’e´tat FM, ainsi que sur la divergence du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique dans la phase PM a` basse
tempe´ratures produite par la frustration magne´tique de la maille du type quasi-kagome´ des
atomes d’Uranium. Les contributions anormales dans l’effet Nernst lie´es a´ la modification
de la transition metamagne´tique ont e´te´ aussi observe´es. La transition est une transition
du premier ordre a` basse tempe´rature qui devient un “crossover” au-dessus du CEP(T0, H
∗
M).
Sous pression, l’e´volution des “wings” (la structure ferrommagne´tique) vers le point critique
quantique final (QCEP) a e´te´ observe´e. Le saut du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique a` la transition
metamagne´tique devient de plus en plus petit lorsqu’on s’approche du QCEP. Il est associe´ a`
une contribution des charges positives au pouvoir thermoe´lectrique qui augmente sous pres-
sion. La tempe´rature T0 diminue avec la pression et aux alentours du QCEP, elle montre
une rapide diminution vers T = 0K. La divergence du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique autour du
QCEP e´tait attendue comme conse´quence de l’accumulation d’entropie lie´e aux fluctuations.
Ne´anmoins, aucune re´elle divergence n’a e´te´ observe´e. On sugge`re que les singularite´s lie´es
au QCEP n’apparaissent qu’a` tre`s basse tempe´rature et donc, elles ne sont pas visibles par
nos mesures s’arretant au dessus de 2K.
Une analyse de´taille´e de la composante oscillatoire du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique a e´te´ re´al-
ise´e dans le compose´ UGe2. Cette contribution oscillatoire donne l’information lie´e a` la surface
de Fermi des compose´es. Elle est analogue a` la contribution oscillatoire de la magne´tore´sis-
tance, SdH, ou de la susceptibilite´ magne´tique, dHvA et c’est pour cela qu’une comparaison
entre ces trois techniques a e´te´ re´alise´e dans ce syste`me. Les oscillations quantiques du pou-
voir thermoe´lectrique ont e´te´ analyse´es par diffe´rents mode`les (Young-Fletcher, Trodahl and
Pescahnskii) ainsi que par la the´orie de Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) de l’effet dHvA. On a de´montre´
que la the´orie de LK est valable dans le cas des oscillations quantiques du pouvoir thermoe´lec-
trique dans les compose´s des fermions lourds. Les parame`tres fondamentaux obtenus de la
surface de Fermi sont en bon accord avec les calculs de la surface de Fermi. On a aussi
ve´rifie´ que la contribution oscillatoire domine le signal thermoe´lectrique et persiste pour des
tempe´ratures jusqu’a` un ordre de magnitude supe´rieure aux sondes traditionnelles (SdH et
dHvA).
Dans le dernier fermion lourd de cette e´tude, CeRh2Si2, une comparaison entre la sup-
pression du domaine AF par le champ magne´tique et par la pression est donne´e. Ce compose´
se caracte´rise´ par des e´chelles d’e´nergie lie´es a` l’effet RRKY et a` l’effet Kondo similaires ce
qui permet de faire basculer le syste`me d’un magne´tisme localise´ (ou` RKKY domine) vers
un magne´tisme itine´rant (ou` Kondo domine) assez facilement par l’application d’un champ
magne´tique et/ou d’une pression. La transition de la phase AF sous champ magne´tique vers
une phase paramagne´tique polarise´e (PPM) correspond a` une transition du premier ordre.
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L’e´volution du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique sous pression montre que les fluctuations de spin
et/ou de valence et les instabilite´s magne´tiques lie´es a` la suppression du domaine AF sont
e´tendues dans une large gamme de pression autour de pc. Si on tient compte des mesures de
dHvA qui montrent le fort changement de la surface de Fermi a` pc, on peut conclure que la
transition sous pression est une transition faiblement du premier ordre. La comparaison de
S/T en fonction de H/Hc et en fonction de P/pc montre que le pouvoir thermoe´lectrique de
la phase PM est positive pendant que celle de la phase PPM est ne´gative. Cela indique que
les phases non ordonne´es, PM et PPM, sont diffe´rentes. Une analyse de la surface de Fermi
de la phase AF2 a e´te´ re´alise´e dans ce compose´. De nouvelles fre´quences ont e´te´ de´tecte´es
ainsi que le “splitting” de la fre´quence ν duˆ a` la de´pendance de la masse effective selon le spin.
Ces e´tudes des ordres en compe´tition ont montre´ que le pouvoir thermoe´lectrique est une
sonde tre`s sensible pour l’e´tude des transitions de phases. Les transitions de premier ordre
sont caracte´rise´es pour pre´senter une discontinuite´ du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique et parfois, un
changement de signe. Cela de´pend des modifications de la surface de Fermi a` la transition de
phase et de la direction vers laquelle on mesure. Les transitions de phases de deuxie`me ordre
pre´sentent un changement de la pente et les “crossover” une anomalie dans le signal du coef-
ficient thermoe´lectrique. Ne´anmoins, la diffe´rence dans le signal du pouvoir thermoe´lectrique
entre transitions de phase de deuxie`me ordre et “crossover” n’est pas tre`s claire.
Les e´tudes microscopiques utilisant le pouvoir thermoe´lectrique comme sonde macro-
scopique ont permis de de´montrer que la partie oscillatoire re´ve`le les parame`tres fondamentaux
de la surface de Fermi. Notre e´tude valide l’utilisation des oscillations quantiques thermoe´lec-
triques pour caracte´riser la surface de Fermi (masse effective, tempe´rature de Dingle et libre
parcours moyen des orbites) a` partir de l’analyse de l’e´volution des fre´quences selon la the´orie
de Lifshitz-Kosevich. De plus, la contribution oscillatoire domine et apparait dans une gamme
de tempe´ratures plus haute que les autres sondes traditionnelles (dHvA et SdH); ce qui facilite
son observation.
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